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Key challenges remain
to achieve a truly

integrated and
streamlined workforce
system that meets the

needs of employers and
job seekers.

Sunset Staff Report

Texas Workforce Commission

The Legislature created the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) in
1995 to merge the myriad of fragmented employment and training

programs into a single, locally-controlled workforce system. Sunset staff
evaluated the impact of these changes at the state and local levels and found
that, overall, Texas has made tremendous progress in building the
foundation for improved workforce services. Over the last seven years,
local workforce development boards have been set up statewide, delivering
services through more than 260 one-stop workforce centers.

Sunset staff found that while significant advances have been made, several
challenges remain to achieving the Legislature’s vision of truly integrated,
streamlined, and accountable workforce services that meet the needs of
employers and job seekers. The key challenges identified by Sunset staff
fall into four key areas: governance, employer involvement, service
integration, and local board oversight.

● A wide variety of people interviewed
by Sunset staff as part of this review
identified the need to change the
agency’s governing structure as critical
to improving the agency’s operations.
Having three Commissioners, each
with very different constituencies,
directly involved in agency activities,
on a full-time basis, is problematic.
This governance structure creates
confusion among staff and others regarding who is responsible for the
operations of the agency. Sunset staff found that while full-time
commissioners may have been needed in prior years to hear
unemployment insurance appeals, many other large states use a
separate appeal board to focus solely on this function.

● Another challenge for TWC is to more fully engage employers in the
development of State workforce policies and services. TWC cannot
effectively address the needs of job seekers without better understanding
and meeting the needs of employers. However, many employers still
do not see TWC as a good resource for qualified or desirable job
applicants.

● Many of TWC services are not integrated across programs. The
consolidation of 28 workforce related programs into a single state
agency, and the delivery of services through local one-stop workforce
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centers has greatly reduced the fragmentation of services.
Unfortunately, many of these services continue to be delivered in the
same program “silos” as they were before being merged into TWC.
This results in ongoing duplication across programs, and forces
customers in need of more intensive job training and employment
services to work with multiple case workers to get the help needed.

Sunset staff also found that adult education and literacy programs
remain fragmented between TWC and the Texas Education Agency.
The integration of these services is seriously hampered by being split
across two agencies, and not adequately linked to the employment and
job training services available at local one-stop workforce centers.

● The capacity of local workforce development boards to effectively
oversee funds and services varies considerably statewide. Sunset staff
found no clear distinction between the State’s oversight role and that
of the local boards, with both focused primarily on short-term
compliance with specific program and fiscal requirements. The result
is that TWC oversight may duplicate the detailed monitoring done by
the local boards, instead of assessing or developing the local boards’
overall capacity to effectively oversee these funds and services.

The recommendations in this report are designed to address these problems,
and others related to TWC’s child care services, unemployment insurance,
and proprietary schools.

Two other areas were examined as part of the Sunset review of TWC, but
without the development of recommendations in this report.  First, Sunset
staff examined the roles and responsibilities of TWC and the Department
of Human Services (DHS) regarding welfare recipients in need of
employment and training services. Because DHS is subject to Sunset review
this biennium, any recommendations regarding the services that cut across
these two agencies were postponed until the completion of the staff review
of DHS in November 2002.

Second, the solvency of the Unemployment Compensation Fund continues
to be an important issue in this state, especially considering that the Fund
is predicted to become insolvent in November 2002. Sunset staff recognized
the importance of this issue and examined various methods for increasing
trust fund reserves. However, given the broad policy and significant tax
implications for the State, and the fact that a House interim committee is
specifically examining this issue, Sunset staff decided to await further
legislative direction before considering any recommendations in this area.

A summary follows of the Sunset staff recommendations on the Texas
Workforce Commission.
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Issues / Recommendations

Issue 1 A Three-Member, Full-Time Commission Is No Longer
Necessary and Results in Operational Confusion,
Costs, and Delays.

Key Recommendations

● Replace the three-member, full-time Commission with a seven-
member, part-time Commission to govern the Texas Workforce
Commission.

● Require the Commission to clearly define the roles of Commission
members and agency staff.

● Create a part-time, three-member Board of Appeals to handle the
second level appeals stage for unemployment insurance.

● Establish a Local Workforce Board Advisory Committee to advise
TWC on the programs, policies, and rules that affect the boards and
local workforce operations.

Issue 2 TWC Has Yet to Fully Engage Its Primary Customer,
Employers, In the Development of Workforce Policies
and Services.

Key Recommendations

● Clarify that employers are TWC’s primary customer.

● Require TWC to create an Office of Employer Initiatives.

● Create an Employer Advisory Committee to advise TWC on the needs
of employers and the effectiveness of agency policies.

● TWC should develop performance measures to track employer use of
the agency’s services.

Issue 3 Adult Education and Literacy Programs Are Not Well
Positioned to Help Texans Get the Skills Necessary
to Succeed in the Workforce.

Key Recommendations

● Transfer responsibility for adult education and literacy programs from
the Texas Education Agency to the Texas Workforce Commission.

● Create an Adult Education and Literacy Advisory Committee at the
Texas Workforce Commission.
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Issue 4 Oversight of Local Boards Ensures Compliance But
Needs to Focus on Helping Develop Local Capacity to
Oversee Workforce Funds and Services.

Key Recommendations

● Require TWC to develop criteria to assess local workforce development
boards’ overall capacity to administer and oversee local funds and
services.

● TWC should build on current efforts to ensure local boards have a
single point of contact in the agency, and improve coordination of
oversight between agency staff and local board staff.

Issue 5 Siloed Workforce Programs Make It Difficult for
Many Texans to Receive Effective Services.

Key Recommendation

● Require TWC, in partnership with local workforce development boards,
to phase in the integration of workforce programs and associated case
worker functions by 2007.

Issue 6 TWC Has No Current Mechanism for Ensuring
Outside Input on Its $425 Million Child Care
Program.

Key Recommendations

● Create a Child Care Advisory Committee at the Texas Workforce
Commission.

● TWC should charge the child care advisory committee with examining
the child care allocation formulas, and providing recommendations on
improving the formulas.

● TWC, with the advice of the child care advisory committee, should
develop formal methods for developing the recommended state target
for the number of children served, to be provided to the Legislative
Budget Board; and for assigning local targets, to be adopted as rules.

Issue 7 TWC Is Not Taking Advantage of an Opportunity to
Track the Impact of Subsidized Child Care in Helping
Families Get Off, and Stay Off, Welfare.

Key Recommendation

● Require TWC to track employment-related outcomes of parents
receiving subsidized child care.
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Issue 8 Partial Transfers of Unemployment Compensation
Experience Rates Unfairly Cost Texas Employers
Millions Each Year.

Key Recommendations

● Authorize TWC to deny a partial transfer of unemployment
compensation experience if TWC determines the acquisition or
reorganization was done solely to qualify for a reduced tax rate by
circumventing the experience rating system or eliminating chargebacks.

● Establish a six-month time limit for employers to file an application
for a partial transfer due to an acquisition or reorganization.

● Prohibit partial transfers for part of an organization, trade, or business
that cannot operate independently.

Issue 9 TWC Lacks the Authority Necessary to Protect
Students From Unlicensed Proprietary Schools.

Key Recommendation

● Authorize TWC to issue a cease and desist order to bring an unlicensed
proprietary school into compliance with state law.

Issue 10 Restrictions on the Tuition Protection Fund Limit
TWC’s Ability to Safeguard Students if a Proprietary
School Closes.

Key Recommendations

● Increase the ceiling on the proprietary school Tuition Protection Fund
from $250,000 to $500,000.

● Increase from $50,000 to $150,000 the amount that can be spent per
school closure from the Tuition Protection Fund.

● Clarify that refunds from the Tuition Protection Fund depend on the
amount of funds available, and that a full refund cannot always be
guaranteed.

● Request removal of the $75,000 appropriations limit on the total
amount that can be paid out from the Tuition Protection Fund in any
single year.

Issue 11 Texas Has A Continuing Need for the Texas
Workforce Commission.

Key Recommendation

● Continue the Texas Workforce Commission for 12 years.
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Fiscal Implication Summary

This report contains several recommendations that would have a fiscal impact
to the State. These recommendations are discussed below, followed by a five-
year summary chart.

● Issue 1 – Eliminating the full-time Commission and the costs associated
with staffing and operating each of the members’ offices would result in a
savings of $1.9 million. The costs associated with travel and per diem
expenses for seven part-time Commission members would be about
$77,000 per year.  Salaries and related expenses of the Board of Appeals,
and three attorneys and one administrative assistant to staff the Board,
would result in costs of about $332,000 per year, that would likely be
paid from the Unemployment Administration Fund.  Establishing a Local
Workforce Board Advisory Committee would cost approximately $12,000
annually. These changes would result in an overall savings of $1.4 million
in state and federal funds, and a reduction of 15 FTEs.

● Issue 2 – Establishing an Office of Employer Initiatives would add five
FTEs at a cost of $326,668 annually.  Creating an Employer Advisory
Committee would cost approximately $12,000 annually.

● Issue 3 – Transferring adult education and literacy programs from TEA
to TWC would result in a net savings of $870,000 to state amd federal
funds, and a reduction of two FTEs.  These savings would need to be
redirected into services to avoid the loss of federal funds, and could serve
approximately 2,178 additional adult education or literacy customers.
Creating an Adult Education and Literacy Advisory Committee would
cost approximately $12,000 annually.

● Issue 5 – Streamlining workforce programs to support integrated services
would result in administrative savings to state and federal funds of $4.2
million and a reduction of 35 FTEs, starting in fiscal year 2006.  To avoid
the loss of federal funds, these savings would need to be redirected into
workforce services, but the number of additional customers that would
be served could not be estimated for this report.

● Issue 6 – Creating a Child Care Advisory Committee would cost
approximately $12,000 annually.

● Issue 8 –  Reducing the unfair use of partial transfers relating to
unemployment insurance taxes would prevent losses to the
Unemployment Compensation Fund and indirectly reduce experience-
related employers’ UI tax rates, but these amounts could not be estimated
for this report.

● Issue 10 – Removing restrictions to, and increasing the balance of, the
Proprietary School Tuition Protection Fund would have no net fiscal impact
to the State.  The associated costs of  $125,000 per year for fiscal years
2004-2005 would be covered by fees paid by licensed proprietary schools.
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4002 866,623$ 000,078$ 000,904$ 783,777,1$ 000,84$ 801,47$ 000,521$ 000,521$ 21-

5002 866,623$ 000,078$ 000,904$ 783,777,1$ 000,84$ 801,47$ 000,521$ 000,521$ 21-

6002 866,623$ 000,070,5$ 000,904$ 783,777,1$ 000,84$ 801,47$ 0$ 0$ 74-

7002 866,623$ 000,070,5$ 000,904$ 783,777,1$ 000,84$ 801,47$ 0$ 0$ 74-

8002 866,623$ 000,070,5$ 000,904$ 783,777,1$ 000,84$ 801,47$ 0$ 0$ 74-

*These savings to state and federal funds are required to be redirected into services.
**Includes $37,213 in appropriated receipts, interagency contracts, proprietary school fees, and administrative funds.

Overall, these recommendations would result in net savings of $1.9 million
for each of the first two years, and $6.1 million in each subsequent year.
To avoid the loss of federal funds, a significant portion of these funds must
be redirected from administrative support to direct customer services.
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Sunset Staff Report

Texas Council on Workforce and
Economic Competitiveness

The Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness (the
Council) strategically plans and evaluates workforce related services

across a number of state agencies, including the Texas Workforce
Commission, Texas Department of Economic
Development, Department of Human
Services, Texas Education Agency, and Higher
Education Coordinating Board. The Council
is administratively attached to and housed in
the Office of the Governor. Sunset staff found
that the Council has developed two five-year
strategic plans, but has had difficulty resolving
problems across member agencies, and
gathering the data needed from these agencies to evaluate performance of
the workforce system. However, the Council, or a very similar entity, must
exist in Texas to meet federal Workforce Investment Act requirements
and avoid the potential loss of $229 million in federal funds.

Issue / Recommendations

Issue 1 While Needed, the Council Has Had Difficulty
Resolving Member Agency Problems and Evaluating
the Workforce System.

Key Recommendations

● Continue the Texas Council on Workforce and Economic
Competitiveness for 12 years, but renamed as the Texas Workforce
Investment Council.

● Designate agency executive directors, rather than board chairs, as the
ex officio representatives of member agencies on the Council.

● Require the Council to focus on resolving problems that cut across
member state agencies, and hamper the integrated and seamless
delivery of workforce services in Texas.

● Require the Council to clearly identify the duties of each of the member
agencies in implementing specific strategies of the Council’s long-range
strategic plan.

● Transfer the responsibility for establishing and maintaining an
automated follow-up and evaluation system from the Council to the
Texas Workforce Commission.

Texas would risk
losing $229 million

in federal funds if the
Council is not

continued.
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Issue 1
A Three-Member, Full-Time Commission Is No Longer Necessary
and Results in Operational Confusion, Costs, and Delays.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Replace the three-member, full-time Commission with a seven-member, part-time Commission
to govern the Texas Workforce Commission.

● Require the Commission to clearly define the roles of Commission members and agency staff.

● Create a part-time, three-member Board of Appeals to handle the second level appeals stage for
unemployment insurance.

● Establish a Local Workforce Board Advisory Committee to advise TWC on the programs, policies,
and rules that affect the Boards and local workforce operations.

Key Findings

● Three, full-time Commissioners govern the Texas Workforce Commission, and hear appeals of
unemployment compensation claims.

● Having three, full-time Commissioners creates confusion among TWC staff, and others, as to
who is responsible and accountable for agency operations.

● Having full-time Commissioners is unnecessary and results in duplication, delays, and additional
expenses.

● The Commission’s posting practices for its weekly meetings limit public input and participation
in the development of the state’s workforce network.

● TWC does not have a formal mechanism for receiving input from the local workforce development
boards.

● Other states’ workforce agencies and other Texas agencies generally provide clearer separation
between policymaking activities and other responsibilities.

Conclusion

TWC is the only state agency in Texas governed by three, full-time Commissioners that represent
particular constituencies.  The Sunset review evaluated the structure and role of the Commission in
operating an integrated workforce development system and administering the State’s unemployment
compensation insurance program.  The review concluded that a full-time Commission is no longer
necessary to oversee the agency and its operations.  The full-time Commission was originally
established to govern the consolidation of 28 programs from 10 state agencies into a single agency,
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ensure the formation of 28 local boards to administer workforce services locally, and allow for the
fair and timely consideration of appealed unemployment insurance (UI) cases.  However, the
programs have been consolidated, the local boards have been established, and the Commission does
not spend a majority of its time on UI cases.  Instead, Commission members have become directly
involved in agency activities and in directing agency staff.  This involvement has blurred the lines of
accountability and responsibility between the Commission’s role in setting policy and the staff ’s role
in running the agency.

Replacing the full-time Commission with a seven-member, part-time one would help ensure that
the Commission members are focused on developing policies for and overseeing the state’s workforce
network and not directly involved in the operations of the agency.  Also, clearly defining the roles of
the Commission members, Executive Director, and staff would eliminate confusion regarding ultimate
accountability for the agency and its operations.  Finally, higher authority UI appeals would be
handled by a part-time, three-member Board of Appeals.  Commissioners would be able to focus on
their policymaking and oversight roles for the workforce network, and the Board of Appeals would
ensure that UI appeals receive the due process they deserve.

srenoissimmoCCWT
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Support
Three, full-time Commissioners govern the Texas Workforce
Commission, and hear appeals of unemployment compensation
claims.

● A three-member Commission oversees the Texas Workforce
Commission (TWC).  The three Commissioners serve full-time

and represent certain
constituencies as required by
statute.  One of the
Commissioners represents
labor, one represents
employers, and one represents
the public.  The chart, TWC
Commissioners, provides
information about each
Commissioner.  The

Governor appoints the Commissioners to staggered, six-year terms
and designates the Chair to serve a two-year term.

● The Commission appoints an Executive Director to administer the
daily operations of the agency.  In addition, each Commissioner
has five or six staff members to process and make recommendations
regarding unemployment insurance appeal cases, keep the
Commission members informed about the agency’s programs and
services, answer constituent calls, and manage the daily operations
of the Commissioners’ offices.  These staff members include
attorneys, program specialists, and executive assistants, and report
directly to the respective Commissioners.
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● The Commission ensures that the agency effectively carries out its
two main functions – operating an integrated workforce development
network through the consolidation of job training, employment,
and employment-related educational programs; and administering
the unemployment compensation insurance program in Texas by
serving as the State’s employment security agency.

● To effectively administer the unemployment insurance (UI)
program, TWC must offer an opportunity for a fair hearing before
an impartial tribunal for persons whose claims are denied.1   TWC’s
UI Appeals Department, or the appeal tribunal, handles the first
level appeals process, which includes an impartial hearing and
determination.  Parties dissatisfied with the decision may file an
appeal with the Commission.  The Commissioners can affirm,
reverse, remand to the appeal tribunal, or order staff to rehear and
resubmit the case.  In fiscal year 2001, 59,184 appeals were resolved
by the appeal tribunal, and 11,604 were appealed further to the
Commission itself.

The Commissioners rely on information and recommendations
from the Commission Appeals Department and the Commissioners’
staff attorneys on deciding cases or pulling cases for discussion in
the weekly Commission meetings.  On average, 250 cases are
appealed to the Commission each week.  All of the cases are
reviewed for merit and legal sufficiency, and read and voted on
each week.  However, only about 10 to 15 cases are debated by the
full Commission.

Having three, full-time Commissioners creates confusion
among TWC staff and others as to who is responsible and
accountable for agency operations.

● Clear lines of authority, responsibility, and accountability are hard
to discern at TWC.  Commissioners often do not work through the
Executive Director, and instead exercise direct authority over staff
and staff functions.  Commissioners routinely delegate responsibility
and accountability directly to agency staff instead of holding the
Executive Director accountable for the agency’s operations.  This
undermines the Executive Director’s authority and requires staff
to be accountable to four bosses.

● Without clear lines of authority, the Commission cannot adequately
hold the Executive Director or staff accountable for implementing
the policies set by the Commissioners. Because the TWC
Commissioners operate directly with staff instead of through the
Executive Director and are directly involved in agency activities,
responsibility for the operations of the agency is diffused between
the Commissioners and the staff.

Clear lines of authority
and responsibility are

hard to discern at
TWC.
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● Trying to meet the expectations of three Commissioners, their staffs,
and the Executive Director is extremely difficult and confusing for
agency staff, especially when staff receive separate and sometimes
different directives for agency projects and activities.  Instead of
coming together and deciding to pursue specific projects, defining
the projects’ desired outcomes, and allowing the Executive Director
and agency staff to carry out the projects, the Commissioners expect
agency staff to work directly with each of them and their staffs
individually to develop and implement agency projects and activities.

● Other entities that deal with the agency have difficulty determining
who is in charge as well.  The Sunset review found that most of
these entities, including local workforce development boards and
other local workforce service providers, would prefer to have a single
point of contact, such as the Executive Director, when dealing with
the agency. However, because TWC’s Executive Director cannot
administer most agency operations without the approval of the
Commission members, most entities dealing with the agency tend
to work directly with the individual Commissioners when trying to
get something done.

Having three, full-time Commissioners is unnecessary and
results in duplication, delays, and additional expenses.
● Having three, full-time members to oversee the Texas Workforce

Commission is a holdover from the agency’s predecessor, the Texas
Employment Commission, which was originally necessary to allow
for the fair and timely consideration of appealed UI cases.  Full-
time Commissioners were needed to be able to meet weekly to
decide the large number of UI appeals cases.  Today, the
Commissioners work full-time at the agency, but their UI policy
work and appeals caseload does not require their full-time attention.
As a result, Commissioners often become involved in agency
activities that could be performed by staff and overseen by the
Executive Director.

● Because the Commissioners are involved in many of the agencies’
activities, the development, approval, and implementation of these
activities must go through multiple levels of review by each of the
Commissioners, their staffs, the Executive Director, and finally, the
Commission as a whole.  Having multiple layers of review and
approval is duplicative and time consuming.

Until recently, concepts and approaches for projects and duties had
to be discussed individually with each of the Commissioners’ offices.
If disagreements between Commissioners or the Commissioners’
staffs occurred, TWC staff were responsible for attempting to
resolve these differences.  If differences remained, staff worked
directly with the Commissioners to seek resolution.2   Agency staff

Most entities tend to
deal directly with
individual
Commissioners rather
than the Executive
Director.
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had to constantly negotiate and build consensus among the three
Commissioners and their staffs to successfully complete projects
and carry out agency duties.  Negotiating and building consensus
among each of the Commissioners and their staffs, as well as the
Executive Director, could take weeks or months, depending on the
activity.

However, the agency’s recent interpretation of an Attorney General’s
Opinion from November 2000 now also prevents Commission
members’ staff from communicating with each other or TWC staff
on public business unless the communication occurs in a posted,
public meeting.  Commissioners or Commission members’ staff
can only receive information, ask questions, or receive questions
from agency staff on an individual basis.3   This interpretation means
that the Commissioners and their staffs must meet in a posted
meeting anytime they discuss agency policies, programs, or activities.

● Before the recent interpretation, the multiple levels of review and
approval among TWC staff and the Commissioners’ offices could
cause significant delays from the time a workforce project or
initiative was approved by the Commission to when the Request
For Proposal (RFP) for the project was actually released.  TWC
staff, and the three Commission members and their staffs had to
reach a consensus with regards to the expectations and framework
of the project before an RFP could be released. Reaching this
consensus could delay projects for weeks or even months.  U.S.
Department of Labor staff indicated that having this multi-layered
development and approval process was time consuming and had,
at times, delayed the implementation of some workforce
programs.4   The new approach followed by the Commission and
its staff is too new to determine whether this situation will improve.

● Maintaining three, full-time Commissioners, each with their own
staff, as well as an Executive Director is costly for the agency.  The
agency has budgeted about $1.9 million in fiscal year 2002 to fund
the Commissioners’ salaries, their staffs, and operating functions.

In addition, staff members, especially division directors and senior
level staff, spend a significant amount of time and effort preparing
for and attending the weekly Commission meetings.  In the past,
the weekly Commission meetings were necessary to fully discuss
and decide on the large number of appealed UI cases.  However,
the weekly meetings now consist mainly of agency-related agenda
items that division directors and senior level staff must be present
for and prepared to discuss, in case the item is taken up at a meeting.
At least 20 division directors and senior level staff members are
present at the weekly Commission meetings, regardless of whether
they are scheduled to present to the Commission or not.

Multiple levels of review
and approval have

delayed implementation
of workforce programs.

Having three, full-time
Commissioners, and
their staffs, is costly.
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The Commission’s posting practices for its weekly meetings
limit public input and participation in the development of the
state’s workforce network.

● The Open Meetings Act requires the Commission to post its weekly
meetings in advance.  To comply, the Commission posts very broad
and general agendas that vary little week to week.  The same items
appear on the agenda each week, but the Commission does not
necessarily take every item up for discussion or action.  The item is
placed on the agenda in case the Commission decides to discuss it.
The public has no way of knowing which items will be discussed in
which meeting, thus discouraging public input on the agency’s
functions and activities.

● A review of TWC Commission Meeting Minutes from January 3,
2001 through January 2, 2002, showed that a majority of the
agendas included items that were not taken up for consideration;
and, during these approximately 45 Commission meetings, only
seven people offered public input on the agency’s programs and
services.5

TWC does not have a formal mechanism for receiving input
from the local workforce development boards.
● The 28 local workforce development boards are TWC’s main

partners in administering and overseeing workforce programs and
services in the state.  The local boards spent almost $800 million
received from TWC in fiscal year 2001 implementing workforce
services for employers and workers in their local communities.

● The local boards provide input to TWC through a variety of ad hoc
mechanisms such as the Commission’s public hearings and strategic
planning process, as well as weekly conference calls between the
local boards and TWC staff.  The local boards have also established
Workforce Leadership of Texas, an organization made up of the 28
local boards.  Each board is represented by one board member and
the board’s director.  This organization works to enhance the
workforce system through awareness, involvement, and continuous
improvement.  Workforce Leadership of Texas, in coordination with
TWC, established four committees to provide input and assistance
to TWC regarding rural expansion, legislation, TWC local staff,
and policy.6

● TWC lacks a formal mechanism for the local boards to provide
input directly to the Commission on policies that affect the boards
and the local workforce delivery system.  Although TWC solicits
local board input through various mechanisms, several local boards
did not feel that they were involved in developing plans, policies,
rules, and performance measures that affected the boards directly.7
The local boards also indicated that when TWC did involve them in

Vague posting practices
limit public input on
TWC’s programs and
services.
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these activities, it usually happened once the plans, policies, and
rules had been developed, not during development.  In addition,
the local boards stated that they often did not have much time to
offer input on the policies and rules.

Other states’ workforce agencies and other Texas agencies
generally provide clearer separation between policymaking
activities and other responsibilities.

● In most other states, the commissions or boards that oversee and
administer the unemployment compensation insurance program
are not responsible for hearing second level UI appeals.8   In fact,
many of the larger states that typically have more unemployment
insurance claims and appeals, including California and New York,
use a separate Appeals Board to conduct the second level appeals
for UI cases.

Separating the UI administration and higher authority appeals
functions allows the commissions or boards responsible for
administering the UI program to focus specifically on their
policymaking roles.  In addition, the separate Boards of Review or
Boards of Appeals are able to focus solely on providing due process
to those UI cases appealed from the lower appeal tribunal.

● Governor-appointed, part-time policymaking boards or
commissions govern most other Texas state agencies and have long
been established as a way of ensuring accountability of state agencies
and their activities.  Part-time policymaking boards or commissions
oversee more than 110 of the approximately 130 state agencies in
Texas, excluding legislative, judicial, and higher education agencies.
These part-time policymaking boards and commissions oversee
other complex state agencies like the Texas Department of Health,
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice, and the Texas
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, whose
diverse programs and services, as well as rulemaking responsibilities,
are comparable to TWC’s.

These agencies establish clear lines of authority, responsibility, and
accountability by having the governing body set the overall policy
for the agency and hold the Executive Director accountable for
implementing the policy.  The Executive Director holds agency staff
accountable for carrying out the day-to-day operations required to
implement the policy.  To keep these responsibilities separated, the
Executive Director, not members of the governing body, should
have authority over staff and staff functions.

Local boards do not have
a formal way to provide

input to TWC.

Part-time policymaking
bodies govern many
other complex state

agencies.
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Recommendation
Change in Statute

1.1 Replace the three-member, full-time Commission with a seven-member,
part-time Commission to govern the Texas Workforce Commission.

The seven-member Commission, appointed by the Governor, confirmed by the Senate, would include:

● three members representing the public;

● two members representing employers; and

● two members representing labor.

This recommendation would replace the three, full-time Commissioners with seven, part-time
Commission members.  The Governor would appoint the Chair.  Establishing a part-time
policymaking body to oversee the agency would ensure that the Commission members are focused
on developing policies for and overseeing the state’s workforce network and not directly involved in
the operations of the agency.  With a majority of public members, members who represent particular
constituencies could not ultimately direct the Commission’s policies and decisions.  This
recommendation would also reduce confusion regarding the management of the agency because a
part-time Commission is less likely to be involved in the daily operations of the agency.

Establishing a part-time policymaking body would also improve the agency’s ability to more quickly
accomplish its activities.  This recommendation would eliminate the duplication and delays that
occur in trying to carry-out agency activities through negotiation and consensus building among the
three Commissioners, their staffs, and an Executive Director.

1.2 Require the Commission to clearly define the roles of Commission members
and agency staff.

The recommendation would require the Commission to develop and adopt rules that specifically
outline the purpose and functions of the Commission and the responsibilities of the Executive Director
and agency staff.  These rules would establish clear lines of authority, responsibility, and accountability
among all parties.  The Commission should be responsible for setting overall policy for the agency
and hold the Executive Director accountable for implementing the policy.  The Executive Director
would hold agency staff accountable for carrying out the day-to-day operations required to implement
the policy.  This recommendation would therefore eliminate confusion regarding responsibility for
running the agency.

1.3 Create a part-time, three-member Board of Appeals to handle the second
level appeals stage for unemployment insurance.

This recommendation would create a part-time, three-member Board of Appeals to consider appealed
unemployment insurance (UI) cases.  The Board of Appeals would handle higher authority
unemployment insurance appeals.  The three Board members would be appointed by the Governor,
and confirmed by the Senate, for six-year terms.  The members would represent labor, employers,
and the public.  The public member would serve as Chair.  The Board of Appeals would serve part-
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time and meet at least weekly, to decide appealed UI cases in a timely manner, consistent with the
time frames and deadlines required by the U.S. Department of Labor.

A four-member staff would assist the Board in its duties - three attorneys, one for each of the Board
members, and an administrative assistant.  In addition, TWC’s current Commission Appeals staff
would continue to perform its functions related to UI appeals, but would submit its work to the
Board of Appeals, instead of the Commission.  The Board of Appeals would issue precedent cases to
be used by staff as a guide for use in similar UI cases; however, these precedents would have to be
approved by the full Commission.  The Commission would also be required to consult with the
Board of Appeals when setting policy and developing rules regarding unemployment insurance.

1.4 Establish a Local Workforce Board Advisory Committee to advise TWC on
the programs, policies, and rules that affect the boards and local workforce
operations.

The advisory committee, appointed by the Commission, should consist of nine representatives from
the Workforce Leadership of Texas.  Six of the members should be local workforce development
board Chairs and three members should be local board Directors.  The Commission also should
ensure balanced representation from different geographic workforce development areas.  The
Committee should report directly to the Commission and meet at least quarterly.  The advisory
committee would be responsible for providing input, advising the Commission, and commenting on
proposed rules and policies that affect the boards and local operations.

Impact

These recommendations would establish a new governing structure for the Texas Workforce
Commission, and ensure that the agency’s programs and activities are overseen and implemented in
a fashion that is the standard for state government.  The seven-member, part-time Commission
would meet as necessary to develop policy and oversee the workforce network.  The responsibility
for handling second level UI appeals would now rest with a newly created Board of Appeals within
TWC.  Removing the responsibility for higher authority appeals would allow the Commission to
focus on its policymaking and oversight responsibilities for the workforce network.  Not having to
meet weekly for UI cases would also allow the Commission to post more representative meeting
agendas that better inform the public as to what will be discussed and decided at each Commission
meeting, which will increase public input and participation in the process.

Fiscal Implication

Overall, these recommendations would result in savings of $1.4 million in state and federal funds.
The salaries of the three, full-time Commissioners would be eliminated as well as the costs associated
with staffing and operating each of the Commission members’ offices.  The budgets for these offices
total about $1.9 million for fiscal year 2002.  The costs associated with the travel and per diem
expenses for the seven, part-time Commission members are estimated to be about $77,000 each
year.

Establishing a part-time, three-member Board of Appeals to handle the second level appeals stage
for unemployment insurance cases is estimated to cost about $332,000 each fiscal year.  This amount
would include the salaries and related expenses of the three, part-time Board of Appeals members,
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and three attorneys and one administrative assistant to staff the Board.  These costs would likely be
paid from the unemployment administration fund.  Finally, the establishment of the Local Workforce
Board Advisory Committee would have a minimal fiscal impact to the State.  Travel costs for the
committee to meet quarterly are estimated to be $12,000 annually.

1 Office of Workforce Security, Administration, http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/uilawstable.asp. Accessed: February 11,
2002.

2 Texas Workforce Commission, Commissioners’ Requests to Staff, Executive Staff Retreat (Austin, Texas, October 2001).
3 Memorandum from Jerry Hill, General Counsel to TWC Commissioners Diane Rath, T.P. O’Mahoney, and Ron Lehman, March 15,

2002.
4 Interview with U.S. Department of Labor staff (Dallas, Texas, January 8, 2002).
5 The review did not include the minutes from the federally-required public hearings on the state child care plan which were held June

4-7, 2001.
6 Workforce Leadership of Texas, Organizational Structure, and Committees,  www.workforceleadership.org.  Accessed: April 30, 2002.
7 Texas Sunset Advisory Commission, survey of local workforce development boards, November 2001.
8 Office of Workforce Security, Administration, http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/uilawstable.asp.  Accessed: February 11,

2002.

Savings to Cost to Savings to Cost to Savings to Change in
Fiscal  Federal Federal General General Other FTEs from
Year Funds Funds Revenue Revenue Funds* FY 2001

2004 $1,777,387 $409,000 $36,895 $12,000 $37,213 -15

2005 $1,777,387 $409,000 $36,895 $12,000 $37,213 -15
2006 $1,777,387 $409,000 $36,895 $12,000 $37,213 -15
2007 $1,777,387 $409,000 $36,895 $12,000 $37,213 -15
2008 $1,777,387 $409,000 $36,895 $12,000 $37,213 -15

*Includes appropriated receipts, interagency contracts, proprietary school fees, and
administrative funds.
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Issue 2
TWC Has Yet to Fully Engage Its Primary Customer, Employers, In
the Development of Workforce Policies and Services.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Clarify that employers are TWC’s primary customer.

● Require TWC to create an Office of Employer Initiatives.

● Create an Employer Advisory Committee to advise TWC on the needs of employers and the
effectiveness of agency policies.

● TWC should develop performance measures to track employer use of the agency’s services.

Key Findings

● TWC provides a variety of services to employers, such as job-matching, customized training,
and assistance during mass layoffs.

● TWC and local workforce development boards recognize the importance of engaging employers
in the workforce system.

● Many employers do not perceive TWC as a resource for finding qualified workers.

● Employers have limited input into the development of workforce policies and services at the
state level.

● TWC lacks performance measures that evaluate the workforce system’s role in employer
engagement.

Conclusion

Since the creation of TWC in 1995, the agency has focused on setting up the local boards, devolving
workforce programs, ensuring appropriate oversight, and implementing both welfare and workforce
reforms.  TWC recognizes the need for a focus on employers, but because of these other priorities,
TWC has not devoted the staff or time necessary to focus on employer engagement.  However,
TWC can only meet the needs of job seekers by understanding and better meeting the needs of
employers. With the local boards firmly established, the Sunset review focused on how TWC and
the local boards could make employer engagement a top priority.  The creation of an Office of
Employer Initiatives and an Employer Advisory Committee would help TWC better engage Texas
employers, and achieve the vision of being seen as a quality supplier of workforce solutions.
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Support
TWC provides a variety of services to employers, such as job-
matching, customized training, and assistance during mass
layoffs.

● State law requires TWC to meet the needs of the businesses of the
state - potentially all of the 458,141 employers in Texas.1  TWC
can only meet the needs of job seekers by understanding and meeting
the needs of employers.  Working closely with employers ensures
the identification of job opportunities and training needs necessary
to help job seekers achieve self-sufficiency or career advancement.

● TWC serves employers by providing direct services, as shown in
the chart, TWC Direct Employer Services. TWC’s most popular direct
employer services include the Skills Development Fund, which
provides customized skills training for businesses, in partnership
with local educational institutions; and the Texas Business
Conferences, presented by the staff of the Commissioner
representing employers. The conferences provide information
important to employers, such as unemployment insurance, wage
and labor laws, and Work Opportunity Tax Credits.

● The federal Employment Services (ES) program funds key direct
employer services such as matching job seekers to employers, Web-
based systems to place job orders and access labor market
information, and staff-assisted services like job fairs and on-site
recruitment at local workforce centers.2   The federal Workforce
Investment Act (WIA) funds activities that assist employers during
mass layoffs.

Employers can access additional services, including labor market
information, and the unemployment insurance tax and claims
programs. Employers also indirectly benefit from job seeker
programs offered by TWC, such as job training programs that
increase workers skills, and child care, which can promote employee
retention.

● The Employer Commissioner uses his office to provide services to
employers.  Staff present the Texas Business Conferences; respond
to toll free hotline calls from employers, regarding issues such as
labor law and unemployment insurance tax questions; write a free
quarterly publication, “Texas Business Today,” that covers workforce
development and labor law issues; and distribute free handbooks
that provide general information on employment-related issues.

 ● Approximately $54.7 million is available for direct services to
employers, comprising 5 percent of TWC’s $1 billion budget.
Federal funds make up almost 87 percent of the agency’s funding,

TWC can only meet the
needs of job seekers by
understanding and
meeting the needs of
employers.
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limiting TWC’s ability to easily direct additional resources to serve
employers.

*TWC estimated funding amounts.
Source:  Texas Workforce Commission
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TWC and local workforce development boards recognize the
importance of engaging employers in the workforce system.

● Workforce experts emphasize two key reasons for employer
involvement in the public workforce system: employers provide
jobs, and inform the system of the skills job seekers need to secure
jobs.4   Engaging employers increases understanding of employer
needs and allows customized services to be developed in partnership
with employers and industry groups.  Gains from employer-focused
partnerships can include the creation of jobs, training for jobs in
local demand for job seekers, and an increase in skilled workers for
employers.

● The Employer Commissioner encourages local boards to work
closely with employers, so that TWC and the boards can target
limited resources on the most critical employer needs.  For example,
when meeting with local boards, the Commissioner stresses the
need to identify shared skill sets across industries, and to train job
seekers on skills common to multiple employers, rather than
focusing on hundreds of targeted jobs and industries.

● Sunset staff found that local workforce development boards are
increasing efforts to engage employers and remove the stigma of
TWC being a “welfare agency.”  Local boards market and provide
direct services to local employers, but also target resources for
employer engagement and the creation of customized services that
solve local hiring and training problems.  The boards play a support
role in collaborations with local businesses, instead of a leadership
role, so that employers can steer training and economic development
efforts in a way that best serves employer needs.

● For example, the Gulf Coast Workforce Board (GCWB) supported
efforts to increase the number of registered nurses in the Houston

area by securing a grant and
providing an experienced account
representative to a coalition of
health care industry CEOs.  This
method proved more successful
than if GCWB had offered direct
services, such as job-matching, to
the health care industry.  The
textbox, The Houston-Galveston
Health Services Alliance, describes
GCWB’s efforts with the health
care industry to develop solutions
for training and recruiting needs.

The Houston-Galveston Health Services Alliance

Texas faces an acute shortage of registered nurses (RNs) - a projected
39,000 RNs statewide.  To address the shortage, the Gulf Coast
Workforce Board (GCWB) partnered with health-care industry
CEOs to form the Health Services Steering Committee.  The
Committee identified a lack of nursing instructors as a key barrier
to increasing the number of nurses in the area.  The GCWB secured
a $900,000 grant from TWC and provided an experienced health
industry account executive to work with the Committee. The grant,
and additional funding from the hospitals, helped pay for a work-
school program that allows existing staff to become RNs and current
RNs to teach in local nursing programs. As a result of these efforts,
72 nurses are currently working towards an RN degree, and a
grant extension will allow 80 more to be enrolled.

Local boards develop
customized services for
employers that solve local
hiring and training
problems.
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Many employers do not perceive TWC as a resource for finding
qualified workers.

● Recent surveys indicate that many Texas employers do not consider
TWC as a resource for hiring needs.  A survey of 851 businesses,
conducted by the George Bush School of Government and Public
Service at Texas A&M University, found that 72 percent of employers
have never used TWC’s job matching services, one of the key direct
employer services available through workforce centers and Web-
based applications. Sixty-eight percent of respondents had
knowledge of job-matching services, but for a variety of reasons,
chose not to use the services.  Reasons included concern that TWC
could not provide qualified workers and a lack of responsiveness of
local workforce centers.4

Results from a similar survey, conducted by the University of North
Texas Survey and Research Center, found that 92 percent of
respondents were not using TWC services.  This survey also indicated
that about 25 percent of respondents using TWC services were not
satisfied with the screening of applicants or TWC’s ability to
understand employers’ needs.5

● Even with record low unemployment during fiscal year 2000, only
8.7 percent of employers posted jobs with the local workforce
centers.6   Use dropped slightly in fiscal year 2001, with 8.1 percent
of employers using TWC as a recruiting and hiring resource.  Due
to the economic downturn in many industry sectors in the current
fiscal year, the percent of employers placing job orders through the
local centers has decreased to 3 percent.

● Some employers who have used TWC’s services expressed frustration
that TWC does not meet their needs as a provider of qualified or
desirable job applicants.  Employers cited poor screening of job
applicants, the amount of paperwork necessary to work with TWC,
and poor customer service, especially with regard to the inability of
staff to answer questions or return phone calls in a timely manner.

● TWC recently had a customer satisfaction survey conducted to
measure the perceptions of employers using agency services.  Results
indicate that many employers contact TWC largely for
unemployment insurance (UI) tax and claims purposes.  The survey
of 1,464 employers found that approximately 79 percent of
respondents had contacted the agency’s UI programs and were
satisfied overall with TWC’s UI services.  However, less than one-
third of respondents had accessed direct services such as job-
matching and labor market information, suggesting that many
employers may still not consider TWC as a resource for qualified
workers or workforce information.7

A recent survey found
that 72 percent of

employers have never
used TWC’s job

matching services.

Employers express
frustration that TWC

does not provide
qualified or desirable job

applicants.
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● Many employers contacted as part of the Sunset review expressed
concern that TWC’s welfare focus impedes employer engagement
with the Texas Workforce Network. TWC states that it is an
employer-focused agency.  However, TWC sends a mixed signal to
both local boards and employers regarding the importance of
employer needs by continuing to place emphasis on welfare reform
initiatives.

Employers have limited input into the development of workforce
policies and services at the state level.

● TWC states that the Texas Workforce Network’s primary goal is to
understand the needs of employers and to use that knowledge to
develop services that meet those needs.  However, other than the
single Commissioner representing employers, TWC lacks a state-
level forum for employer input, making it difficult to create
customized services that meet employer needs.

● Local boards have a better understanding of employer concerns,
because employers make up 51 percent of boards and advise board
members on the training and hiring needs of local businesses.
Having this employer input and involvement helps ensure that
employer needs, ranging from customized training to public
transportation for workers, drive local services and activities.

TWC lacks performance measures that evaluate the workforce
system’s role in employer engagement.
● TWC’s goal of having an employer-driven workforce system does

not align with current performance measures. Out of TWC’s more
than 100 performance measures, only three directly track employer-
related outcomes or participation rates. TWC tracks the number
of employers who place job orders with local workforce centers,
and collects data for two other employer-related performance
measures that evaluate customer service satisfaction.8    None of
these measures are key measures for the agency.

● Lack of employer-related measures result in job seeker needs driving
the services and activities of TWC, and the local workforce boards.
Although meeting job seeker performance requirements keeps
TWC and the boards in compliance with federal and state law, such
a focus fails to engage employers.  Lack of employer engagement
decreases an understanding of the State’s businesses and industries,
resulting in a workforce system that fails to produce workers
possessing the skills and qualifications considered essential by
employers.

● Six of the 12 local boards Sunset staff interviewed expressed concern
that the lack of measures related to employer engagement make it
difficult to officially document successful outreach to employers, or

Employers expressed
concern that TWC’s
welfare focus impedes
employer engagement.

Out of TWC’s more
than 100 performance
measures, only three
track employer-related
outcomes.
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the development of partnerships with and customized services for
employers.9   Local boards feel that TWC disproportionally
emphasizes the ability to meet welfare performance measures.

Recommendation
Change in Statute

2.1 Clarify that employers are TWC’s primary customer.

TWC’s enabling law should be amended to require the agency to:

● partner with the business community to identify key industries, skills needs, and em-
ployment opportunities;

● partner with the business community to develop services and programs that promote
the development and advancement of skills in job seekers and workers; and

● support the business and community economic development activities of the local
boards, and the State.

2.2 Require TWC to create an Office of Employer Initiatives.

This recommendation would help ensure that TWC has staff dedicated to employer engagement.
The Office of Employer Initiatives should be modeled after TWC’s Welfare Reform Initiatives
Office, which is a high profile office that works with the Commissioners, reporting directly to the
Executive Director.  The new Office would be charged with establishing strong ties with employers
and ensuring strong business involvement in the agency’s activities.  Activities of the Office could
include the identification of best practices regarding employer engagement and services, coordination
with local boards on employer-related services and activities, and linking with state and local economic
development initiatives to best meet employer needs.  The Office would not provide the direct
employer services currently offered by TWC’s Workforce Development Division.

2.3 Create an Employer Advisory Committee to advise TWC on the needs of
employers and the effectiveness of agency policies.

This recommendation would increase employer engagement in the Texas Workforce Network.  The
advisory committee should consist of no more than nine members from small, medium, and large
businesses; urban and rural regions; and employer members of local workforce development boards.

The committee, appointed by the Commission, would:

● provide expertise regarding employers’ skills, training, and other workforce needs;

● inform the Commission of how the agency’s programs, policies, and rules affect em-
ployers statewide; and

● provide guidance on any other issue areas defined by the Commissioners.
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Management Action

2.4 TWC should develop performance measures to track employer use of the
agency’s services.

This recommendation would support TWC’s efforts to prioritize employers’ needs. Suggested
measures could include the length of time it takes to find an employer a qualified worker, the number
of employers that TWC retains as repeat customers, and the percentage of employers who list jobs
with TWC.  Local workforce development boards should be benchmarked against their starting
point for these measures; the goal is improvement of that benchmark.  Benchmarks should be set in
collaboration with the local boards.

Impact

These recommendations would support TWC’s efforts in making the agency an important resource
for the employers and the businesses of the state.  Using employer advisory committee input and
devoting staff to employer engagement should help TWC better understand employers’ needs
statewide, and guide the development of effective, innovative programs and services.  Placing increased
focus on employers’ needs should result in resources being directed toward better training, job
opportunities, and career advancement for job seekers; and more qualified, skilled workers for
employers.

Fiscal Implication

These recommendations would have a fiscal impact of $338,668 to the State.  The costs of creating
the Office of Employer Initiatives would, to the extent possible, be offset by cost-recovered fees
from the Texas Business Conferences and the savings realized from the recommendations in Issue
One of this report.  Sunset staff estimates that five staff - one director, one executive assistant, and
three program specialists - would be needed to carry out the activities discussed in the recommendation.
The cost of the Office would be an estimated $326,668 annually, which includes salaries, benefits,
equipment, and supplies. The creation of an Employer Advisory Committee would have a minimal
fiscal impact.  Existing staff resources could be used to support the committee.  Travel costs for the
committee, for quarterly meetings, would be $12,000 annually.

Cost to
Fiscal State and Federal
Year Funds FTEs

2004 $338,668 +5

2005 $338,668 +5
2006 $338,668 +5
2007 $338,668 +5
2008 $338,668 +5
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1 Texas Labor Code Ann., ch. 301, sec. 301.001; and Texas Workforce Commission (TWC), Labor Market Information staff, “Question
on Number of Businesses in Texas,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory Commission, March 5, 2002.

2 U.S. Department of Labor, One-Stop Employment Service, http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/employ/empservices.asp.  Accessed:
March 21, 2002.

3 Jobs for the Future, Everybody Wins: Effectively Involving Business in Workforce Development (Boston, MA, June 2001), pp. 1-2.  Online.
Available:  www.jff.org/resources/publications.  Accessed: November 6, 2001.

4 Texas A & M University, George Bush School of Government and Public Service, Working for Success:  Report on Employer Satisfaction
Survey (College Station, TX, June 15, 2001), pp. 34-35.

5 Angelou Economic Advisors, Inc., Texas Workforce Marketing Strategy: Volume Two (Austin, TX, May 1999), pp. 7-9.
6 TWC, FY 2002 Quarterly Report - Texas Commission on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness Core Outcome Measures, January 28,

2002.
7 University of Texas, School of Social Work, Survey of Organizational Excellence (Austin, Texas, May 2002).
8 Workforce Leadership of Texas, Improving Performance Measurement for Texas Workforce Development Boards: Phase One, February 2002,

p. 3.
9 Interviews, local workforce development board members and staff (Sunset field visits, November 2001 - January 2002).
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Issue 3
Adult Education and Literacy Programs Are Not Well Positioned to
Help Texans Get the Skills Necessary to Succeed in the
Workforce.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Transfer responsibility for adult education and literacy programs from the Texas Education Agency
to the Texas Workforce Commission.

● Create an Adult Education and Literacy Advisory Committee at the Texas Workforce
Commission.

Key Findings

● Texas funds adult education and literacy programs through two agencies, the Texas Education
Agency and the Texas Workforce Commission.

● Many adult Texans lack basic education and literacy skills, of which current programs serve less
than 4 percent.

● Distributing limited adult education and literacy funds through separate agencies is inefficient,
causing potential problems for both customers and providers at the local level.

● TEA’s failure to track customer outcomes prevents the State from assessing the impact and cost
effectiveness of its investment in adult education and literacy training programs.

● Having TWC responsible for adult education and literacy services would better position the
State to effectively ensure that adult Texans have the basic skills necessary to succeed in the
workplace.

Conclusion

The State spends almost $50 million across two agencies, the Texas Education Agency (TEA) and
the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC), for adult  basic education and literacy programs that
serve less than 4 percent of Texans in need. However, TEA’s failure to provide statutorily required
outcome information means the State cannot assess the effectiveness of this funding in helping adult
Texans get a job, advance in the workplace, earn more money for their families, or go on to receive
advanced skill training at the college level.  In addition, splitting adult education services and funding
between two agencies creates inefficiencies that take money away from services for Texans who need
to improve their basic education and literacy skills.

Sunset staff concluded that the State would be better positioned to target and track the impact of
these critical services by merging adult education and literacy programs into a single agency whose
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primary mission is workforce development.  TWC would thus be accountable for implementing
effective employment, basic adult education, and training programs. TWC has the capacity to contract
for these services effectively and to produce required outcome measures to help evaluate the
effectiveness of adult education programs.  The result of these efforts would ensure that more
Texans who participate in the State’s adult education and literacy services receive the basic skill
training needed to become self-sufficient and successfully compete in today’s economy.

Adult Education Services: FY 2001
Number of

 Service Type Students

English as a Second Language (ESL) 54,812
Adult Basic Education (ABE) 44,571
Adult Secondary Education (ASE) 10,355

Adult education
programs provide
training in literacy, the
English language, and
basic academic skills.

Support
Texas funds adult education and literacy programs through
two agencies, the Texas Education Agency and the Texas
Workforce Commission.

● Adult education
programs provide
training in literacy,
the English
language, and basic
academic skills up
through the high
school level.
Services are provided  to youth or adults who have not completed
high school or the GED.  Programs provide three types of services
shown in the chart, Adult Education Services.   Some adult secondary
education programs focus on education skills to facilitate GED
success.

● The Texas Education Agency is the primary agency responsible for
adult basic education and literacy services in Texas.  TEA considers
adult education programs to be an extension of the public school
entitlement, and targets any undereducated adult for services.  The
Division of Adult Education and Community Education is
responsible for developing adult education and literacy program
policy, instructor training, curriculum, and monitoring grants to
local entities providing services.  The Division is not responsible
for GED testing.

In fiscal year 2001, TEA received $44.4 million to contract for adult
education and literacy services through two programs, Workforce
Investment Act: Title II Adult Education and Family Literacy
Services (WIA: Title II); and the Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) Adult Education program. The chart, Adult
Education and Literacy Programs, provides more detail of these
programs.

Currently, TEA delivers adult education and literacy services through
55 regional fiscal agents.   Organizations within each region compete
for that particular region’s funding through a grant process.  TEA
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*TWC estimated total enrolled as of 3/10/02
Source:  TEA, TWC

awards grant funding to fiscal
agents that provide services and
may also contract locally with
other eligible adult education
providers.

● TWC funds two separate adult
education and literacy initiatives
that target people who need help
getting a job, or increasing their
wages - TANF adult education,
and Workforce Literacy projects.
Under the TANF program,
TWC provides funding to 28
local workforce development
boards that, in-turn, contract
with local organizations to
provide adult education and literacy services to welfare recipients.

TWC’s Office of Workforce Adult Literacy oversees the
development, research, and evaluation of workforce literacy
projects, in partnership with the local boards.  The projects focus
on literacy skills directly related to the workplace, including projects
that have targeted Spanish-speaking dislocated workers.  TWC plans
to increase workforce literacy funding to $1.2 million in fiscal year
2003 and expand the number of projects from four to fifteen.  In
addition to these adult education and literacy initiatives, TWC, via
the local boards, also refers many one-stop workforce center
customers to TEA supported adult education and literacy services.

Many adult Texans lack basic education and literacy skills, of
which current programs serve less than 4 percent.
● In fiscal year 2001, state and federally funded adult education

programs in Texas served 111,187 adults, accounting for less than
4 percent of the estimated number of Texans that lack adequate
literacy skills or basic education.1

An individual’s ability to read, write, speak English, and compute
and solve problems at appropriate levels is critical for Texans’ ability
to function on the job, in the family, and in society.   Without these
skills, workers cannot compete for higher paying jobs to support
their families.  In addition, business is left without the skilled workers
needed to compete in today’s more technologically advanced
economy.

● Texas has some of the highest rates of illiteracy in the U.S.2   About
3.5 million, or 27 percent of Texas’ adults,  fall into the lowest level
of literacy.3   Estimates of illiteracy along the Texas-Mexico border
go as high as 60 percent of the population.4   The chart, Lowest Level
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of Literacy, shows what
tasks a typical adult in the
lowest level of literacy
can and cannot be
expected to perform.

● Workers cannot advance
into technical training or
higher education
programs that lead to
increased earnings
without basic educational
skills and high school
credentials.  However, in
2000, more than three
million Texans, or 22
percent of the population
above 18 years old, had
not completed a high
school education,
ranking Texas 46th
nationally.

● Trends in the Texas
economy, according to
TWC, have shifted towards industries that require specialized
education and skills.5   Unfortunately, the 2000 U.S. Census shows
that a large number of Texans lack the education and skills needed
to compete for higher paying jobs and leave business with a lack of
the skilled and educated workforce required in today’s economy.
Further business growth in Texas will require the State to address
the current shortfall of qualified skilled workers.

Distributing limited adult education and literacy funds through
two separate state agencies is inefficient, causing potential
problems for both customers and providers at the local level.

● Using two separate state agencies to flow funding to local adult
education providers creates administrative duplication of planning,
contract  monitoring, and oversight.  These inefficiencies can be
confusing to local providers and drain limited resources away from
services for Texans who need to improve their basic skills to get a
better job and support their families.

● TEA plans across 55 regions statewide, while TWC uses its 28
local workforce development areas.  Each of these overlapping
regions assesses local needs and resources.  Significant overlap
results in planning, with both agencies attempting to work with
many of the same providers.  To coordinate across these regional

Lowest Level of Literacy

The National Adult Literacy Survey uses a
scale of literacy levels from 1-5 to help explain
an  individual’s literacy skill level. Level 1 is
the lowest level of literacy.
Individuals in Level 1 usually can:
● Sign their name
● Total a bank deposit slip
● Identify a country in a short article
● Locate a piece of information in a sports

article
● Locate the expiration on their driver’s

license
Individuals in Level 1 usually cannot:
● Locate eligibility from a table of employee

benefits
● Total costs from an order form
● Locate an intersection on a street map
● Fill out a government benefits application
● Locate two pieces of information in a

sports article
● Understand an appliance warranty

Source:   National Adult Literacy Survey, 1992.

Many Texans lack the
education and skills
needed to compete for
higher paying jobs.
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boundaries, local boards may have to work with anywhere from
one to seven different regional level TEA fiscal agents.  This
structure complicates planning, particularly for mutual workforce
and adult education customers such as TANF recipients.

● Contracting with two different state agencies for similar services
can be difficult for local providers.  Sunset staff identified that in
fiscal year 2002, at least 20 percent of TEA’s adult education
providers also received funding from TWC for adult education and
literacy services.  Many adult education providers operate with very
small budgets, and making them go through two separate agency’s
grant processes takes up time and energy that could be better spent
helping customers improve their literacy skills.

● In addition, TEA and TWC adult education and literacy funds often
target the same customers.  In fiscal year 2001, the State allocated
$11 million in TANF funds through TWC and TEA to provide
adult education and literacy services to customers on welfare or at-
risk of going on welfare.  Providers must navigate two separate
contract processes, program rules, and reporting requirements to
provide the same service to the same groups of people.

● Most importantly, this fragmented planning and contracting
structure can be burdensome for the customer.  Each agency uses
separate computer systems that are not connected, making it difficult
to track mutual customers, implement coordinated service delivery,
and reduce possible duplication of efforts.  Customers may be
required to provide much of the same information twice, or have
to take the same literacy assessment twice because TWC and TEA
computer systems cannot communicate this information.6

TEA’s failure to track customer outcomes prevents the State
from assessing the impact and cost effectiveness of its
investment in adult education and literacy training programs.

● State law has required TEA’s adult education and literacy programs,
along with the State’s other workforce programs, to report on four
basic outcome measures since 1993.7   The outcome measures are
shown in the chart, State Required Outcome
Measures.  TEA has failed to provide this
outcome data for adult education programs,
and is the only workforce partner agency not
to provide this information for the customers
it serves.8   All the other workforce agencies,
including the Higher Education Coordinating
Board, Texas Workforce Commission, Texas
Rehabilitation Commission, and Texas Commission for the Blind
have complied with state law and reported this information for
their workforce programs.

State Required Outcome Measures

● Entered Employment
● Retained Employment
● Wages Paid (earnings gain)
● Entered Post-secondary Education or Training

Source:  Texas Government Code, Ann., ch. 2308, sec. 2308.153.

Both TEA and TWC
provide adult education
services to customers on

welfare.
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● In fiscal year 2001, TEA’s adult education programs served 109,018
Texans, 54 percent of whom were not working at the time of
program entry.9   Yet, due to TEA’s failure to track or report program
outcomes, the State cannot assess the effectiveness of these services
on assisting the ability of customers’ to get a job, advance in the
workplace, earn more money for their families, or go on to receive
advanced skill training at the college level.10

Having TWC responsible for adult education and literacy services
would better position the State to effectively ensure that adult
Texans have the basic skills necessary to succeed in the
workplace.

● As the State’s workforce agency, TWC helps match employers with
people that have the necessary skills to do the job.  If job seekers do
not have the basic skills necessary to do the job, TWC cannot meet
the needs of its primary customers, workers, or employers.
Therefore, effective adult basic education and literacy services are
critical to TWC accomplishing its mission.

● While both TWC and TEA adult education programs emphasize
work-related basic skills, TWC is in a better position to implement
programs that meet both employer and worker needs.  Adult
education providers could use TWC and local boards’ employer
partnerships to help design programs and curricula that would
ensure that student skills gained in class are directly transferable
into the workplace.  Students’ ability to gain literacy skills, and use
those skills to get a job and earn more money, would be improved
by this type of program and curriculum design.

● Students and instructors could benefit from stronger partnerships
between TWC, local boards, and adult education providers. Adult
education registration, assessment, and even classes, could be
accessed through the one-stop workforce centers. This would make
participation more convenient for students, and allow for more
communication between instructors and center staff on student
progress.

● Having a single agency, such as TWC, responsible for implementing
effective employment, basic adult education, and training programs
would also provide increased accountability for the effective use of
these funds.  TWC has the financial capacity to oversee these
expenditures and the computer capability needed to track and
compile the required outcome measures to evaluate adult education
programs.  Policymakers would, for the first time, be able to
effectively evaluate the ability of adult basic education services to
help students get and maintain better paying jobs.

● Originally, House Bill 1863, passed by the Legislature in 1995,
envisioned adult basic education and literacy services as a part of

The State cannot assess
the effectiveness of
services due to TEA’s
failure to report
employment-related
program outcomes.

TWC is in a better
position to implement
programs that meet both
employer and worker
needs.
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the newly consolidated workforce agency.  While 28 programs from
10 agencies were combined, the transfer of adult education
programs did not happen due to conflicting language in another
bill.11

TWC now has the capacity to assume responsibility for this
additional workforce-related program.  TWC oversees more than
$800 million in contracted funds, primarily for services delivered
at the local level.  TWC has established contractual relationships
with many adult education providers, such as community colleges
that participate in TWC’s Skills Development and Self-Sufficiency
Funds.  Overseeing an additional $44.4 million in adult basic
education and literacy funds would be consistent with the agency’s
other contract monitoring and oversight duties.

Other states have successfully integrated adult basic
education and literacy programs with workforce development.
● In 1990, Kentucky transferred adult education and literacy programs

into a new Workforce Development Cabinet.  The transfer increased
coordination with one-stop centers, and created better links with
technical training programs.  Programs collaborate with employers,
workers, educators, and all levels of government to address literacy
needs and improve the skills of the state’s workforce.

● Michigan transferred adult education programs into that state’s
Department of Career Development (DCD) in 1999.  DCD
allocates funding though the workforce development board system.
Educational Advisory Groups, appointed by the workforce boards,
help to strategically plan to meet the needs of each particular
workforce area.   All workforce and adult education programs use
an integrated computer system to track program outcomes.

Originally, H.B. 1863
envisioned adult basic

education and literacy
services as part of TWC.

Recommendation
Change in Statute

3.1 Transfer responsibility for adult education and literacy programs from the
Texas Education Agency to the Texas Workforce Commission.

This recommendation would eliminate the fragmentation between TEA and TWC of programs
intended to develop the basic educational and literacy skills of the state’s adult workforce.  The
effective date for the transfer would be September 1, 2003.

For the WIA program, TWC, not local boards, would award grants directly to eligible providers, or
groups of providers, to implement adult education and literacy services for a particular workforce
area. Under TWC’s enabling statute, the agency must use each program’s federal funding formula,
and thus would be required to change the current method used to divide adult education funds
among different regions of the state.12    Therefore, as part of this recommendation, the statute
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should be amended to allow TWC the flexibility to determine the best needs-based method to divide
funding among the state’s workforce areas. TWC would serve as the state agency responsible for
receiving and implementing the federal grant under Title II of the Workforce Investment Act of
1998.

For the TANF program, this recommendation would centralize the state’s funding and oversight for
adult education and literacy services for customers either on welfare, or at-risk of going on welfare.
TWC would continue to distribute TANF adult education, along with TANF-Choices employment
and training funding through the local boards.  Local boards would then award grants to local adult
education providers to provide the direct services in partnership with Choices services.

Current providers would continue to be eligible for both the WIA and TANF adult education and
literacy programs’ funding.  Sunset staff expect the current experienced pool of adult education
providers to apply and successfully compete for future grant awards.

Transferring statutory responsibility for adult education and literacy programs would not include
the Even Start Family Literacy federal grant program, administered by TEA’s Adult and Community
Education Division.  The Even Start program is an early childhood education program that targets
services to low-income families with low literacy levels.  The program is closely tied to the K-12
public education system, and should remain at TEA.

3.2 Create an adult education and literacy advisory committee at the Texas
Workforce Commission.

The committee, appointed by the TWC Commission, would advise on:

● the development of policies and program priorities that support adult education and literacy
programs’ purposes of developing an educated and skilled workforce;

● the development of statewide curriculum guidelines and standards for adult education and
literacy services that ensures a balance of education and workplace skill development; and

● any other issue areas defined by the TWC Commission.

The advisory committee should consist of not more than nine members representing experts in the
adult education and literacy field.  Experts may include adult educators, providers, advocates and
current or former adult education and literacy program students.

Management Action

3.3 TWC and TEA should develop a transition plan for the transfer of adult
education and literacy programs.

Transition planning would need to begin as soon as the legislation passes and is signed by the Governor.
The transition plan should include:

● a timetable with specific steps and deadlines needed to carry out the transfer in compliance
with the effective date of the transfer provision;

● a method to transfer all program and personnel records to TWC;

● steps to ensure against any unnecessary disruption to services at the local level; and
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● specify other steps necessary to complete the transition of programs.

Sunset staff estimate the transfer should be finalized within four months after the September 1,
2003 effective date.  To ensure adequate time to properly carry out the transfer, TWC should contract
back with TEA until no later than January 1, 2004, to provide for a smooth transition of these
services.  This recommendation would help ensure that the transfer of adult education programs is
in accordance with state law and has minimum impact on program functions and services.

3.4 TWC should report on adult education and literacy program outcomes
related to employment and educational achievement.

The strategic plan and performance reporting system to TWC, the Texas Council on Workforce and
Economic Competitiveness, and the Legislative Budget Board, should be updated to include
employment-related outcome measures required by law for both the WIA and TANF adult education
programs.  To ensure accountability for educational achievement of students, TWC should continue
TEA’s practice of reporting on demonstrated student improvement in education and literacy skills.

Impact

Consolidation of adult basic education and literacy functions at the Texas Workforce Commission
would help streamline the State’s fragmented adult basic education efforts and improve services to
over 111,000 Texans.   The State spends almost $50 million across two agencies for basic education
and literacy programs intended to develop the workforce.  Unifying administration, planning, and
oversight of these programs at TWC would provide the State with a more focused use of adult
education funding to develop the education and literacy skills of the adult workforce.   TWC would
be able to use a portion of funding to support Workforce Literacy programs through partnerships
with local employers, workforce boards, and service providers.

Local boards would be held accountable for all the employment, education, and training  facets of
the TANF-Choices program.  Services to welfare recipients would improve by offering programs
that combine work with work-focused education and literacy skill training at the same time.  Providing
better workplace skills to customers either at-risk or receiving welfare would make it more likely
that they would remain employed and not cycle back onto welfare.

The Legislature would also be better able to determine if adult education literacy programs are
effectively meeting the needs of Texans, and whether to invest more of the State’s resources towards
those efforts.  TWC has the expertise and data necessary to produce the required adult education
and literacy program outcome data that the State has lacked to evaluate whether these programs are
making a difference in Texans’ ability to compete in the workforce.

The result of these efforts would help ensure that Texans who participate in the State’s adult education
and literacy services receive the basic education and literacy skill training needed to become self-
sufficient and successfully compete in today’s economy.

Fiscal Implication

These recommendations would result in a net estimated savings of $858,000 and a reduction of two
staff.  TWC estimates it can effectively administer TEA’s adult education programs with reduced
administrative overhead of $870,000 and two fewer staff than the 14 staff currently used by TEA.
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These administrative savings would be primarily to federal funds and some required state Maintenance
of Effort funding.  Thus, any savings would need to be channeled into direct services to avoid the loss
of federal funds.  Sunset staff estimate these savings could serve an additional 2,178 Texans in need
of adult basic education and literacy skill training.  The State should also realize savings in local
administrative costs, but the amount cannot be estimated for this report.

The creation of an Adult Education and Literacy Advisory Committee would have a minimal fiscal
impact.  Existing staff resources could be used to support the committee.  Travel costs for the
committee, for quarterly meetings, would be $12,000 annually.

2004 $870,000 $12,000 -2

2005 $870,000 $12,000 -2

2006 $870,000 $12,000 -2

2007 $870,000 $12,000 -2

2008 $870,000 $12,000 -2

*Administrative savings to state and federal funds are required to
be redirected into services.

Administrative
Savings to Cost to Change in

Fiscal State and State FTEs from
Year Federal Funds* Funds 2002

1 U.S. Census Bureau’s 2000 Census estimated that approximately 3.2 million Texans over 18 have not completed high school.
2 Texas Education Agency, Workforce Investment Act: State Plan for Adult Education and Family Literacy, Division of Adult and Commu-

nity Education (Austin, Texas, April 19, 1999). Online. Available: www.tea.state.tx.us/adult/newstplan/index.htm.
3 Ibid.
4 National Institute for Literacy, The State of Literacy in America, by Stephen Reder (Washington, D.C., 1993), Database Online.

Available:  www.nifl.gov/reders/!intro.htm Accessed: March 10, 2002; and Texas Workforce Commission, Workforce Adult Literacy,
www.twc.state.tx.us. Accessed: March 10, 2002.

5 Texas Workforce Commission, Strategic Plan 2001-2005 (Austin, Texas, June 1, 2000), p. 15.
6 Interview with Texas Workforce Commission staff (Austin, Texas, February 26, 2002).
7 Texas Senate Bill 642, 73rd Legislature (1993); and Texas Government Code Ann., ch. 2308, sec. 2308.153.
8 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, 2nd Annual Report on Implementation of the Texas Workforce Development

Strategic Plan for FY 2000-2004 (Austin, Texas, December 2001), p. 11.
9 Texas Education Agency, Statewide Tables: Regular Adult Education & TANF Adult Education. Online. Available: www.tea.state.tx.us/

adult/tables.html. Accessed: April 11, 2002.
10 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, 2nd Annual Report on Implementation of the Texas Workforce Development

Strategic Plan for FY 2000-2004 (Austin, Texas, December 2001), p. 11.
11 Interview with Texas Legislative Council staff (Austin, Texas, February 26, 2002).
12 Texas Labor Code Ann., ch. 302, sec. 302.062 (b); and telephone interview with Texas Workforce Commission, Legal Department

staff (Austin, Texas, May 15, 2002).
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Issue 4
Oversight of Local Boards Ensures Compliance But Needs to
Focus on Helping Develop Local Capacity to Oversee Workforce
Funds and Services.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Require TWC to develop criteria to assess local workforce development boards’ overall capacity
to administer and oversee local funds and services.

● TWC should build on current efforts to ensure local boards have a single point of contact in the
agency, and improve coordination of oversight between agency staff and local board staff.

Key Findings

● The capacity of local boards to maintain adequate financial controls and monitor contracted
providers varies widely.

● TWC oversight ensures program compliance, but is not focused on assessing and improving
local boards’ capacity to administer and oversee workforce funds and services.

● TWC oversight and monitoring activities often duplicate those of the local boards.

● TWC’s establishment of local board teams to coordinate oversight is a positive step, but fragmented
oversight activities continue to cause confusion among local boards.

Conclusion

TWC oversees local workforce development boards that, in-turn, oversee the local delivery of
workforce services by contracted service providers. Sunset staff evaluated the effectiveness of this
system to ensure both quality services and efficient oversight of funds.  Sunset staff found that the
role of the State versus that of local boards was often not clear, resulting in duplication, particularly
of detailed monitoring to ensure compliance with fiscal and program requirements.  Local boards
also vary considerably in their capacity to adequately oversee funds and services. However, once
properly established, the local boards should perform the more detailed fiscal and program compliance
monitoring. State monitoring should then focus on ensuring the effectiveness of the local boards’
oversight. Requiring TWC to develop criteria for assessing local board overall oversight capacity
would better ensure the effective administration of workforce funds and programs, and eliminate
the need for the State to duplicate local oversight functions.  These changes would help TWC achieve
a better balance between state and local accountability and oversight, clearer delineation of roles,
and result in more effective use of TWC’s resources.
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Support
TWC oversees 28 local workforce development boards that
monitor the delivery of contracted services at the local level.
● Under H.B. 1863, the Legislature directed TWC to devolve a

majority of workforce services to locally-controlled workforce
boards. With all 28 boards now in operation, TWC’s role is largely
to oversee the delivery of workforce programs and services by the
local workforce development boards.

Unlike most state agencies that may contract directly for services,
TWC contracts with local boards to administer and oversee the
majority of workforce services and funds locally.  To avoid any
possible conflicts of interest in the local board’s oversight role, the
boards are statutorily prohibited from providing workforce services.

Texas’ structure for administering workforce programs and services
results in two levels of oversight of the delivery of services by
contract providers.

– TWC oversees the local boards and holds them accountable for
implementing workforce programs and services, improving pro-
gram performance, following state-federal regulations, and
maintaining proper fiscal controls.

– Local boards plan and oversee the delivery of workforce pro-
grams and services locally.  The local boards act as independent
oversight entities that ensure the local providers deliver workforce
services effectively and meet required performance measures.

 – Contracted providers deliver direct services and operate local
workforce centers.  Providers also conduct self-monitoring, and
quality control activities, such as hiring case readers to ensure
the completeness of client files.

The chart, Workforce
Oversight System, shows the
number of staff at the state,
local board, and contract
service delivery level, and
their respective functions.
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TWC ensures local accountability through monitoring, technical
assistance, and financial oversight activities provided by staff
across several areas of the agency.

● TWC accomplishes its oversight activities with 145 FTEs devoted
to monitoring, technical assistance, and financial oversight.  These
staff, which are located in different divisions of the agency, are
shown in the chart, TWC Oversight Staff and Activities.

TWC Oversight Staff and Activities

Contract Monitoring - 55 FTEs, located in the Administrative Support Division,
conduct monitoring focusing on program performance and financial controls.

Contract Services - 2 FTEs, located in the  Administrative Support Division, negotiate
the “core” contract with each local board, and provide technical assistance to agency
staff on contracting.

Contract Management and Service Delivery Assistance - 72 FTEs, located in the
Workforce Development Division, provide local boards with program technical assistance.

Funds Management - 2 FTEs, located in the Administrative Support Division, review
local board expenditure reports.

Financial Services - 14 FTEs, located in the Workforce Development Division, analyze
local board expenditures, review contracts, and develop fiscal policy.

TWC Board Team Composition

TWC has nine Board Teams responsible for
oversight of about three local boards each.
TWC staff on the teams include the
following.
– Contract Managers
– Financial Specialists
– Monitoring Representatives
– WIA Specialists
– Choices Specialists
– Child Care Specialists
– Employment Services Specialists
– Rapid Response Specialist

● TWC’s oversight can be divided into two basic approaches – annual
on-site reviews performed by monitoring staff, and ongoing
oversight conducted by TWC’s Board Teams.  During annual
reviews, TWC spot checks a local board’s abilities to ensure effective
service delivery, implement statewide policies, and correctly manage
revenues.

Board Teams meet monthly to discuss issues relating to compliance
and program performance which may not be corrected by single
findings during annual reviews.  These Board Teams were recently
formed to provide local board staff with a single point of
contact for programmatic and fiscal technical assistance,
and oversight issues.  The agency staff on these Board
Teams is shown in the textbox, TWC Board Team
Composition.

● TWC’s Sanctions Committee enforces local board
compliance with the agency’s performance measures and
contract requirements.  The Board Teams report oversight
and performance issues to this Committee.  A sanction
can include withholding payments, disallowing costs, or
suspending a local board.1   As of fiscal year 2002, the
Sanctions Committee had imposed 13 sanctions on eight
local boards.2

TWC’s oversight
attempts to balance state
accountability with local

control.
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The capacity of local boards to maintain adequate financial
controls and monitor contracted providers varies widely.
● Local boards have

different capacity to
conduct oversight
activities. Some local
boards became operational
five years ago, others less
than two years ago.
According to TWC staff,
local boards monitoring
efforts range from very
good to poor.3   As a result,
TWC has to expend more
staff resources on those
local boards that have not
fully developed adequate
financial controls and
program administration
expertise.  The financial
controls and local
monitoring requirements
that TWC expects local
boards to use are shown in
the chart, Local Board
Financial Controls.

● TWC’s monitoring results reflect significant variation in individual
local board’s oversight capacity. For example, several boards have
no significant findings and have been recognized for their best
practices.  However, TWC monitoring has also found deficiencies
in local board monitoring activities in 32 percent, or nine of 28
local boards in fiscal year 2001.  Findings include problems such as
too much program monitoring at the expense of fiscal monitoring,
not developing appropriate accounting procedures, and not
developing cost allocation plans.4

● Local boards with long standing oversight and program
performance problems are required to follow an improvement plan
to resolve these problems.  Examples of the type of oversight
problems found in local board improvement plans include the need
to clearly understand local oversight roles and responsibilities;
improve procedures for monitoring contracted providers; develop
effective procurement procedures; and upgrade existing financial
management systems.5

Local Board Financial Controls
TWC requires local boards to maintain the
following financial controls to ensure the
effective and efficient delivery of services.

Financial Management Controls
 – financial management systems,
 – generally accepted accounting principles,
 – correct expenditure reports,
 – staying within allowable costs, and
 – maintaining expenditure levels.

Contracting and Oversight Processes
 – contract monitoring procedures,
 – conducting on-site visits and audits,
 – providing technical assistance, and
 – fair contracting and procedures.

Personnel and Hiring
 – using fair hiring practices,
 – using standard salary rates,
 – following non-discrimination policies, and
 – maintaining grievance procedures.
Source: TWC, Financial Manual for Grants and
Contracts, 1999.

Local board oversight
capacity varies from very
good to poor.
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TWC oversight ensures program compliance, but is not focused
on assessing and improving local board capacity to administer
and oversee workforce funds and services.

● TWC’s monitoring reviews check local board financial controls,
focusing on corrections needed to ensure compliance with individual
federal and state requirements.  This approach was critical for newly
operational local boards;  however, all local boards now have at
least minimum financial controls in place. TWC’s oversight does
not focus on assessing how well local boards implement controls
over time to ensure local boards maintain and improve the capacity
needed to appropriately oversee funds and services under their
control.6

● Recently, TWC set up Board Teams to take a broader oversight
role, but Sunset staff found that these teams still focus on programs
and fiscal performance, not the long term improvement of local
board capacity.  Board Team staff focus more on individual programs
the local boards administer, instead of more critical accountability
issues related to administration across the programs.  Therefore,
TWC’s oversight practices may not identify longstanding oversight
weaknesses related to contracting processes, operations in local
centers, and proper expenditure of funds.

In addition, these Board Teams lack the criteria to guide the
evaluation of local board capacity, such as the ability of a local board
to  develop comprehensive fiscal management systems across
programs; understand and communicate program requirements
to providers; hire, train, and keep local board staff to carry out
oversight activities; oversee and improve the operations of local
centers; and identify and resolve longstanding oversight and
performance issues.

TWC’s oversight and monitoring activities often duplicate those
of the local board.
● TWC rules support a “one size fits all” approach to oversight and

do not distinguish between the respective oversight roles and
responsibilities between the State, local boards, and contracted
providers.7   In addition, TWC’s monitoring policies state that the
agency’s staff and resources are devoted to monitoring at the same
level as local boards.8

As a result, TWC does not adjust the level of oversight for those
local boards that have more advanced oversight capacity, and at
times, TWC’s oversight staff duplicate the monitoring activities of
local board staff. For example, instead of validating whether the
local boards’ oversight and monitoring efforts are effective, TWC’s
monitoring often looks at the same areas as the local boards, even

TWC rules fail to
distinguish between state

and local monitoring
activities.
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to the level of checking many of the individual case files of clients
getting direct services from contracted providers.

● TWC’s duplication of monitoring efforts can extend to contracted
service providers, which local boards also monitor.  For example,
one provider reported 12 monitoring visits in one year, including
seven by TWC, three by local board staff, and two by the federal
government.  In this example, TWC’s program and fiscal
monitoring duplicated the efforts of  independent monitors hired
by the local board to audit the provider in some of the same areas.9
While TWC does not have control over federal monitoring, the
agency has the ability coordinate its monitoring with local board
staff activities.

TWC’s establishment of Local Board Teams to coordinate
oversight is a positive step, but fragmented oversight activities
continue to cause confusion among local boards.

● TWC’s numerous contracting, technical assistance, and financial
staff all place different demands on the local boards.  During Sunset
field visits, the local boards expressed frustration with not knowing
who they were accountable too, and what they were ultimately
accountable for, across TWC’s numerous oversight staff. 10

● Local board staff also were not sure who to contact to address
problems uncovered during monitoring visits.11    For example,
financial staff communicate separately with local boards on reporting
and fiscal  requirements, while monitoring staff communicate with
local boards fiscal, programmatic, and policy issues.

● TWC’s Board Teams have not been completely successful in
resolving communication difficulties with local boards.  In some
instances, up to three TWC staff on the same Board Team have
contacted local board staff on the same program issue, making it
difficult for local board staff to get consistent information and
technical assistance to resolve oversight and performance issues.12

Recommendation
Change in Statute

4.1 Require TWC to develop criteria to assess local workforce development
boards’ overall capacity to administer and oversee local funds and ser-
vices.

This recommendation would require TWC to develop criteria to assess and evaluate local board
capacity to oversee and manage the delivery of workforce services.  These criteria should be developed
with input from local boards, and should address areas such as:

TWC could improve its
communication of
oversight expectations to
local boards.
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● developing and sustaining comprehensive fiscal management systems beyond minimum
requirements;

● hiring, training and retaining qualified staff to carry out oversight activities;

● overseeing and improving the operations of local centers;

● managing performance across multiple programs;

● establishing productive relationships with providers that improve overall performance; and

● identifying and resolving longstanding oversight and performance issues.

These criteria would allow TWC to better assess each board’s capacity to oversee funds and services
locally.  TWC could then better match the level and type of oversight and technical assistance needed.
For newer, emerging boards, TWC’s role would continue to involve extensive monitoring until the
board could demonstrate the development of adequate local monitoring systems.  TWC’s focus
should be on bringing these boards’ local oversight systems up to capacity as soon as possible, to
enable the boards to accomplish their mission.

TWC should work closely with local boards in developing criteria that effectively measure and assess
the boards’ oversight capacity.  TWC should develop these criteria in rule no later than May 2004,
and implement the rules no later than September 2004.

Management Action

4.2 TWC should build on current efforts to ensure local boards have a single
point of contact in the agency, and improve coordination of oversight
activities between the agency and local board staff.

TWC should appoint the lead contract manager of each Board Team as the single point of contact
for the local boards. TWC should also make sure that local boards are aware of the newly formed
Board Teams, and clearly communicate the purpose of these teams.  The contract managers would
be responsible for coordinating the oversight of the local boards so that technical assistance, monitoring,
and sanctions are delivered through a single person, instead of each local board answering to a
number of different TWC staff.

In addition, TWC should improve coordination of oversight activities with local boards by  planning
monitoring visits to avoid duplication where local boards have the demonstrated capacity to carry
out these activities.  In addition, TWC should clearly communicate the purpose of oversight visits
with local boards, provide better information on what they would be evaluated on, and what procedures
TWC would use during the audits.  These changes would help ensure local boards are prepared for
TWC oversight visits, and ensure that TWC’s efforts result in greater benefits to the local boards
and the State.

Impact

Overall, these recommendations would help ensure that local boards have the proper mechanisms in
place to effectively administer public funds, and to improve local center operations and program
performance.  Establishing clear oversight criteria would provide boards with a better understanding
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of what is expected, reduce any unnecessary duplication of monitoring activities, and help TWC
better ensure local boards with poor oversight capacity are improved over time.  In light of potential
changes at the federal level that could result in more funds and services being delegated to local
boards, the State has critical need to ensure local boards develop effective oversight capacity.

Fiscal Implication

These recommendations will result in a positive fiscal impact to the State and the local boards.
Eliminating duplication and improving coordination of oversight activities between TWC and the
local boards should result in administrative savings for both, but these savings could not be estimated
for this report.

1 Texas Workforce Commission, General Sanctions Process Outline (Austin, Texas, August 2001). Un-numbered pages.
2 Texas Workforce Commission, “List of all Sanctions - Last Five Fiscal Years” (Austin, Texas, undated document).  Sunset staff counts

a sanction that has been moved to an additional level as more than one sanction.
3 Texas Workforce Commission, Agency Response to Draft Sunset Issues (Austin, Texas, May 9, 2002).
4 Texas Workforce Commission, 2001 Contract Monitoring Reports of LWDBs (Austin, Texas, 2001).
5 Texas Workforce Commission, Performance Improvement Plan (Austin, Texas, March, June, and July, 2001). p. 3.
6 Telephone interview with Texas Workforce Commission, Contract Monitoring staff (Austin, Texas, May 9, 2002).
7 Texas Administrative Code, ch. 800, sec. 800.303(b).
8 Texas Workforce Commission, Contract Monitoring Department Annual Plan, Fiscal Year 2002 (Austin, Texas), p. 12.
9 E-mail to Sunset Advisory Commission, May 2, 2002.
10 Sunset staff interviews with Local Workforce Development Board staff (December 2001 - January 2002).
11 Ibid.
12 Interview with Texas Workforce Commission, Workforce Division staff (Austin, Texas, May 10, 2002).
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Issue 5
Siloed Workforce Programs Make It Difficult for Many Texans to
Receive Effective Services.

Summary
Key Recommendation

● Require TWC, in partnership with local workforce development boards, to phase in the integration
of workforce programs and associated case worker functions by 2007.

Key Findings

● TWC contracts with local workforce development boards to administer five workforce programs
that account for more than 90 percent of available workforce funding.

● The workforce programs provide similar intensive services to many of the same customers.

● TWC struggles to fully support the integration of workforce programs at the local level, which
results in duplication and inefficiencies that make effective delivery of services to customers
difficult.

Conclusion

The Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) allocated nearly $740 million in fiscal year 2002, through
five programs, to local workforce development boards to provide intensive employment, training,
and support services.  Even though funding for each program is different, they all have the same
purpose and use common front-line case worker functions to provide services to many of the same
customers.

TWC has accomplished much of the consolidation of the State’s fragmented workforce programs,
and has integrated many agency administrative and business functions.   However, when the Sunset
review assessed how well integration was progressing, staff found that TWC struggles to integrate
other aspects of these programs, which results in programs still being delivered in “silos.”  The lack
of integration across the block grant programs results in duplication and reduced effectiveness.
Local staff must expend time and resources coordinating across these programs even though they
are administered by a single state agency.  Customers end up working with multiple program-
specific case workers, making it more difficult for customers to get the help needed.

Sunset staff recognizes that implementing this recommendation to further integrate programs would
not be an easy task for the agency.  However, these recommended changes are key to streamlining
the delivery of intensive services aimed at helping Texans get, and keep, the jobs needed to support
their families.  Customers would work with a single case worker, who would be responsible for
helping them obtain the needed services, regardless of which program funded those services.  This
recommendation would also ensure that the consolidation of programs that created TWC at the
state level, will ultimately result in better workforce services for customers at the local level.
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Support
TWC contracts with local workforce development boards to
administer five workforce programs that account for more than
90 percent of available workforce funding.

● In fiscal year 2002, TWC allocated nearly $740 million dollars to
local workforce development boards from five separate federal
funding sources to provide employment, training, and supportive
services to targeted
populations who need
additional assistance to
become employed or stay
employed.1   The five
programs, shown in the
chart, Block Grant
Programs, account for more
than 90 percent of available
workforce funding.2

● TWC distributes funding
to the local boards through
separate block grants for
each program.   The block
grant is a performance
contract that requires local
boards to deliver program
services for a fixed amount
of money.3   TWC monitors local boards’ compliance with each of
these contracts  and provides assistance to local boards not meeting
performance standards included in the contract.

● State law and TWC policies require each local board to plan for
integrated services across programs and contract with local providers
to deliver the services through one-stop workforce centers.4    Local
boards monitor the performance of the contractors.

● Full-service workforce centers are required to have employment
and training services that are integrated, seamless, and provided in
a non-program specific manner.5   Workforce centers provide two
types of services, universal and intensive.  The chart, Universal
Workforce Services, explains this type of service.  The block grant
programs provide the bulk of intensive level services.

The workforce programs provide similar intensive services to
many of the same customers.
● Even though funding for each of the five workforce programs is

different, they all have the same purpose and serve many of the
same customers.   All of the programs are intended to help people

Block Grant Programs

Choices - employment and training services
for welfare recipients (TANF)

Food Stamp Employment and Training-
services for unemployed food stamps
recipients

Welfare to Work - post-employment
services for current or former welfare
recipients

Workforce Investment Act (WIA), Title I-
employment and training services to low-
income adults, dislocated workers and
disadvantaged youth

Child Care -  subsidies for families who
are or were on welfare, or other low
income at-risk families

Universal Workforce
Services

Any Texan can access some
workforce centers services, but
must qualify for others.
Universal services include self-
directed or assisted job search
using the State’s employment
services program.  Resource
rooms provide access to labor
market information, computers,
telephones, fax machines, and
information on education and
training services the customer
may qualify for.
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get jobs, keep those jobs, and earn more money to become more
self-sufficient.  Many customers qualify for services from more than
one program.  In fact, state law encourages this co-enrollment to
maximize the availability of services to customers.  The WIA
program serves many welfare customers that need training to
obtain higher paying jobs.6   Another example is the child care
program which serves parents participating in any of the workforce
programs, and also provides services to help many parents stay
employed once they transition into the workplace.

● These programs provide more intensive assistance than traditional
employment services available to universal customers.  Customers
meet with a case worker to create an employment plan based on
that customer’s individual circumstances.  Case workers provide
services based on an assessment of that customer’s skills, abilities,
and barriers to getting a job.  Specialized services, such as training,
assisted job search, in-depth skill testing, or child care may be
provided to help customers get jobs and support their families.

● Each program uses common front-line case worker functions to
provide services.  Case worker functions include outreach/
orientation, eligibility determination, case
management and referral, customer participation
tracking, and post-employment follow-up.  Even
the child care programs have workers that perform
many of these same functions.  While the
Department of Human Services (DHS) determines
a customer’s eligibility for food stamps or welfare,
the workforce center case workers must still
determine the customer’s eligibility for workforce
services.

TWC struggles to fully support the integration of
workforce programs at the local level.
● The textbox, Policy Goals of Workforce Reform, shows

the problems the Legislature tried to address with
the creation of TWC, and the vision for a new
workforce delivery system.  Despite separate
federal funding sources, TWC has managed to
integrate many administrative and business
systems, such as financial accounting, and computer
systems.   However, TWC continues to approach
agency policy and program implementation in a way
that mirrors the fragmented federal approach to
workforce development.  TWC has never
requested a federal waiver to assist the State in
streamlining services across programs.7    This lack
of integration at both the federal and state level

Policy Goals of Workforce Reform

Reforming the Workforce System
Before passage of HB 1863 in 1995, major
employment and training  resources were spread
across multiple agencies, creating a fragmented
workforce system that was inefficient and lacked
a coordinated focus.  Many programs were spread
out in different physical locations across
communities, had poor service coordination, and
duplicated efforts.  Programs were categorical
in nature, most serving only targeted populations
that met eligibility requirements.  Each program
had independent administrative structures,
planning efforts, and performance accountability
systems.

Vision for a New Workforce System
The creation of TWC has been an ambitious effort
on the part of the State to create a system-oriented
change to coordination of workforce services.
Local control is central to the reform effort. State
law requires all workforce programs to be housed
in the Workforce Development Division of TWC
to help ensure functional integration at the state
level, to support functional integration of
programs at the local level.  The new system is
also supposed to unify program goals and
accountability measures across the merged
programs.

Five separate workforce
programs serve many of

the same customers.
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makes it difficult for local boards to fully integrate programs.  As a
result, Sunset staff found that the one-stop workforce centers
provide services in “silos,” much like they were before creation of
TWC.

● Despite positive steps to consolidate separate federally funded
programs into a single agency, TWC maintains a siloed approach
to implementing these programs.8   TWC’s program specific policy
development, monitoring, performance accountability, and even the
agency’s structure, all continue to make further integration difficult
at the local level.9   For example, TWC maintains a separate office,
outside the Workforce Division, just for welfare programs.  This
office performs many of the same functions as other integrated
departments within the agency, such as planning, policy development,
interagency and government relations, and performance
monitoring.10   The child care program also retains a separate
department for many of the same functions pertaining specifically
to the child care program.  Planning and developing policies for
integrated services across the major workforce programs proves
difficult by having multiple, independent, and separate departments
involved.  Local level services reflect this lack of integration,
particularly for child care and welfare customers, even though these
programs serve many of the same families.

● TWC has been unsuccessful at developing state level policies that
are consistent enough across programs to make it possible for a
single case worker to provide services to customers from any
program.  Instead, one-stop workforce centers have case workers
that only serve welfare customers, or others that only serve WIA
customers, and still others that only register customers for child
care.  Each program’s policies are different from each other, require
separate procedures to implement, and have separate reporting
requirements to ensure compliance from the state, local and
contractor level.  By the time those procedures and reporting
requirements reach the caseworker level, each program takes on a
totally separate set of complex requirements, even though all the
program’s are supposed to do the same thing - help Texans get and
keep jobs.

● Local boards also indicate that the more than 30 different state and
federal performance measures that TWC chooses to evaluate local
performance on, makes it difficult integrate programs.  TWC does
not evaluate performance of local boards across programs.  In fact,
each program measures something as simple as entered employment
differently.  Some programs, such as Choices and Child Care,
emphasize process measures that only measure a program’s level
of activity and not whether the program achieves desired results,
such as helping people maintain a job.

Workforce services are
still provided in “silos,”
much like before creation
of TWC.

TWC has yet to request
a federal waiver to allow
streamlining across
programs.
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Lack of integration results in duplication and inefficiencies
that make effective delivery of services to customers difficult.
● Case worker time and program resources are diverted away from

helping Texans get jobs, maintain those jobs, and earn more money
for their families by the lack of integration.  The chart, Duplication
of Case Worker Functions, shows how case workers duplicate efforts
for each block grant program.  Local staff must expend time and
resources coordinating across these programs even though they
are administered by a single state agency.

* DHS is responsible for determining eligibility for welfare cash assistance and food stamps.
TWC is responsible for ensuring those customers are eligible for workforce services.

** Benefit tracking.

● Customers with complex needs may not be receiving effective
services because they must access each program separately.  To
receive services from more than one program, customers must often
apply and be determined eligible for services by each program,
separately.   This results in two case workers performing the same
function, for the same customer.  Customers must provide much
of the same information to each case worker, even though the same
information determines eligibility for both programs.

● Requiring customers to work with multiple program specific case
workers creates a complicated web that makes it difficult for
customers to receive services effectively. Customers enrolled in
more than one program may have two or three different case
managers that might be working on one case and performing similar
functions on an ongoing basis.  Implementing a meaningful and
coordinated employment plan amongst multiple programs has
proven difficult. The textbox, Common Case Management Functions,
shows functions that are common across programs.

Customers needing
multiple services must

access each program
separately.

Common Case
Management Functions

● Assessing customer need
for employment and
training services

● Creating goals for an
employment plan

● Referring customers to
education or training
services

● Connecting customers
with support services such
as child care

● Issuing subsidies for
special services such as
transportation or
 work related expenses

● Tracking customer
participation and progress

Source: Texas Workforce Commission
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● According to workforce center case workers, customers often get
confused by having separate case workers for each program.11

Something as simple as reporting when a customer gets a job
becomes overly complicated.  Failure to report the correct
information at the right time, and to the correct case worker, can
result in customers losing important support services that help ensure
job retention.

Less than a quarter of families leaving welfare for work accessed
child care services, even though these customers are eligible for
transitional child care, designed to help maintain employment and
decrease the likelihood of returning to welfare.12   Families leaving
welfare for work are the most likely workforce customers to need
child care subsidies because their earnings are not sufficient to cover
the costs of child care.13   Though one of many possible reasons,
customers may not be taking advantage of these services because
of confusing and fragmented separate child care and workforce
programs.   For example, customers must work with at least two
case workers, often employed by separate contractors, to ensure
they are placed in a job and continue to receive child care subsidies
after completing workforce services, even though both services are
funded by a single agency.

Local boards are already trying to integrate workforce
programs.
● Many local boards recognize that bouncing customers from case

worker to case worker, or having case workers only serve certain
customers, is not beneficial to the customer and not an efficient
way to delivery services.   Some local boards, with support from
TWC, have integrated the welfare programs into a single case
worker function to expand services to customers and maximize the
use of funds, even though the programs are administered by separate
federal agencies. Others have centralized eligibility determination
for all programs, including child care, into a single unit.  A few
local boards are in the process of totally integrating case
management function to eliminate the silos, and reduce the stigma
attached to some programs, such as welfare.

Dealing with separate
case workers for each
program often confuses
customers.

Recommendation
Change in Statute

5.1 Require TWC, in partnership with local workforce development boards, to
phase in the integration of workforce programs and associated case worker
functions.

To ensure a smooth transition, this recommendation would be phased in over four years and would
require the following steps.
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● A review and modification of state level policies, procedures, and organizational structure
to support the integration of local workforce programs and case worker functions.

● Completion of several pilot projects, within selected local board areas, to identify the best
methods to integrate these functions.

● Request by TWC for federal waivers, as needed, to demonstrate the effectiveness of
streamlining and integration of functions.

● A report to the Legislature, in 2005, on the results of these pilots and any statutory changes
needed to facilitate the integration of these functions.

● Full implementation of integrating case worker functions statewide no later than September
1, 2007.

This recommendation would not affect “universal” customers, who would still be able to receive the
current level of services and information at the workforce centers. This recommendation would not
affect eligibility determination for welfare or food stamps conducted by DHS, which  refers customers
to TWC and the local boards for employment and training services.

TWC would be required to ensure that current program policies, agency practices, such as performance
accountability, and the agency’s organizational structure support integration of programs, a consistent
service delivery system, and integration of case worker functions.  At a minimum, the workforce
center service delivery system should include an integrated case management function, and an
integrated eligibility determination function for intensive workforce development services for the
programs TWC already block grants to local boards, including child care.

TWC would be required to develop three to five pilot projects to integrate case worker functions in
different local board areas across the state, to identify specific barriers that would need to be addressed
prior to expanding this recommendation
to the entire state.

Currently the U.S. Department of
Labor is soliciting states to apply for
waivers, and legislation is pending in
Congress that would allow for super-
waivers, across multiple programs, to
help states streamline workforce
services.  Because Texas leads the nation
in workforce reform, the state is well
positioned to receive federal waivers
that would demonstrate the benefits of
integrating services.  If needed, TWC
would submit a waiver request of any
inconsistent federal requirements, such
as performance measure definitions or
cost allocation methods.

A potential time line for implementing
these changes is described in the chart
to the right.

June - August Phase I:  Planning
2003 ● Plan for Pilot Projects

Phase II:  Pilots and State level changes
● Pilot project implementation
● Request federal waivers, as needed:  May 2004
● Policy review completion:  August 2004
● Submit report for the 79th

Legislature:November 2004

Phase III:  Transition to full implementation
● TWC encourages local boards to implement early

using current incentive awards: September 2005
● Complete any needed computer system upgrades

to support consolidation of case work
functions:August 2006

Phase IV:  Full implementation statewide
● By September 1, 2007 remaining local boards

should be providing program services through
integrated case worker functions

Proposed Time Line for Integrating Programs and
Case Worker Functions

FY 2007

FY 2004
FY 2005

FY 2006
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Impact

The State allocated nearly $740 million, in fiscal year 2002, to local workforce development boards
to provide intensive employment, training and support services through five programs. Sunset staff
recognizes that further integrating these programs will not be an easy task for the agency.  However,
this recommendation would help the State streamline the delivery of intensive services and focus
them on helping Texans get, and keep, the jobs needed to support their families.

Much of the consolidation of the State’s fragmented workforce programs has been accomplished by
TWC.  These recommendations would better position TWC to support a locally driven workforce
system, and focus efforts towards oversight, technical assistance, and broad statewide policy.  During
the past six years TWC has merged 28 programs from ten other agencies, while also helping set up
local boards to administer many of the State’s major workforce programs.  The 28 local boards are
now operational and contracting for services.  TWC has much of the infrastructure, such as computer
systems, in place to take the next step towards actually integrating programs from state level down
to the case worker level.

Breaking down the program “silos” and integrating case worker functions would result in more
effective services for customers.  Customers would only have to meet with one eligibility worker and
provide critical information once.  They would then work with a single case worker, who would be
responsible for helping them get a job, retain that job, and earn enough money to support their
families.

Fiscal Implication

This recommendation would have a positive fiscal impact of $4.2 million to the State by streamlining
programs and the delivery of intensive workforce services, beginning in fiscal year 2006.  Portions of
each programs’ funding are set aside at the state and local level for administration of the programs
by TWC and the local boards.  Sunset staff conservatively estimate that this recommendation would
result in savings of at least 5 percent of the total amount of funds allocated for administration.

Implementing common policies, procedures, reporting requirements, and performance accountability
across programs would reduce the need for 35 FTEs from TWC’s state office, while still effectively
overseeing integrated workforce programs.  Likewise, local boards would not need as many staff to
administer these programs.  While not state employees, Sunset staff estimate each local board, on
average, would be able to realize a reduction of 1.75 FTEs.  These administrative savings would be
primarily to federal funds and some required state Maintenance of Effort funding.  Thus, any savings
would need to be channeled into direct services to avoid the loss of federal funds.

Changes to TWC’s computer systems would be prioritized within the agency’s current budget for
planned upgrades to the system over the next four years.  Any potential one-time costs are dependent
on the results of TWC’s examination of the best methods to integrate workforce programs and
cannot be estimated for this report.  TWC would be able to use a portion of the overall administrative
savings associated with this recommendation to offset potential one-time costs for computer upgrades.

Existing program funding would be used to implement the pilot projects.  Local boards participating
in pilot projects would be allocated the normal formula funding from each program.  Implementation
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of pilot projects would require use of staff from various TWC departments, in coordination with
local boards.  TWC staff from various departments already compose “local board teams.”  No
additional staff should be necessary for this effort.

Reducing the number of customers with two or more case workers managing services, and
streamlining each program’s reporting requirements would free up case workers’ time that could be
used to serve more customers.  While significant, the actual number of additional customers that
could be served with the administrative savings, combined with the use of more efficient case workers,
cannot be estimated for this report.

Administrative Change in
Fiscal Savings to State FTEs from
Year and Federal Funds* 2002

2004 0 0
2005 0 0
2006 $4,200,000 -35
2007 $4,200,000 -35
2008 $4,200,000 -35

*Savings to state and federal funds would need to be re-directed
into services to avoid the loss of federal funds.

1 Texas Workforce Commission, FY 2002 Block Grant Allocations Chart, submitted to the Sunset Advisory Commission (November
2001).

2 Workforce funding includes block grants to local boards, TWC funded customized training, and TWC Employment Services.
3 Texas Workforce Commission, Self-Evaluation Report, submitted to the Sunset Advisory Commission (August 2001).
4 Texas Government Code Ann., ch. 2308, secs. 2308.302-2308.304.
5 Texas Administrative Code Ann., title 40, part 20, rule 801.23 (1).
6 Texas Human Resources Code Ann., ch. 31, sec. 31.0127; and Texas Workforce Commission, Report on Rider 28 (Austin, Texas, 2000).
7 Interview with Texas Workforce Commission staff (Austin, Texas, April 4, 2002).
8 Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, Building a Workforce Development System for Texas: A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to

Reform, report no. 126 (Austin, Texas, 1997), p. 34; Texas Workforce Commission, Organizational Chart: Workforce Development
Division, submitted to the Sunset Advisory Commission (October 2001); and interviews with Texas Workforce Commission staff
(Austin, Texas, October, 2001-March, 2002).

9 Interviews with local workforce development boards staff (October, 2001-April, 2002).
10 Texas Workforce Commission, Texas: Let Us Work for You, 2001 Annual Report (Austin, Texas, April 2002), p. 59; and interview with

Texas Workforce Commission, Welfare Reform Initiatives Office staff (Austin, Texas, October 18, 2001).
11 Field interviews with workforce center case workers (October, 2001-March, 2002).
12 Texas Department of Human Services, Texas Families in Transition (Austin, Texas, January 2002), pp.38, 49.
13 Ibid, pp. 38, 49.
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Issue 6
TWC Has No Current Mechanism for Ensuring Outside Input on Its
$425 Million Child Care Program.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Create a Child Care Advisory Committee at the Texas Workforce Commission.

● TWC should charge the child care advisory committee with examining the child care allocation
formulas, and providing recommendations on improving the formulas.

● TWC, with the advice of the child care advisory committee, should develop formal methods for
developing the recommended state target for the number of children served, to be provided to
the Legislative Budget Board; and for assigning local targets, to be adopted as rules.

Key Findings

● While TWC has devolved many child care policies to the local workforce development boards, a
number of key decisions are still made at the state level.

● TWC does not have a formal mechanism for receiving outside input on child care issues.

● Child care allocation formulas may not accurately address local needs.

● TWC does not adequately engage local boards when setting targets for the number of children
to be served, and the method used may not adequately reflect local costs and needs.

Conclusion

TWC makes key statewide policy decisions that affect local boards’ ability to implement the $425
million child care program.  The Sunset review looked at how TWC allocates child care funds, how
targets are set for the number of children to be served, and the ability of interested parties, including
local boards, to have input in these decisions.  Sunset staff found that, despite the significance of
these decisions, the Commission lacks adequate formal input on the child care program, and would
therefore benefit from a child care advisory committee.  This nine-member committee – consisting
of child care contractor and local board staff, board child care representatives, and child care advocates
– would provide expert and local input, and help improve TWC’s decisions on child care performance
measure targets and the allocation of funds.
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Support
While TWC has devolved many child care policies to the local
workforce development boards, a number of key decisions
are still made at the state level.

● TWC provides subsidized child care to low-income parents to enable
them to work, or participate in training or education.  TWC
administers the $426 million child care program at the state level
with 21 dedicated staff.  The child care budget also pays for an
additional 57 staff that provide administrative support in other TWC
departments.  TWC allocates the majority of its child care funds to
28 local workforce development boards who, in turn, contract for
the provision of child care.  Local workforce boards began
administering the child care program in 1998, as mandated by HB
1863, which consolidated employment, job training and related
support programs at TWC, and then block-granted funds to local
boards for the provision of those programs.  An average of more
than 100,000 children per day received subsidized child care in fiscal
year 2001.

● TWC continues to make many key child care decisions including
allocating funds to local boards, and setting the amount of funds
local boards must raise to draw down matching federal dollars.
Other funding decisions include reallocating funds from boards that
cannot spend the money on time to boards that demonstrate need
for the funds.  TWC also sets performance measure targets, and
may recommend new performance measures to the Legislative
Budget Board (LBB) or request changes to the current measures.
TWC may sanction boards that do not meet performance measure
targets.1

● Local workforce development boards plan and manage the delivery
of child care services at the local level, and decide many child care
program policies, including income eligibility levels, parent
copayment amounts, priorities for waiting lists, and provider
reimbursement rates.  Boards train and provide technical assistance
to providers, and also manage the Rising Star Provider program
for child care providers who meet higher than minimum licensing
standards.

TWC does not have a formal mechanism for receiving outside
input on child care issues.
● While a 20-member committee formerly advised the Commission

on child care policies, TWC no longer has a formal channel for
receiving input on child care issues.  This committee advised TWC
on developing coordinated state child care policies, and its members
included child care advocates, the general public, and ex officio

Although administered
by local boards, child
care is still heavily
affected by TWC
policies.
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representatives from state agencies with roles in state child care
programs.  According to TWC and legislative staff, the Legislature
removed the requirement for a child care advisory committee from
law in 2001 because child care policy had largely devolved to the
local level.2

● Child care advisory committees exist on the local level, but they do
not provide input to TWC.  Several local workforce boards have
child care committees that advise the boards on child care issues.
State law also requires that any child care provider that has more
than 30 percent TWC-subsidized children must have a parent
advisory committee to provide input into the operation of the center.

● Child care contractor and board staff from all twenty-eight boards
meet quarterly, and while TWC staff may participate, the meetings
do not provide input to the TWC Commissioners who make policy
decisions.  Several of these child care contractor and board staff
expressed concern that they could not provide input to TWC on
rules before they were posted for public comment.  Local board
and contractor child care staff initiated this group and began meeting
in 1999 to exchange ideas and concerns with each other.  The group
eventually began including TWC child care staff concerns on their
agendas, so the meetings provide some information exchange
between TWC and local staff.

Child care allocation formulas may not accurately address
local needs.
● While only low-income families are eligible for child care subsidies,

TWC distributes almost half, or $200 million, of its child care funds
based on the number of children living in an area – not on the
number of children in the area living in poverty.3   This
can result in areas with greater poverty not receiving the
funding necessary to serve families and children in need
of care.  In addition, the formulas TWC uses do not take
into account an area’s historical need for and use of child
care funds, or local cost of care.

The methods TWC uses for allocating funds include
formulas used by the federal government to distribute
the Child Care and Development funds to states, and
needs-based formulas developed by the agency.  The
federal formulas are not required for allocating funds to
local board areas, and TWC has the flexibility to develop
its own needs-based formulas.4   The funds are distributed
based on different formulas tied to the type of funding –
mandatory, matching, and discretionary funds – as
described in the textbox, Child Care Allocation Formulas.

Child Care Allocation Formulas

Mandatory Funds ($125,633,666 in FY 01)
- 50 percent based on relative proportion of
children under five living in the workforce
area to the statewide total number of children
under five; and 50 percent based on relative
proportion of total number of people living
in the workforce area whose income does not
exceed 100 percent of the poverty level.
Matching Funds ($152,698,796 in FY 01)
- relative proportion of children under the
age of 13 living within the workforce area to
the statewide total number of children under
the age of 13 years old.
Discretionary Funds ($115,324,461 in
FY 01) - relative proportion of total num-
ber of children under the age of 13 years in
families whose income does not exceed 150
percent of the poverty level.

Local board and
contractor staff

expressed concern about
their opportunity to

provide input on child
care issues.
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● Of six states TWC surveyed in 1999 that provided allocation
formulas, only one reported using only population data, similar to
Texas.5   Other states used combinations of market rates, numbers
of working mothers with children under age six, expenditures from
previous years, and other need indicators.  Florida has also used a
combination of factors, including historical expenditures.6

TWC does not adequately engage local boards when setting
targets for the number of children to be served, and the
method used may not accurately reflect local costs and needs.

● TWC estimates two to four years in advance how many children
statewide should receive child care services based on estimated state
and federal funding, estimated number of children of families
receiving welfare, estimated cost of care based on boards’ past
spending, and, recently, projected increases in the cost of care.  TWC
recommends its estimate of the number of children to be served
statewide to the LBB, which approves or modifies the target.  The
number that LBB approves becomes the performance measure,
average number of children served per day.

● Based on the overall statewide target set by the LBB, TWC assigns
targets for the number of children each local board should serve.
The chart, Child Care Allocations and Targets, shows how many
children each board was required to serve in fiscal year 2001.  TWC
counts boards that come within three percent of their targets as
meeting the target.  TWC has not sanctioned the eight boards that
did not meet their targets in fiscal year 2001.

● The methods TWC uses to determine how many children each board
must serve are not made public and may vary each year, making it
difficult for boards to understand how their targets are set.  The

chart, Methods for Assigning Board
Targets for Children Served, shows the
difference in key factors that TWC
used to determine 2001 and 2002
targets.  To determine fiscal year
2002 board targets, TWC used a
lengthy method that added $2 for
administrative and operations costs
to each board’s actual average cost
per child for all categories of care in
March 2001.  According to TWC
staff, administrative and operations
expenses have historically been $2 per
unit.7   TWC then multiplied this
projected average cost of care by 260,
the number of days of care in 2002,
to produce the average annual cost

Key Factors FY 2001 Method FY 2002 Method
Board’s actual cost of care Board’s actual cost
per child (January through of care per child
March 2000) (March 2001)
Set-aside of 5 percent $2 added to average
administrative costs (or cost per child for
$250,000 for boards administrative and
with child care budgets operations costs
below $5 million)

Set-aside of 11 percent
for contractor operations
(or 16 percent for boards
with child care budgets
below $5 million)

Methods for Assigning Board Targets for Children Served

TWC’s methods of
setting board service
targets are not public
and may vary year to
year.

Administrative
and Operations

Costs

Historical Cost
 of Care
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for one child in care.  The board’s child care allocation was then
divided by this average annual cost for one child to determine the
number of children the board could serve.  Because this method
resulted in about 2,300 more children to be served than the statewide
target, TWC reduced each board’s target by 3.1 percent.

● Several boards commented that TWC’s method does not adequately
account for cost of care.8   The fiscal year 2002 target methodology
used only one month of care – March 2001 – to project cost, even
though child care costs go up in the summer months when more
full-time care is required.  The $2 that TWC added to each board’s
cost per child does not reflect local costs of living or care in each
board area.  The flat $2 was added to average daily child care rates
that can range from $17.93 in Tarrant County to $10.38 in the
Lower Rio Grand board area.9

The flat $2 also does not accommodate the differences in board
budgets.  While the Houston area board had a fiscal year 2001
child care budget of $85 million, Concho Valley’s budget was $2.7
million.  Larger boards clearly have better economy of scale and
can make $2 go further than smaller boards.  TWC rules recognize
this disparity in board size and allow boards with child care
expenditures of less than $5 million to exceed the 5 percent cap on
child care administrative expenses, by limiting those boards to
$250,000 in administrative expense.  The target method, however,
does not make this allowance for board size because it imposes a
flat $2 amount for administrative expenses.10   The Workforce
Leadership of Texas, the group that represents local workforce board
chairs and executive directors, also expressed concern that TWC
does not adequately take into account regional differences in cost
of care.11

● Unlike the formulas used to allocate child care funds to local boards,
TWC does not set in formal published rules the method for
determining performance measure targets.  Throughout the Sunset
staff ’s fieldwork, local boards frequently expressed frustration
because they were not able to obtain information from TWC on
how the agency determined the targets for the number of children
each area must serve; or the data TWC used to calculate each boards’
average cost per child.  One local board director finally filed an
open records request to get this information from TWC, and
eventually received it.

TWC does not request formal input from the boards on the method
used for determining targets, though discussions may occur
throughout the year.12   Child care staff from local boards across
the state commented that they have little input on performance
measures and targets.  Also, local child care staff stated that while

Child care performance
targets do not
adequately reflect
regional differences in
cost of care.
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they may comment on rules when they are posted, TWC does not
involve them in the development of the rules.13

Recommendation
Change in Statute

6.1 Create a Child Care Advisory Committee at the Texas Workforce
Commission.

The committee, appointed by the Commission, would consist of nine members – two child care
representatives on local boards, two child care board staff, two child care contractor staff and three
child care advocates.  The purpose of the committee would be to advise the Commission on state-
level child care policies and their impact on local board operations.  The committee’s duties should
include front-end involvement in the development of state-level TWC child care rules and policies
with an impact on local services.

Management Action

6.2 TWC should charge the child care advisory committee with examining the
child care allocation formulas, and providing recommendations on
improving the formulas.

TWC should use the committee to study the appropriateness of the formulas in meeting the actual
need for services in each local area, and the committee should evaluate alternative options.

6.3 TWC, with the advice of the child care committee, should develop formal
methods for developing the recommended state target for the number of
children served, to be provided to the Legislative Budget Board; and for
assigning local targets, to be adopted as rules.

TWC should use the child care committee and the rulemaking process to develop formal methods
for determining statewide and local performance targets for children provided with child care services.
TWC should take into consideration the cost of more than one month of care, including summer
child care.  TWC should also use a more consistent methodology for determining administration
and operations expenses that takes into account board budget size.

Impact

These recommendations would give local child care representatives and advocates much greater
input on the important child care policy decisions made at the state level, thus continuing to improve
the performance of the child care program.  The child care committee would be more focused and
limited than the previous committee, and would provide valuable insight to TWC on the impact
proposed rules might have at the local level.
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Fiscal Year Cost to General Revenue

2004 $12,000

2005 $12,000

2006 $12,000

2007 $12,000

2008 $12,000

1 Texas Administrative Code, title 40, part 20, rule 800.171.
2 Telephone interview with TWC, Commission staff (Austin, Texas, April 3, 2002); and legislative staff (Austin, Texas, April 19, 2002).
3 Texas Administrative Code, title 40, part 20, rule 800.58.
4 Texas Labor Code Ann., ch. 302, secs. 302.004 and 302.062.
5 Texas Workforce Commission, Review of Child Care Allocation Formulas Pursuant to SB 1391, 76th Legislature (Austin, Texas,

November 2000).
6 Florida Partnership for School Readiness, “Allocation methodology/funding matrix for Florida 2000-2001,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory

Commission, March 14, 2002.
7 Texas Workforce Commission, “Sunset Questions,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory Commission, March 26, 2002.
8 Interviews with child care contractors and local board staff (Austin, Texas, December 19, 2001); (Austin, Texas, February 25, 2002);

and (Killeen, Texas, March 14, 2002).
9 Texas State Plan for Child Care and Development Fund Services 2002-2003, p. 40.
10 Texas Administrative Code, title 40, part 20, rule 800.58.
11 “The Workforce Leadership of Texas’ Sunset Priorities,” submitted to Sunset January 9, 2002.
12 Telephone interview with TWC Child Care Services Department staff (Austin, Texas, March 1, 2002).
13 Interview with local board area child care staff (Austin, Texas, January 30, 2002).

Fiscal Implication

The creation of a Child Care Advisory Committee would have a minimal fiscal impact.  Existing
staff resources could be used to support the committee.  Travel costs for the committee would be
minimal.  Sunset estimates that total expenses for quarterly meetings would be $12,000 annually.
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Issue 7
TWC Is Not Taking Advantage of an Opportunity to Track the
Impact of Subsidized Child Care in Helping Families Get Off, and
Stay Off, Welfare.

Summary
Key Recommendation

● Require TWC to track employment-related outcomes of parents receiving subsidized child care.

Key Findings

● TWC provides more than $426 million in child care subsidies to help Texas families get off, and
stay off, welfare.

● TWC tracks several child care performance measures, but does not track the program’s success
in helping keep parents employed.

● Without better information on parents’ employment-related outcomes, TWC cannot measure,
or tailor, its programs to ensure the most effective use of child care subsidies.

Conclusion

Along with providing quality care, one of the main goals of TWC’s child care program is to help
ensure that families remain independent from welfare.  Given that experts estimate subsidized care
only serves 7 percent of eligible children, and that more than 40,000 children are on waiting lists for
care, targeting these resources is critical.  The Sunset review looked at how TWC assesses this
program’s impact on self-sufficiency for families served.  Sunset staff found that the Commission is
not tracking the employment outcomes tied to achieving this goal of independence, even though
TWC could collect this data with its existing follow-up capabilities.  This information would enable
TWC to measure the impact of this significant investment of funds in helping these families stay off
of welfare.  Local boards could better tailor services to ensure consistent and effective use of costly
child care subsidies in moving parents towards self-sufficiency.  This information would also help
lawmakers to evaluate both policy and funding issues based on clearer data on these outcomes of
subsidizing child care.
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Support
The purpose of TWC’s child care program is to provide access
to quality child care that enables low-income parents to work,
attend school, or attend training.

● For families on welfare or with low incomes, the cost of paying for
child care poses a major barrier to working or participating in the
training needed to get a job.  Unsubsidized child care can cost more
than $5,000 a year per child, representing one-third of the income
of low-income families, and the second largest single expense, after
rent or mortgage.1

● The Legislature, as part of welfare reform, moved Texas’ subsidized
child care program from the Department of Human Services to
TWC in 1996, to better link subsidized child care with the
employment and training services needed to help parents get and
keep jobs.

● Congress, as part of its reform efforts, has significantly increased
funding for subsidized child care.  From 1996 to 2001, the federal
government more than doubled subsidized child care funding to
Texas, increasing it from $157.3 million to $335.6 million.

TWC provides more than $426 million a year in child care
subsidies to help Texas families get off, and stay off, welfare.
● Child care funds of $426 million now account for almost half of

TWC’s annual budget of about $1 billion.  The federal government
funds the majority of subsidized child care in Texas, with the State
contributing 21 percent of the funds, or $90 million, in 2001.

● TWC serves three categories of parents, as described in the chart,
Child Care Categories: parents on welfare or food stamps who are

participating in TWC
employment and training
programs, parents who
are working but
transitioning off welfare,
and working low-income
parents.  Transitional and
low-income parents must
pay a co-payment for
services, ranging from 9
to 15 percent of their
income.2

Category Average Number Percentage
of Definition/ of Children In Each

Care Eligibility Served per Day Category
Welfare Parents receiving TANF cash 20,533 20%

assistance or food stamps and
actively participating in TWC
employment or training
services.

Transitional Parents who are working but 9,311 9%
transitioning off welfare.

Low-income/ Low-income working parents 72,531 71%
At-risk at risk of becoming

dependent on welfare.
Total 102,375 100%

Child Care Categories - FY 2001

For low-income working
families, child care costs
can represent one third
of their income.
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● TWC allocates child care funding to the 28 local workforce
development boards who contract for the provision of child care
services locally.  Local boards set several child care policies, including
income eligibility requirements for low-income parents.

● In fiscal year 2001, TWC funded child care services for an average
of 102,375 children per day.  The chart, Child Care Categories, shows
the number of children in each category of care.  Enrolled children
receive care as long as their parents are eligible, unless funding
limitations require removing at-risk children from care to serve
children in the priority welfare and transitional categories.3   While
only estimates, studies indicate that only about 7 percent of eligible
children in Texas actually receive services.4   Most local boards have
long waiting lists for low-income families in need of child care.  In
fiscal year 2001, TWC estimates that almost 40,000 children of
low-income, working families waited on such lists.

TWC tracks several child care performance measures, but
does not track the program’s success in helping keep parents
employed.

● The textbox, Child Care Performance
Measures, describes TWC’s child care
measures.  These measures track the
number of children served, the cost for
different groups, and certain quality
measures tied to providers.  While
TWC needs to track this information,
these measures do not provide the
State or local boards with any
indication of the effectiveness of this
key support service.  Given the long
waiting lists in many areas, another
child is usually available to fill a vacant
slot.  However, serving large numbers
of children does not indicate how
effectively TWC serves the
employment needs of their parents.

● Studies often cite child care as crucial to welfare or low-income
families getting and keeping jobs.5   TWC has computer systems to
track welfare and child care data, but does not use these systems to
compile information on the role child care subsidies play in helping
parents stay off welfare.  Beyond basic program eligibility
requirements, TWC does not track employment outcomes for these
parents to see if they are getting jobs, keeping jobs, or earning
more money.

Measure Number
Average number of children served per day 102,375
Average cost per child per day for Welfare $16.32
and Food Stamp child care services
Average cost per child per day for $13.14
transitional and low-income child care services
Number of children on waiting lists for 39,193
low-income, at-risk child care
Percent of child care providers who have 41%
exceeded minimum licensing standards,
called Texas Rising Star providers
Number of caregivers trained through 84,361
TWC child care training program
Average cost per caregiver in TWC child $23.57
care training programs

Child Care Performance Measures - FY 2001

Studies indicate only
about 7 percent of

eligible children in Texas
receive child care

benefits.
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TWC also does not examine if eligible parents keep subsidized child
care when they transition to work, how long families continue to
need this assistance, or how many return to welfare, even after a
significant investment in child care assistance.  In addition, TWC
does not examine the reasons parents may leave care to determine
if services were successful, or if problems resulted in parents being
cut off from assistance.

● As a result of H.B. 1348, enacted by the Legislature in 2001, TWC’s
Child Care Services staff will conduct a demonstration project to
study families in subsidized child care for three or more years to
determine the services needed to help these families move off
subsidized care.  This project is a one-time study, but should produce
useful information to help better manage services to these clients.

Without better information on parents’ employment-related
outcomes, TWC cannot measure, or tailor, its programs to
ensure the most effective use of child care subsidies.

● Evaluating the effectiveness of subsidized child care is nearly
impossible if employment-related outcomes of the child’s parents
are not tracked.   Parents could be taking advantage of this support,
but not using it to effectively move towards independence.

● Not tracking the length of time families receive care makes it difficult
to plan for effective service delivery.  While TWC has advised local
boards that their child care program drop-out rates are important
for planning purposes, TWC does not systematically track how long
families receive care.  Experts estimate that the average length of
time a child is in care is about six to seven months, with children
frequently moving in and out of care, particularly children of welfare
families.6   Frequent changes to child care arrangements make it
difficult to ensure that children continue to receive quality care.

However, local boards also report having some low-income, at-
risk families in the child care program for several years, some up to
nine years.7   For families that stay in care for several years,
additional training may be more cost effective.  Subsidized child
care for a child of low-income parents in fiscal year 2001 cost on
average $13.14 per day, or about $3,430 per year.  In contrast, the
average annual cost of Workforce Investment Act (WIA) training
and job assistance is $2,000.8   Tracking these timeframes would
enable TWC to determine when it might be more cost effective to
intervene with additional training.

● TWC overlooks a key factor in obtaining self-sufficiency by not
tracking increased earnings.  As mentioned earlier, child care costs
represent a large portion of many low-income families’ earnings.
Without increased earnings, low-income parents will never be able

TWC does not track
how many families
return to welfare, even
after a significant
investment in child care
assistance.
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to become self-sufficient.  Better information on the level of wages
needed to successfully become independent of subsidies would allow
TWC to better serve these families.

● Another missed opportunity is not studying the reasons parents
leave the child care program at certain points in their transition
from welfare to work, even though caseworkers record much of
this information on TWC’s computer system.  Families transitioning
off welfare are given priority for maintaining subsidized child care,
but many do not take advantage of additional support.

Parents leave the child care program for a variety of reasons – they
may earn too much to qualify for services, or they may have lost
their job.  TWC might stop payments because the children missed
too many days of care, or the parents failed to report changes in
eligibility, or submitted late paperwork.  Better understanding the
reasons parents get cut from the child care program, or leave on
their own, would allow more effective planning, as well as give the
agency the opportunity to get credit for parents who leave the
program successfully.

As the administrator of unemployment benefits for the State,
TWC can readily compile data on the employment outcomes
of parents receiving subsidized child care.

● TWC’s Career Development Resources (CDR) gathers
performance data for several TWC programs, and for other state
agencies. CDR can match program data to wage records within
TWC to get key outcome information at a very low cost.  This
information includes whether participants got jobs, increased their
earnings, and kept their jobs.  For example, CDR linked records
with the Texas Department of Human Services to determine if
participation in TWC’s Skills Development Program resulted in
reducing the amount of TANF and food stamps received by eligible
clients.9

● Even though child care services have been housed within TWC since
1996, the agency has not taken advantage of the opportunity to
track employment outcomes for TWC customers receiving
subsidized child care.  In response to Sunset staff inquiries, CDR
staff reported that a child care variable could be added to workforce
client computer records to note if a client received child care services,
and the amount of benefits received.  CDR could then match this
program data to wage records to get key employment outcome
information for these customers.

TWC can match child
care and wage records to

get key outcome
information at a very

low cost.
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Recommendation
Change in Statute

7.1 Require TWC to track employment-related outcomes of parents receiving
subsidized child care.

This recommendation would require TWC to begin tracking the employment-related outcomes of
parents receiving child care services.  The employment data to be tracked should include information
such as whether parents receiving both welfare and child care subsidies get jobs, and whether
transitional and at-risk parents keep their jobs and increase their earnings.  The agency’s Career
Development Resources should compare this information with employee wage records to obtain
employment outcomes for these parents.  TWC’s Child Care Services Department should track how
long families receive care, whether families keep their care as they transition to work, the reasons
they leave the program, and if families that leave are returning to welfare.  TWC’s existing computer
systems should be adjusted to capture this data.  TWC should compile and analyze this information
at the state level, and make all the data available to local boards.  Individual boards and program
staff would be responsible for interpreting the data and making needed changes to improve outcomes
over time.  TWC should also report its findings to the Legislature in 2005 to facilitate lawmakers’
evaluation of the effectiveness of this investment in child care to support low-income parents’ ability
to work.

Impact

This recommendation would help show how well the child care program supports the Commission’s
goal of helping families find and keep employment.  Potential changes to the subsidized child care
program present challenges to TWC and local boards, which makes good outcome information
crucial for planning purposes.  Proposed federal changes could require more parents who receive
welfare benefits to work, thus increasing the demand for these services.  Because children of parents
on welfare receive priority, local boards may have less money available to serve low-income, working
families.  This recommendation would provide TWC and local boards with information they need to
help address a growing demand for services, and to best allocate resources across different groups.
Focusing on the employment-related outcomes of parents who receive child care subsidies would
not diminish TWC’s efforts to provide quality care for children, but would simply emphasize another
aspect of this valuable resource for low-income families.  Tracking employment-related data would
help TWC ensure positive employment outcomes for parents who receive child care subsidies, and
thus provide more stable lives for the children of these low-income families.

Fiscal Implication

This recommendation would have some costs, but could be accomplished using existing staff and
computer resources, with no fiscal impact to the State.
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Issue 8
Partial Transfers of Unemployment Compensation Experience
Rates Unfairly Cost Texas Employers Millions Each Year.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Authorize TWC to deny a partial transfer of unemployment compensation experience if TWC
determines the acquisition or reorganization was done solely to qualify for a reduced tax rate by
circumventing the experience rating system or eliminating chargebacks.

● Establish a six-month time limit for employers to file an application for a partial transfer due to
an acquisition or reorganization.

● Prohibit partial transfers for part of an organization, trade, or business that cannot operate
independently.

Key Findings

● TWC collects unemployment insurance taxes from Texas employers to ensure adequate funding
of benefit payments and on-going solvency of the Unemployment Trust Fund.

● Some employers use partial transfers to unfairly lower their experience tax rate and unemployment
insurance taxes.

● Partial transfers also allow some employers to leave behind chargebacks, the costs of which all
experienced-rated employers in Texas must share.

● Other states have clear statutory provisions limiting the transfer of employers’ experience tax
rates.

Conclusion

Some employers use partial transfers to unfairly reduce their unemployment insurance taxes and to
leave behind costs of unemployment benefits paid to employees they have laid off.  These costs
ultimately result in a temporary depletion of the Unemployment Compensation Fund, which the
Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) predicts will become insolvent in November 2002.  TWC
eventually recoups these costs by increasing other Texas employers’ unemployment insurance taxes
through the replenishment tax and the replenishment ratio.

Sunset staff analyzed the intent and use of partial transfers both within Texas and other states, and
concluded that employers should not use partial transfers to unfairly reduce their unemployment
insurance tax rates.  Partial transfers should be denied if done solely to circumvent the experience
rating system or eliminate chargebacks.  In addition, partial transfers should only apply to businesses
or portions of businesses that can operate independently of the business from which they are
transferring, and be requested on a timely basis.
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Support
TWC collects unemployment insurance taxes from Texas
employers to ensure adequate funding of benefit payments
and on-going solvency of the Unemployment Compensation
Fund.

● TWC collects unemployment insurance taxes from Texas employers
and deposits them in the Unemployment Compensation Fund.  This
Fund pays out unemployment benefits to temporarily unemployed
individuals who use this as temporary income support while seeking
work.

● An employer’s unemployment insurance tax rate consists of three
taxes - the general tax, replenishment tax, and deficit tax. The chart,
Texas Unemployment Tax, explains each of these taxes in detail.1

TWC assigns new employers an entry-level general tax rate of 2.7
percent, which stays in place for 18 months.  After the initial period,
new employers become eligible for a general tax rate based on their
unemployment experience.

● Employers who have experience with the unemployment insurance
system receive a general tax rate based on their history of layoffs.
When a worker is laid off and collects unemployment insurance
benefits, TWC charges the former employers’ tax account for these

benefits.  These benefits, called chargebacks, are described in
the textbox, What Are Chargebacks?.  The amount of
chargebacks associated with the employer determines the
employer’s experience tax rate.  Therefore, employers with a
history of layoffs have a higher general tax rate, based on their
experience with the system.  In 2002, an experienced
employer’s general tax rate can range between 0 percent and
6 percent. The effective tax rates for employers, which include

the sum of the general, replenishment, and deficit tax rates, range
between .30 percent and 6.54 percent.2

● At times, a worker’s unemployment benefits cannot be charged to
a specific employer because the employer’s tax account is inactive.
Inactive accounts usually result from an employer going out of
business.  All experienced employers must pay additional
unemployment taxes to recoup these costs as well as other
chargebacks that the Legislature has determined should be shared
among all employers.3   TWC collects half of these costs with the
Replenishment Ratio through the General Tax Rate calculation.
TWC collects the other half through the Replenishment Tax.

What Are Chargebacks?
Chargebacks are the amount of
unemployment benefits paid to former
workers that are charged to an
employer’s tax account when the
employer lays workers off.
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An employer’s experience tax rate may transfer to another
employer in certain instances.
● An employer’s experience tax rate fully transfers to another

employer when all of the organization, trade, or business is acquired;
the operation of the organization, trade, or business is continued;
and certain relationships exist between the previous employer and
new employer as prescribed in the Texas Unemployment
Compensation Act.4

● A partial transfer of an experience tax rate may occur when both
the previous employer and new employer apply for the transfer;
the acquired portion of the organization is identifiable and can be
segregable, or separated; and the application is approved by the
Commission.5   The Tax Department makes the initial determination
regarding these applications and either denies the application or
recommends approval to the Commission.  If the application is

The tax used to repay the Unemployment
Compensation Fund (Fund) for benefits paid
to the employer’s former workers.  This tax is
based on the employer’s experience with
the system.  Employers who have had
their accounts charged as a result of
benefits paid to a former worker
(chargebacks) will pay a higher general
tax rate. The general tax is equal to 0 if none
of the employer’s former workers received
unemployment benefits for the last three years.

A flat tax to replenish the Fund for one
half of the benefits paid to eligible
workers that were not charged to any
specific employer.  Because no one
employer can be held liable for these
benefits, the cost is shared among all
experience-rated employers. Half of the loss
is collected with the replenishment ratio
through the GTR and the other half through
the replenishment tax.

A tax to restore the Fund balance back to its
legislatively mandated floor (minimum reserve
level).  This tax is only in effect when the
Fund falls below the floor on October 1st
of any given year.  The floor is set at 1.0
percent of the total taxable wage base.  The
Deficit Tax Rate (DTR) is derived by
multiplying the Deficit Ratio by the
employer’s last year’s total unemployment
insurance (UI) tax rate.

The General Tax Rate (GTR) is computed by
multiplying the employer’s Benefit Ratio by the
year’s Replenishment Ratio, a multiplier used to
collect one half of benefits owed to the Fund
but not charged to any specific employer.  The
Replenishment Ratio is equal to half of the total
amount owed to the Fund for these cases.

GTR = Benefit Ratio  X  Replenishment Ratio
Benefit Ratio = 3 years of chargebacks

3 years of taxable wages

The Replenishment Tax Rate (RTR) is calculated
by dividing half of the unemployment benefits
paid to eligible workers, but that could not be
charged to any specific employer, by one year’s
total taxable wages. The RTR for 2002 is .29
percent.

RTR = One half benefits paid but not
charged to any employer

One year’s total taxable wages

The Deficit Ratio is calculated by dividing the
amount of the deficit by the previous year’s
revenue from the general and replenishment
taxes.  The Deficit Ratio for 2002 is 0.04.
DTR = Deficit Ratio X Employer’s total UI

tax rate from the previous year
DR = Trust Fund Deficit on October 1

Revenue from general and replenishment
tax for previous year

Replenishment
Tax

General Tax

Deficit Tax

Tax Definition Calculation

Texas Unemployment Tax
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denied, an employer may request a hearing.  In partial transfers,
the new employer acquires the experience tax rate of the previous
employer for the year of the acquisition.  The rate for the following
year is based on the wages of the employees that were transferred.

Some employers use partial transfers to unfairly lower their
experience tax rate and unemployment insurance taxes.
● The statute authorizes TWC to approve a partial transfer if the

acquired portion of an organization, trade, or business is “identifiable
and can be segregable”.6   Historically, TWC has interpreted
identifiable and segregable to mean that the acquired portion of
the business is a completely separate part of the business that can
operate alone.  For example, a fast-food restaurant chain may choose
to sell or split off a particular store.  The experience rating of the
entire chain could transfer to the new store until the store qualified
for its own experience rating.

● However, TWC’s statute and rules do not clearly define identifiable
and segregable.  Therefore, the acquired portions of a business or
organization do not have to be able to operate alone and the
transfers do not have to involve actual acquisitions of assets.7

For example, some employers claim that a division or a few
employees are separate portions of a business, even though these
portions cannot operate on their own.  An employer takes a division

and claims they have set up a new business.
The employer transfers a few employees
that usually do not have chargebacks
associated with them into the new business
to get a low experience tax rate for the new
business.  Once the new experience tax rate
is established, substantially all of the
remaining employees transfer into the new
business with the low experience tax rate,
reducing the employer ’s UI taxes
significantly.  The low experience rating now
applies to all of the workers and the
employer has successfully lowered the
amount of unemployment tax owed.  An

example of the use of partial transfers is shown in the textbox, How
Do Employers Use Partial Transfers Unfairly?

● The law governing partial transfers also does not include a time
limit for filing partial transfers. Some service agents and accounting
firms have begun to take advantage of this by offering to analyze
an employer’s business practices in prior years to identify cost
savings through partial transfers.  Because no time limit on filing
partial transfers exists, TWC has received applications for partial

How Do Employers Use Partial Transfers Unfairly?

Company A has 14,000 employees and a tax rate of 1.54
percent. Company B registered as a new employer, indicating
they acquired the Human Resources division of Company A
which includes 15 workers with few chargebacks associated
with them. Company B ultimately receives a low (.30 percent)
experience rating based on the partial transfer.  Once this
low rating is achieved, substantially all of the workers from
Company A are moved into Company B increasing Company
B’s payroll to over $50 million.  The low experience rating
now applies to all of Company B’s workers.  By moving the
employees into a new company, the employer was able to
save more than $1 million dollars in unemployment taxes.
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transfers based on reorganizations or acquisitions that occurred
more than three years ago.  TWC does not have the time or
resources available to fully research the validity of these applications.
Also, due to the amount of time that has passed, information that
could be used to dispute the application may no longer be available.

● Employers who use partial transfers to unfairly lower their
experience tax rate end up paying less in unemployment insurance
taxes, which results in less money being deposited in the
Unemployment Compensation Fund.  Any resulting shortfalls in
the Fund must be made up by additional taxes assessed on all Texas
employers.

The Fund has been below its statutorily required balance since
October 2001, and TWC projects that it will become insolvent in
November 2002, which will force the State to have to borrow funds
from the federal government to pay out unemployment benefits.
As a result, Texas employers were assessed a deficit tax in January
2002 to restore the Fund to its statutorily required balance, and
could be assessed an additional interest tax to pay for the interest
on funds borrowed from the federal government.

Partial transfers also allow employers to leave behind
chargebacks, the costs of which all experienced-rated
employers in Texas must share.

● Although a worker may no longer be on a business’s payroll, the
worker’s wage records are still associated with the last business
that he or she worked for.  This association allows TWC to charge
the former employer’s unemployment insurance tax account for
any unemployment benefits the worker may qualify for.  If the
employer’s tax account is inactive, all experience-rated employers
in Texas must share the cost through the replenishment tax and the
replenishment ratio.

● The majority of workers and wage records transferred through
partial acquisitions are those of workers that do not have
unemployment benefit costs, or chargebacks associated with them.8
Employers leave behind all or substantially all of the wage records
that have chargebacks associated with them in the prior business’
tax account which, in many cases, becomes inactive once the transfer
occurs.

● In 2002, the 385,341 experience-rated employers in Texas shared
$109 million in chargebacks due to inactivation of employers’
accounts.  These chargebacks cost employers an average of $283
each in additional unemployment insurance tax.9   The chart, Shared
Chargeback Costs, shows the total amount of chargebacks
experience-rated employers have had to share the cost of in addition
to their regular unemployment insurance taxes.  According to TWC,

Chargebacks cost
employers an average of

$283 each in additional
UI tax each year.

Unemployment
Compensation Fund

shortfalls, resulting from
unfair transfers, cost

Texas employers.
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a substantial portion of these costs is directly attributable to
chargebacks left behind by medium to large businesses that continue
to operate after partial transfers occurred.10

Other states have clear statutory provisions limiting the
transfer of employers’ experience tax rates.
● The laws in six states specifically state that no transfer may be made

if it is determined that acquisitions were made solely for the pur-
pose of qualifying for a reduced experience tax rate.11   These states
can deny applications for partial transfers if they determine that an
acquisition was made just to qualify for a reduced experienced tax
rate.  The employer either retains his or her current experience tax
rate, or receives the experience tax rate for new employers.  Hav-
ing this authority allows states to prevent employers from manipu-
lating the system and ensures that employers pay the full amount
of unemployment insurance taxes they owe.

Average
Chargebacks Attributable Number of Additional
to Inactive Employer Tax Employers Cost to Each

Year Accounts (in millions) Sharing Costs Employer
1996 $88.7 355,993 $249
1997 $89.4 364,592 $245
1998 $89.9 370,447 $243
1999 $82.5 374,093 $221
2000 $108.5 376,728 $288
2001 $91.2 382,171 $239
2002 $109.0 385,341 $283

Shared Chargeback Costs

Recommendation
Change in Statute

8.1 Authorize TWC to deny a partial transfer of unemployment compensation
experience if TWC determines the acquisition or reorganization was done
solely to qualify for a reduced tax rate by circumventing the experience
rating system or eliminating chargebacks.

This recommendation would provide TWC with clear statutory authority to deny partial transfers if
the agency determines that an acquisition or reorganization is done to circumvent the experience
rating system or eliminate chargebacks.  This authority would help deter employers applying for
partial transfers just to reduce the amount of unemployment insurance taxes they owe, and help
ensure that approved partial transfers are legitimate transfers.
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8.2 Establish a six-month time limit for employers to file an application for a
partial transfer due to an acquisition or reorganization.

Requiring employers to file within six months would help prevent employers from filing partial
transfers based on reorganizations or acquisitions that may have occurred several years ago.  TWC
does not have the staff, time, or resources to verify reorganizations or acquisitions that employers
claim had occurred several years ago.  This recommendation would also deter employers from
leaving chargebacks behind in inactive accounts.  Employers would not have enough information
available on old wage records to determine which former employees have chargebacks associated
with them.  Without this information, employers would not be able to transfer only employees
without chargebacks to the new business, and leave employees with chargebacks behind in an inactive
employer account.

8.3 Prohibit partial transfers for part of an organization, trade, or business
that cannot operate independently.

When a part of a business splits off either through a reorganization or acquisition, the intent of
partial transfers is to allow the separated part to receive the experience tax rate of the business from
which it separated.  However, the part of the business that splits off should be able to operate
independently of the business in which it is located.  This recommendation would prevent businesses
from simply splitting off a few employees or division as a new business to gain a more favorable
experience tax rate.  This recommendation would require the part of the business being transferred
to be a stand alone part of the business, able to operate on its own, not just a few select employees
or a particular division of the business.

Impact

These recommendations would help prevent unfair manipulation of the partial transfer process by
limiting the partial transfer of unemployment compensation experience to only those transfers that
are actual bona fide acquisitions or reorganizations.  Employers would not be able to simply reorganize
or set up a new business just to receive a more favorable experience rating and thus lower their
unemployment insurance taxes.

Eliminating the unfair use of partial transfers would ensure that employers are paying their full
share of unemployment insurance taxes thus helping keep the Unemployment Compensation Fund
solvent.  Finally, these recommendations would reduce the amount of additional unemployment
insurance taxes most employers must pay to cover the cost of unemployment benefits for workers
whose former employers no longer have active unemployment insurance accounts.

Fiscal Implication

These recommendations would prevent additional losses to the Unemployment Compensation Fund
due to the unfair use of partial transfers, and would indirectly reduce experience-rated employers’
unemployment insurance tax rates. TWC estimates that in 2000 and 2001, the Unemployment
Compensation Fund lost more than $7 million due to partial transfers, and that Texas experienced-
rated employers paid approximately $283 each year, in addition to their general unemployment
insurance taxes, for chargebacks that could not be charged to a specific employer account.  However,
TWC could not estimate the actual reduction in employer taxes that would result from these
recommendations.
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1 Texas Workforce Commission, Your Unemployment Tax - 2002. Online. Available: http://www.twc.state.tx.us/ui/tax/unemptax2002.html.
Accessed: February 21, 2002.

2 Information provided by TWC Unemployment Insurance Tax Department (Austin, Texas, November 15, 2001).
3 The replenishment tax and replenishment ratio also recoup chargebacks that the Legislature has determined should be shared among

all employers.  Texas Unemployment Compensation Act, Texas Labor Code Ann., ch. 204, sec. 204.022.
4 Texas Unemployment Compensation Act, Texas Labor Code Ann., ch. 204, sec. 204.083.
5 Texas Unemployment Compensation Act, Texas Labor Code Ann., ch. 204, sec. 204.084(a).
6 Texas Unemployment Compensation Act, Texas Labor Code Ann., ch. 204, sec. 204.084(c)(3).
7 Interview with Texas Workforce Commission, Unemployment Insurance Tax Department staff (Austin, Texas, November 6-7, 2001).
8 Information provided by TWC Unemployment Insurance Tax Department (Austin, Texas, November 15, 2001).
9 Information provided by TWC Unemployment Insurance Tax Department (Austin, Texas, March 1, 2002).  The actual cost to each

employer is dependent upon the amount of wages the employer reported.
10 Telephone interview with Texas Workforce Commission, Unemployment Insurance Tax Department staff (Austin, Texas, February 22,

2002); and information provided by TWC Unemployment Insurance Tax Department (Austin, Texas, March 1, 2002).
11 Office of Workforce Security, TAXATION Table 203.—Transfer of experience for Employer Rates. Online. Available: http://

workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/uilawstable.asp.
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Issue 9
TWC Lacks the Authority Necessary to Protect Students From
Unlicensed Proprietary Schools.

Summary
Key Recommendation

● Authorize TWC to issue a cease and desist order to bring an unlicensed proprietary school into
compliance with state law.

Key Findings

● TWC regularly identifies numerous proprietary schools illegally operating in Texas, without a
license or authorized exemption.

● Seeking injunctions against unlicensed schools through the court system has not been an effective
or timely option.

● The continued operation of unlicensed schools places students at risk.

● Other state agencies, in Texas and other states, use cease and desist authority to successfully
bring unlicensed proprietary schools and businesses into compliance.

Conclusion

TWC licenses proprietary schools in Texas to protect students from fraud and poor quality training.
The Sunset review focused on how well the State is positioned to deal with problem schools.  Sunset
staff found that while TWC has a variety of enforcement tools to ensure the compliance of licensed
schools, the agency has limited authority to ensure the compliance of uncooperative unlicensed
proprietary schools.  Students attending proprietary schools operating without a license are at risk
because checks are not conducted to ensure that the schools offer quality instruction, train for jobs
locally in demand, or are financially sound.  While most unlicensed schools identified by TWC
voluntarily comply, giving TWC cease and desist authority would give the agency a much needed
tool to bring these schools into compliance sooner, and better protect students from poor quality
education and tuition loss.
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Support
TWC licenses proprietary schools in Texas to protect students
from fraud and poor quality training.

● TWC currently licenses 361 proprietary schools in Texas, serving
approximately 86,890 students.1  The textbox, What is a Proprietary
School?, defines proprietary schools.  TWC requires schools to prove
financial soundness; that the instructors and administrators of a
school possess adequate qualifications; that curriculum content aids
students in meeting program objectives; and that only occupations
or trades with demonstrated local demand are taught by the
schools.2   TWC inspects most of the schools annually.  Onsite
inspections include a review of a school’s financial status, instructor
performance, student record keeping, and student program
completion and employment rates. State law allows for 17
exemptions from licensure, including employer-sponsored training,
daylong seminars, and recreational programs.3   In addition to the
361 schools regulated by TWC, 110 schools have been granted
exemptions.

● TWC ensures the compliance of licensed schools through a variety
of sanctions and penalties.  The range of sanctions includes assessing
a fee for late license renewals, administrative hearings, or revoking
a license for more serious violations.4   In the event of a school
closure, the Tuition Protection Fund (TPF) and surety bonds protect
students enrolled in licensed schools.  The bonds cover all or part
of the tuition and fees that would have to be refunded if a school
closes, and the TPF covers refunds after bonds have been depleted.
TWC can also place students in a cooperating, licensed school to
allow students to complete their education.

TWC regularly identifies numerous proprietary schools illegally
operating in Texas, without a license or authorized exemption.
● Between February 2001 and March 2002, TWC identified 96

unlicensed schools.5   TWC identifies illegally operating schools
through its own research efforts and the help of licensed school
operators and students with complaints.  TWC estimates that
hundreds of additional schools could be operating without a license,
but because these schools open and close so frequently, TWC has
no way of knowing how many of these schools may be operating in
Texas.6    The majority of unlicensed schools claim ignorance about
proprietary school licensing laws, although the law and TWC contact
information is readily available on the Web sites of TWC, the
Comptroller of Public Accounts, and the Texas Department of
Economic Development.7

What is a Proprietary
School?

Proprietary schools are private
schools that train students for
careers in a wide variety of
occupations and trades, such as
court reporting, information
technology, and culinary arts.
The length of programs can
vary from 4 weeks to 2-4 years;
and completion can result in
certificates, diplomas, associate
degrees, and sometimes even
baccalaureate degrees.

TWC licenses 361
proprietary schools,
serving 86,890 students.
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● When TWC identifies an unlicensed school, it notifies the school
of non-compliance with state law via mail.  The school has 15 days
to respond by requesting an application, submitting a letter
requesting an exemption, or ceasing operations.8  If a school does
not respond to TWC’s requests, TWC sends a second letter to
provide a final opportunity to respond.  TWC follows up these
letters with multiple phone calls and when necessary, visits to the
school.9

● The chart, Status of Unlicensed Proprietary Schools,
details the results of TWC’s efforts to bring
unlicensed schools into compliance.  Of the 96
unlicensed schools identified, TWC brought 24
into compliance with a license or valid exemption,
while another 30 simply ceased operating.  The
remaining 42 schools are in the process of
completing applications or requesting exemptions,
but continue to operate as an unlicensed facility
until they complete all the necessary requirements.

● Some schools take almost a year to obtain compliance, or fail to
ever do so.10   Uncooperative schools fail to respond to TWC’s
repeated telephone calls and letters, take months to send in
applications, or fail to produce documentation needed for a valid
exemption.  TWC’s only option with these uncooperative schools
is to seek an injunction to shut down the school.

Seeking injunctions against unlicensed schools through the
court system has not been an effective or timely option.

● State law permits TWC to apply for an injunction through the Office
of the Attorney General (OAG) to stop uncooperative schools from
operating illegally.11   In 1998 and 1999, TWC referred two cases
to OAG.  The cases involved unlicensed proprietary schools that
refused to come into compliance.  Each case remained at OAG for
over a year and ultimately, neither case was prosecuted.  The schools
continued operating illegally while their cases remained open.12

Crowded court dockets and defense attorney delays created delays
for the cases.13   Recently, OAG agreed to work closely with TWC
to ensure that unlicensed proprietary school cases are assigned an
attorney and given more prompt attention.14   However, lengthy
delays due to crowded court dockets and other unforeseen factors
can still occur.

The continued operation of unlicensed schools places students
at risk.
● Unlicensed schools operate with no checks on their financial

soundness,  the quality of teachers or curriculum, or the need for
the occupation or trade being taught.  In addition, if an unlicensed

Number
Status of Schools

In process of compliance 42
Ceased operations 30
Brought into compliance 24
Total 96

Status of Unlicensed Proprietary
Schools*

*Identified between February 2001 – March 2002

Unlicensed schools
operate with no check on
their financial soundness

or  teacher quality.
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school goes out of business or closes, students are at risk of losing
their tuition because they are not covered by the Tuition Protection
Fund or surety bonds, as required for licensed schools.  The textbox,
How Much Tuition Can Students Lose?, details the potential tuition
losses faced by students in unlicensed schools.

● Instructors in unlicensed schools do not undergo outside scrutiny
to verify their credentials or possibility of a criminal history.
Students have no assurance that these instructors receive annual
performance reviews or take continuing education courses to keep
up with changes in their field.

● Students have no assurance that unlicensed schools offer programs
and courses that prepare them for jobs locally in demand, or a
reasonable expectation of finding employment in that field of study.
In contrast, TWC may suspend enrollment to licensed school
programs that fail to maintain qualified instructors, adequate
equipment, or good program outcomes, such as employment in
the field of study.15

Other states use cease and desist authority to successfully
bring unlicensed proprietary schools into compliance.

● California, Florida, and Arizona have the authority to issue cease
and desist orders to proprietary schools that fail to come into
compliance despite repeated attempts by the regulatory entity.  In
each of these states, the cease and desist order is used as a last
resort tool before referral to its Attorney General.16   The regulatory
entities prefer to work with a school until it comes into compliance,
either by license, exemption, or an agreement to cease operations.

In cases where a school proves resistant to these options, the
regulatory entity’s ability to issue a cease and desist order,
enforceable by its Attorney General, significantly helps ensure
compliance.  Florida, for example, issued 109 cease and desist orders
in the past two years, and 105 schools came into compliance
voluntarily based on the threat of being shut down.  Only four cases
necessitated action beyond the order to ensure compliance.17

Other Texas state agencies effectively use cease and desist
authority to bring unlicensed practitioners and businesses
into compliance.

● The Texas Insurance Commissioner can issue a cease and desist
order to keep individuals or organizations from selling fraudulent
insurance policies.18  Once the Commissioner identifies an
unauthorized person or insurer, the State Office of Administrative
Hearings conducts a hearing.  If evidence supports the need to issue
a cease and desist order, the Insurance Commissioner can issue the
order. If the order is not followed, the Commissioner may refer

How Much Tuition Can
Students Lose?

Due to varied tuition rates,
TWC cannot precisely estimate
the amount of risk to individual
students.  At a minimum,
however, students could lose
$2,000 for a short program;
and at most, a student could
lose up to $10,000 for one
semester at certain higher cost
schools.

Florida reports getting
voluntary compliance
once schools are
threatened with cease
and desist orders.
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the matter to OAG for enforcement. The Texas Department of
Insurance believes the cease and desist order is useful in deterring
the sale of unauthorized insurance plans.19

● The Texas Securities Commissioner can issue a cease and desist
order to stop a person identified as selling fraudulent investment
plans or misleading the public with deceptive advertising.20  The
Commissioner can hold a hearing to determine if a person conducted
a fraudulent securities sale.  If the Securities Commissioner decides
that fraudulent actions occurred, the Commissioner issues a cease
and desist order.  The Securities Commissioner refers cases of
noncompliance with a cease and desist order to OAG for further
action, as necessary.  Between September 2001 and March 2002,
the Securities Commissioner issued three cease and desist orders;
no case required action beyond the order.21

Recommendation
Change in Statute

9.1 Authorize TWC to issue a cease and desist order to bring an unlicensed
proprietary school into compliance with state law.

This recommendation would provide TWC with an additional tool to bring uncooperative unlicensed
schools into compliance in a timely manner.  For schools that fail to come into compliance after
being contacted on multiple occasions, TWC could issue a cease and desist order with a pre-determined
hearing date.  Hearings would be handled by the TWC Special Hearings Department. Only schools
that fail to respond to the cease and desist order would be referred to the Consumer Protection
Division of OAG for further action.  To ensure that TWC has accurate information for tracking
unlicensed schools potentially subject to cease and desist enforcement, TWC should restructure its
database to clearly track these schools and actions taken to bring them into compliance.

Impact

TWC’s primary concern regarding unlicensed schools is protecting students. Having the authority
to issue a cease and desist order would give TWC a stronger tool, short of the legal system, for
dealing with uncooperative schools that continue to operate illegally.  Based on other regulatory
agencies’ experience, TWC anticipates that most schools will comply once notified of the order and
pending hearing, and only a limited number of cases would be referred to OAG.  Licensed schools
failing to renew a license usually cooperate quickly after receiving notice from TWC of an
administrative hearing.  Research shows Florida has gained the same cooperation with regard to
unlicensed schools that have been issued cease and desist orders.  Additionally, the evidence that
must be collected to issue a cease and desist order would be helpful to OAG if it ultimately receives
a referral from TWC for an injunction.
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Fiscal Implication

This recommendation would not have a fiscal impact to the State.  TWC can perform the proposed
cease and desist function with existing resources.

1 Interview with Texas Workforce Commission (TWC), Proprietary School Department staff (Austin, Texas, November 8, 2001).
2 Texas Education code Ann., ch. 132, sec. 132.052 - 132.055.
3 Texas Education Code Ann., ch. 132, sec. 132-002 - 132.004.
4 Texas Administrative Code ch. 807, sec. 807.17.
5 TWC, Proprietary School Department staff, “Revised Listing of Unlicensed Schools and Current Status,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory

Commission, March 14, 2002.
6 TWC, Proprietary School Division staff, “Question about Unlicensed Schools,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory Commission, December 21,

2001; and “Replies to Sunset Staff Requests,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory Commission, February 6, 2001.
7 Interview with TWC, Proprietary School Department staff (Austin, Texas, January 31, 2002).
8 TWC, Proprietary School Department, Procedures Manual 2000, Number 210.
9 Interview with TWC (January 31, 2002).
10 TWC, Proprietary School Department staff, “Revised Listing of Unlicensed Schools and Current Status,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory

Commission, March 14, 2002.
11 Texas Education Code Ann., ch. 132, sec. 132.154.
12 Interview with TWC (January 31, 2002).
13 Telephone interview with Office of the Attorney General, Consumer Protection Division staff (Austin, Texas, February 21, 2002).
14 Interview with TWC (January 31, 2002).
15 Texas Administrative Code, ch. 807, sec. 807.104.
16 Sunset Advisory Commission staff research of 25 states’ laws, regulations, and practices in regard to unlicensed proprietary schools.
17 Telephone interview with Florida Commission for Independent Education staff (Tallahassee, Florida, March 15, 2002).
18 Texas Insurance Code Ann., ch. 101, sec. 101.001; 101.103; and 101.151 - 101.156.
19 Telephone interview with Texas Department of Insurance, Enforcement Unit staff (Austin, Texas, March 1, 2002).
20 Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes, title 19, art. 581-23 and 581-32.
21 State Securities Board, Deputy Commissioner office, “Emergency C & D Orders,”  e-mail to Sunset Advisory Commission, March 18,

2002.
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Issue 10
Restrictions on the Tuition Protection Fund Limit TWC’s Ability to
Safeguard Students If a Proprietary School Closes.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Increase the ceiling on the proprietary school Tuition Protection Fund from $250,000 to $500,000.

● Increase from $50,000 to $150,000 the amount that can be spent per school closure from the
Tuition Protection Fund.

● Clarify that refunds from the Tuition Protection Fund depend on the amount of funds available,
and that a full refund cannot always be guaranteed.

● Request removal of the $75,000 appropriations limit on the total amount that can be paid out
from the Tuition Protection Fund in any single year.

Key Findings

● TWC administers the Tuition Protection Fund, which helps to pay student refunds when a licensed
proprietary school closes.

● Historically, the Fund’s structure has not allowed full refunds to students of closed proprietary
schools.

● The limit on refunds of $50,000 per school fails to cover students of large or high tuition schools
that close.

● The current Fund appropriation of $75,000 per year is proving to be inadequate to cover annual
expenses and tuition from school closures.

Conclusion

The Legislature set up the Tuition Protection Fund (TPF) to help protect students, with the cost
fully covered by fees paid for by regulated proprietary schools.  The Sunset review assessed whether
TPF funding levels are adequate to protect students as intended by law, and found that changes over
time have resulted in student refunds representing only a fraction of the amount actually due upon
closure of a school.  Raising the Tuition Protection Fund cap and removing spending caps would
improve TWC’s ability to protect students from tuition losses due to school closures.  Clarifying in
law that full refunds cannot be guaranteed would help to better communicate to students what they
face when a school closes.
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Support
TWC administers the Tuition Protection Fund, which helps to
pay student refunds when a licensed proprietary school closes.

● The Tuition Protection Fund (TPF), established by the Legislature
in 1989, covers 143,470 students enrolled in proprietary schools
and seminar courses.1   TPF is a dedicated revenue account fully
supported by fees paid by licensed proprietary schools.  If a
proprietary school closes, state law requires TWC to provide full
refunds of tuition and fees or the costs of completing training at
another licensed school.2   The Fund has a floor of $200,000 and a
ceiling of $250,000.

● The flow chart, Application of Tuition Protection Fund, outlines the
steps taken before using the TPF.  Upon notice of a school closure,
state law requires that TWC help students by arranging for students
of closed proprietary schools to complete the remaining hours at
another licensed school.3   The school offering this assistance does
so free of charge, unless staff need to be hired or facilities leased.4
If such an arrangement cannot be made, students are entitled, under
current law, to a full refund of tuition and fees.5

● Students using federal loans to pay for all or part of their tuition
are eligible for loan forgiveness if a proprietary school closes.
Students opting for a loan discharge lose eligibility to finish their
education program at another school.6   TWC waits for the
movement of students to other schools, forgiveness of loans, and
other refund-related issues before determining students’ remaining
refund rights.7   This sequence can take more than a year.

● Once TWC determines refunds, a school pays tuition refunds from
its surety bond.  TWC licensure requires that schools maintain a
surety bond in an amount based on the tuition and fees that would
have to be refunded if a school closed, up to a maximum of $50,000.

● The Tuition Protection Fund pays student refunds only after other
options have been exhausted.  The amount available from the TPF
per school, for tuition refunds, is a maximum of $50,000.  The
Fund can also be used to help cover costs associated with moving
students to another school, with no spending limit.  For fiscal year
2002-03, the Legislature appropriated $75,000 per year to TWC
out of the Fund.8

● The TPF is replenished on January 1 any year the amount of the
fund drops below $200,000.  TWC replenishes the Fund by
collecting a fee from schools by applying a percentage to each school’s
annual renewal fee at a rate that would bring the balance up to
$250,000.  TWC also has the authority to transfer fees collected in

The Tuition Protection
Fund is fully supported
by fees paid by licensed
proprietary schools.
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excess of the administration of the proprietary school program into
the Fund, instead of assessing schools a fee. Transfers can be made
at the end of the fiscal year if the balance of the Fund is less than
$200,000.9

Application of Tuition Protection Fund

Proprietary
School Closes

TWC arranges
for students to

complete program
hours at another

school

Students complete
program at

another school
No other school

available

Student federal
loans forgiven.  Students

not eligible to finish
program at another school

Bond of up to
$50,000 per

school used to
repay tuition

Tuition Protection Fund
of up to $250,000, to be

used only after bond exhausted.
•  Maximum of $50,000

per school
•  Maximum of $75,000

per year total

Proprietary
School Closes

No other school
available
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Historically, the Fund’s structure has not allowed full refunds
to students of closed proprietary schools.
● TWC is not able to pay full refunds with frequency, because the

total tuition refunds for some schools far exceed the $50,000
maximum bond and $50,000 in TPF payments.10   The chart,
Selected Refund Amounts, shows examples of student refunds from
previous years.

● The current TPF ceiling of $250,000 can prevent full refunds.  For
example, TWC paid refunds to students of four closed schools in
1998. Two of the schools are noted in the chart above.  Had full
refunds been paid to the two schools noted in the chart, the total
would have been $244,448, nearly the entire Fund.

The limit on refunds of $50,000 per school fails to cover
students of large or high tuition schools that close.

● Refunds paid from the Fund cannot exceed $50,000 per school.  As
shown in the chart above, balances due after bond payments ranged
from $64,919 to  $148,750 per school, much more than the $50,000
maximum per school.  This spending limit required TWC to
significantly reduce the refunds to students.

The current Tuition Protection Fund appropriation of $75,000
per year is proving to be inadequate to cover annual expenses
and tuition from school closures.

● In 2001, the Legislature, by rider, appropriated $75,000 annually
to TWC for refund payments from the Tuition Protection Fund,
the first time the TPF was appropriated to the agency since its
establishment.11   State law does not require an appropriation from
the Fund to TWC.  Previously, TWC had access to the Fund as
needed, without a specific amount appropriated for that purpose.

Year Number Overall Balance Average Average
Refunds of Due After Bond Balance Due Actual

School Paid Students Payments Per Student Refund Paid
A 1994 52 $72,959 $1,305 $389
B 1995 88 $64,919 $2,075 $906
C 1998 71 $95,698 $8,753 $693
D 1998 59 $148,750 $7,042 $824

Selected Refund Amounts

This chart shows refund payments TWC paid to students for four school closures
that occurred in previous years.  The “overall balance due after bond payments” and
“average balance due per student” represent the amounts owed, and the last column
represents the “average actual refund paid” per student.

Limits on refunds, and
the amount that can be
spent each year, prevent
the Fund from achieving
its purpose.
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Unfortunately, predicting the
number and cost of school
closures can be difficult.  In
2000 and 2001, six  schools
closed, with estimated costs in
excess of the $75,000
appropriated, as shown in the
chart, Payments Made From
Tuition Protection Fund.
Therefore, full refunds may
not be possible to students in
those six schools, as funds
would not even cover the first
three closures.  Students
whose schools close later in any given year, after the $75,000
spending limit has been reached, could be especially affected because
TWC pays refunds on a first-come, first-served basis.

● Over the past nine years, payments from the TPF have usually
required more than $75,000 to cover tuition refunds and costs
associated with moving students to other schools.  As the chart
above shows, claims paid from the fund vary widely from year to
year.12   Refund amounts for 1999 through 2001 are liability
estimates; refund amounts are yet to be determined.

The TWC Web site lacks consumer protection information to
guide students faced with a school closure.

● TWC’s proprietary school Web site lacks basic consumer protection
information for proprietary school students. TWC’s Web site
contains rules and regulations and links to Web sites important to
proprietary schools.  It does not provide information for students
related to options if schools close, student rights with regard to
proprietary schools, the tuition protection fund, or information on
loan forgiveness.

● California, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania all maintain Web
sites that include consumer information on federal loan forgiveness,
tuition protection funds, how to access student records after school
closures, and options if a school closes.13   These Web sites are easy
to navigate, provide links to other related Web sites, and have
consumer protection information that is easy to find, detailed and
informative.

Other states’ tuition protection funds are structured to better
protect students enrolled in proprietary schools that close.
● Eighteen states, including Texas, have tuition protection funds.14

The chart, Other States’ Fund Ceilings, shows that Texas is one of
only four states with a fund ceiling of $250,000 or less.  With the
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California $3,000,000
New York $1,800,000
Washington, Ohio,
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Other States’
Fund Ceilings
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exception of California and New York, Texas regulates more schools
than each of the other states that have higher tuition protection
fund caps.

● None of the other 17 states places a cap on the amount that can be
spent from the fund per school or paid in claims per year.15

Additionally, none of the states with tuition protection funds, with
the exception of Texas and New York, promise full refunds to
students.  Instead, these states detail in law that the proprietary
school program will determine the amount of tuition to be paid
based on the available balance in the tuition protection fund and
other factors.

Other Texas funds do not have caps on the amount of money
that can be paid out in claims in a year.

● The Real Estate Recovery Fund and the Crime Victims’ Compen-
sation Fund, two Texas dedicated revenue funds, pay for damages
due to real estate fraud and violent crime.16  Both funds place a
limit on the total damages awarded per person, but neither fund
has an annual spending cap imposed on it, nor are the funds appro-
priated to either of the agencies that administer the funds.  Stat-
utes for the Produce Recovery, the Mortgage Broker Recovery, and
the Auctioneer Education and Recovery Funds state that no appro-
priations are needed for the associated agencies to administer the
funds.17

Recommendation
Change in Statute

10.1 Increase the ceiling on the proprietary school Tuition Protection Fund from
$250,000 to $500,000.

This recommendation would allow TWC to more fully protect students of closed proprietary schools.
The Fund increase should be graduated over a two-year time frame.  Once the Fund reaches a
$500,000 cap, the Fund could be replenished in January of any year that the fund dips below $400,000.
This could be done either through an assessment of proprietary schools or a transfer of fees collected
in excess of administration costs of the proprietary school program.

10.2 Increase from $50,000 to $150,000 the amount that can be spent per
school closure from the Tuition Protection Fund.

This recommendation would help TWC to better protect students, especially those in large or higher
cost schools.  The increased cap would make more money available to students in the event of a
school closure, resulting in better, but not full, refunds.  Refunds would be improved without depleting
the Fund balance with the closure of a single school.
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10.3 Clarify that refunds from the Tuition Protection Fund depend on the amount
of funds available, and that a full refund can not always be guaranteed.

This recommendation would clarify that students might not receive a full refund of prepaid tuition
if a proprietary school closes.  TWC should strive to pay full refunds, but when this is not possible,
statute should outline the factors TWC can take into consideration, including the amount available
in the TPF, the size and number of claims caused by a school closure, the amounts of claims paid in
the past, and the availability of other schools to allow students to complete their programs.18

Change in Appropriations

10.4 The Sunset Commission should request that the Senate Finance Committee
and the House Appropriations Committee consider giving TWC access to
the full Tuition Protection Fund, by removing the $75,000 limit on the
total amount that can be paid out from the Fund in any single year.

This recommendation would provide better protection of student tuition in the event of school
closures.  A change would be needed to rider nine of TWC’s current appropriation bill pattern.
Rider nine appropriates $75,000 per year for the 2002-2003 biennium from the balances on hand
from the Tuition Protection Fund.  Rider language could be changed to specify that TWC has access
to the full balance of the Fund for the purpose of tuition refunds, and that all new TPF fees collected
are appropriated to the agency for that purpose.

Management Action

10.5 TWC should add consumer protection information to its Web site.

This recommendation would ensure that students have easy access to information about the consumer
protections available through state and federal law, with regard to proprietary schools.  TWC should
make the proprietary school Web site more user-friendly to students with the addition of information
on students’ rights regarding school closures, the tuition protection fund, federal and private loan
forgiveness, and complaint and refund processes.

Impact

TWC’s main concern with regard to its proprietary school program is consumer protection.  These
recommended changes would give TWC more funding for, and full access to, the TPF to better
protect students in the event of school closure.  Although the recommendations would increase the
size of refund payments to students whose schools close, retaining a per school spending cap should
help TWC ensure a balance between assisting students at large and higher cost schools and preventing
depletion of the Fund after the closure of just one such school.  Clarification of refund policies and
an improved Web site would further protect students by providing information that would allow
students to understand the risk of tuition loss in the event of a school closure.
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Fiscal Implication

These recommendations would have no net fiscal impact to the State, because the costs of increasing
the balance and use of the Fund would be covered by fees paid by licensed proprietary schools.
These recommendations would make the full balance of the TPF available to TWC.  In 2001, the
Legislature appropriated $75,000 to TWC each year of the current biennium.  Allowing TWC to
access the entire Fund would not be a cost to the State, as the money is not obligated for other
purposes.  Proprietary schools would be assessed additional fees over two years to increase the fund
to $500,000.  Sunset staff estimate that schools’ fees would range from about $185 to $14,000,
depending on the size of the school and its overall tuition liability.

Gain to the Cost to the
Fiscal Tuition Protection Tuition Protection
Year Fund Fund

2004 $125,000 $125,000

2005 $125,000 $125,000
2006 $0 $0
2007 $0 $0
2008 $0 $0

1 Texas Workforce Commission (TWC), Proprietary School Department staff, “FW: ACTION: Sunset Questions,” e-mail to Sunset
Advisory Commission, February 22, 2002.

2 Texas Education Code Ann., ch. 132, sec. 132.242 (d) and (b).
3 Texas Education Code Ann., ch. 132, sec. 132.242 and Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) Procedures Manual 2000, Proprietary

School Department, Number 240.
4 Interview with TWC, Proprietary School Department staff (Austin, Texas, March 18, 2002).
5 Texas Education Code Ann., ch; 132, sec. 132.242 (d).
6 Telephone interview with Federal Student Aid Information Center staff (Washington, D.C., March 19, 2002).
7 Interview with TWC, Proprietary School Department staff (Austin, Texas, March 18, 2002).
8 Texas Senate Bill 1 (General Appropriations Act), title VII-37, Appropriations rider nine, 77th Legislature (2001).
9 Texas House Bill 3295, 76th Legislature (1999); and Texas Education Code Ann., ch. 132, sec. 132.241(e).
10 Telephone interview with TWC, Proprietary School Department staff (Austin, Texas, April 2, 2002).
11 Texas Senate Bill 1 (General Appropriations Act), title VII-37, Appropriations rider nine, 77th Legislature (2001).
12 TWC, Tuition Protection Fund Accrued Balances as of August 30, 2001, spreadsheet prepared by TWC.  Received November 8, 2001.
13 California, http://www.bppve.ca.gov.; New York, http://www.highered.nysed.gov/bpss/home.html; Ohio, http://www.state.oh.us/

scr/index.htm; and Pennsylvania, http://www.pdehighered.state.pa.us/higher/cwp.
14 Sunset staff research on the following states:  Kentucky, Virginia, Oregon, New York, California, Arizona, Indiana, Ohio, Washington,

Maryland, Tennessee, Connecticut, Arkansas, Georgia, Nevada, Louisiana, and Nebraska.
15 Sunset staff research of 23 states’ tuition protection funds.
16 Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes, title 113a, article 6573a, section 8; and Texas Code of Criminal Procedure Ann., ch. 56, sec. 56.31 to

56.64.
17 Texas Agriculture Code, ch. 103, sec. 103.002; Texas Finance Code, ch. 156, sec. 156.501; and Texas Occupations Code, ch. 1802,

sec. 1802.151.
18 Research of Virginia and Maryland tuition protection fund statutes.  Available at: www.pen.k12.va.us/VDOE/Instruction/Adult/

proprietary_ed.html (Virginia) and http://constmail.gov.state.md.us/comar/13b/13b.01.01.18.htm (Maryland).
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Issue 11
Texas Has A Continuing Need for the Texas Workforce
Commission.

Summary
Key Recommendation

● Continue the Texas Workforce Commission for 12 years.

Key Findings

● Texas has a clear and continuing need for the employment services, job training, and
unemployment benefits provided through the Commission.

● TWC generally accomplishes its mission overall, with the State benefitting from the consolidation
of workforce functions, more locally controlled workforce service delivery, and the shift of
unemployment insurance to tele-centers.

● While organizational structures vary, all other states use statewide agencies to oversee employment
and training services, and to administer unemployment benefits.

Conclusion

The Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) plans, delivers, and oversees workforce services to meet
the needs of Texas businesses, workers, and communities. Texas leads the nation in its efforts to
consolidate and reform workforce services; and in 1998, Congress enacted federal workforce delivery
reforms modeled after the workforce changes in Texas.

Since established in 1995, TWC has overseen significant changes to the workforce delivery system
in Texas.  Staff and programs from 10 different state agencies were successfully merged together to
create TWC; with a major portion of these services devolved to a locally controlled delivery system.
Local workforce development boards are in place statewide, delivering services through more than
260 one-stop workforce centers.

Sunset staff found a critical need for the services administered through TWC, with significant benefits
from the consolidation of workforce programs, the shift to increased local control, and the handling
of unemployment insurance claims by phone. While improvement is still needed, as outlined in this
report, Sunset staff found that continuing the Texas Workforce Commission would help ensure
Texas’ ongoing progress and leadership in the workforce arena.
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Support
TWC’s mission is to promote and support a workforce system
that offers individuals, employers, and communities the
opportunity to achieve and sustain economic prosperity.

● The Texas Workforce Commission was created by the Legislature
in 1995, by H.B. 1863, which combined 28 workforce programs
from 10 agencies to integrate services in one locally controlled
system.  This legislation also authorized the designation of 28
different local workforce development areas throughout the state,
each overseen by a local workforce development board.  Through
this system, TWC seeks to ensure that employers have a qualified
pool of job applicants, and that workers and job seekers have access
to career guidance, training, and job placement services.

● TWC operates with an annual budget of approximately $1 billion,
88 percent of which comes from federal funding.  The budget
supports the Texas Workforce Network, composed of TWC, 28
local boards, and contracted service providers.  Employment and
job training services are delivered through more than 260 one-stop
workforce centers statewide, seven unemployment insurance tele-
centers, and several tax offices located throughout the state.  In
fiscal year 2001, the Network served more than 40,000 employers
and 1.6 million job seekers.

Texas has a clear and continuing need for the employment
and training programs, and unemployment services provided
through TWC.

● Federal law requires each state to provide workforce development
programs.  States must also operate an unemployment insurance
program for workers to receive unemployment insurance benefits.
TWC receives approximately $900 million annually in federal funds
to administer these programs for Texas.  These services are critical
to helping individuals gain economic self-sufficiency and career
advancement.  The abolishment of TWC’s functions would result
not only in loss of services for individuals, but in significant loss of
federal funds for the State.

● TWC administers the State’s unemployment insurance program,
which includes operating seven tele-centers that provide claims
services, and administering the claims appeals process.  The agency
also collects taxes from employers, helps workers and employers
navigate the unemployment insurance system, and adjudicates wage
claim disputes.

The Texas Workforce
Network served more
than 40,000 employers
and 1.6 million job
seekers in fiscal year
2001.
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● The workforce development system provides employment and job
training services for job seekers and employers.  These services
range from providing skill assessments and identifying job
opportunities for job seekers, to funding customized training and
offering Web-based job matching for employers.  The workforce
services have helped job individuals to secure employment, while
increasing the pool of skilled workers for employers.  TWC provides
oversight and ensures accountability of these programs and services,
which is critical since they are administered locally through the local
boards.

● TWC also provides child care funding to the 28 local boards, who
contract for the provision of child care services locally.  Child care
services support families while parents work or complete job
training. Child care funds of approximately $426 million account
for almost half of TWC’s annual budget, and supported an average
of 102,375 children daily in fiscal year 2001.

TWC generally accomplishes its mission overall, with the State
benefitting from consolidated workforce functions, more locally
controlled workforce services, and the shift of unemployment
insurance to tele-centers.

● The integration of workforce functions benefits TWC’s customers,
who can now access a range of workforce services at one location.
Job seekers can receive job placement assistance, information on
child care services, and attend job fairs at local workforce centers.
Employers can call a single telephone number to place a job order
and to receive labor market information.

● The shift to local workforce service delivery allows communities to
establish their own workforce and economic development plans,
based on unique local needs and circumstances.  Delivering
workforce services locally  ensures that service design and
implementation are guided by local leaders with knowledge of
specific industry needs, job opportunities, and community resources.
For example, in response to the needs of local employers, the Tarrant
County and Dallas local boards helped secure transit services to
bring workers to jobs near the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport.

● Shifting the provision of unemployment insurance customer service
from public offices to tele-centers has made claim filing easier for
workers.  Long lines at local offices no longer exist, and use of the
telephone to file claims affords claimants privacy, removing much
of the stigma associated with unemployment compensation
payments.  Employers also benefit, and can respond to notification
of a former employee filing for benefits by phoning a tele-center.

TWC child care funds of
$426 million supported
an average of 102,375
children daily in fiscal

year 2001.
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While organizational structures vary, all other states use
statewide agencies to oversee employment and training
services and to administer unemployment benefits for the
state.

● The consolidation of unemployment insurance, employment, and
training services into a single agency remains unique to Texas.  All
states are federally required to administer employment and training
services, and to operate an unemployment insurance program for
workers to receive benefits. Due to differences in states’ government
styles, however, not all states provide such services under the
umbrella of a single agency.

● The consolidation of these services into TWC has been well-accepted
and awarded.  Texas has a national reputation as a leader in workforce
reform and was an early implementation state for the federal
Workforce Investment Act.  In fact, Texas was one of the first states
to establish the local boards and integrate workforce services.
Additionally, the local boards and workforce centers continue to
receive state, federal, and national awards for high performance,
exemplary service delivery to both job seekers and employers, and
innovative programs and services that increase employer
participation in the workforce system.

Recommendation
Change in Statute

11.1 Continue the Texas Workforce Commission for 12 years.

This recommendation would continue the Texas Workforce Commission as the agency responsible
for administering the State’s unemployment insurance and workforce programs.

Impact

The intent of this recommendation is to allow TWC to continue to carry out its mission of promoting
and supporting an integrated, locally driven workforce system that helps employers, individuals, and
communities achieve economic security.

Fiscal Implication

If the Legislature continues the current functions of TWC, using the existing organizational structure,
the agency’s annual appropriation of $1.04 billion would continue to be required for its ongoing
operation.

Texas has a national
reputation as a leader in
workforce reform.
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ACROSS-THE-BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS
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Recommendations Across-the-Board Provisions

A.  GENERAL

Texas Workforce Commission

See Issue 1 1. Require at least one-third public membership on state agency
policymaking bodies.

Update 2. Require specific provisions relating to conflicts of interest.

Apply 3. Require that appointment to the policymaking body be made without
regard to the appointee's race, color, disability, sex, religion, age, or
national origin.

Update 4. Provide for the Governor to designate the presiding officer of a state
agency's policymaking body.

Update 5. Specify grounds for removal of a member of the policymaking body.

Update 6. Require that information on standards of conduct be provided to
members of policymaking bodies and agency employees.

Apply 7. Require training for members of policymaking bodies.

Apply 8. Require the agency's policymaking body to develop and implement
policies that clearly separate the functions of the policymaking body and
the agency staff.

Apply 9. Provide for public testimony at meetings of the policymaking body.

Update 10. Require information to be maintained on complaints.

Update 11. Require development of an equal employment opportunity policy.

Apply 12. Require information and training on the State Employee Incentive
Program.
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Recommendations Across-the-Board Provisions

B.  LICENSING – PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

Texas Workforce Commission

Do Not Apply 1. Require standard time frames for licensees who are delinquent in
renewal of licenses.

Not Applicable 2. Provide for notice to a person taking an examination of the results of
the examination within a reasonable time of the testing date.

Do Not Apply 3. Authorize agencies to establish a procedure for licensing applicants
who hold a license issued by another state.

Do Not Apply 4. Authorize agencies to issue provisional licenses to license applicants
who hold a current license in another state.

Already in Statute 5. Authorize the staggered renewal of licenses.

Do Not Apply 6. Authorize agencies to use a full range of penalties.

Already in Statute 7. Revise restrictive rules or statutes to allow advertising and competitive
bidding practices that are not deceptive or misleading.

Not Applicable 8. Require the policymaking body to adopt a system of continuing
education.
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Agency Information

Agency at a Glance
The Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) plans, delivers, and oversees
workforce services to meet the needs of Texas businesses, workers, and
communities through a locally controlled delivery system.  The Legislature
created the Commission in 1995 by merging 28 individual workforce
programs from 10 different state agencies.

The Commission’s major functions include:

! overseeing the locally controlled workforce development system,
consisting of 28 Local Workforce Development Boards (LWDBs)
and more than 260 one-stop workforce centers and satellite offices
statewide, that provide employment services and job training for
employers and job seekers;

! operating the State’s unemployment insurance system by collecting
unemployment insurance taxes, processing claims, and determining
claimant eligibility and employer liability; and

! administering a variety of other workforce-related programs ranging
from the enforcement of pay day and child labor laws to the regulation
of proprietary schools.

Key Facts

! Funding.  The Commission operates with an annual budget of about
$1 billion.  Federal funds make up about 87 percent of the agency’s
budget ($913.7 million in fiscal year 2001).  Other sources provide
the remaining 13 percent of revenue, including the State’s
contribution of $119 million.

! Staffing.  The Commission was budgeted for 3,913.5 FTEs for
fiscal year 2001.  Approximately 1,730 people work in the agency’s
headquarters located in Austin.  Most of the other employees work
in unemployment insurance tele-centers, tax offices, and local
workforce centers, located throughout the state.

! Unemployment Insurance. In fiscal year 2001, TWC received more
than 800,000 initial unemployment claims and paid out
approximately $1.3 billion in benefits from the Unemployment
Compensation Fund.1   These benefits were paid from the more than
$956 million in unemployment insurance (UI) taxes collected from
Texas employers in fiscal year 2001, in addition to the balance in
the Fund on December 31, 2000.2

On the Internet
Information about

TWC is available at
www.twc.state.tx.us.

http://www.twc.state.tx.us
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● Local Workforce Development Boards.  The state is divided into
28 local workforce development areas for the provision of workforce
services.  Local Workforce Development Boards (LWDBs) oversee
these areas.  The Boards are certified by the Governor to administer
the majority of workforce services locally through contracted service
providers. TWC allocates almost $800 million each year for Boards
to plan and implement workforce services for employers, workers,
and communities.  These services are delivered through more than
260 workforce centers and satellite offices throughout the state.  In
fiscal year 2001, workforce centers served more than 1.8 million
clients.

● Child Care.  Of the almost $800 million allocated by TWC in fiscal
year 2001 for local workforce services, nearly $394 million was
devoted to child care services.  More than 100,000 children per day
received subsidized child care services to enable their parents to
work or attend education or training activities.

Major Events in Agency History
1933 Wagner-Peyser Act enacted by Congress to establish a state-

administered public employment system to assist in coordinating
public labor exchange services throughout the country.

1936 Texas Unemployment Compensation Act passed by the Texas
Legislature to create a temporary cash assistance program for
unemployed workers.  Texas Unemployment Compensation
Commission (TUCC) created to administer the program. TUCC
was later renamed the Texas Employment Commission.

1973 Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) enacted
by Congress to provide training and education services to the
poor and unskilled and to provide special programs for youth.

1982 Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) created by Congress to
replace CETA.

1993 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness
(TCWEC) created by the Texas Legislature to develop a statewide
plan for a comprehensive employment and training system, and
to evaluate the workforce system’s effectiveness.

1995 Texas Workforce Commission created by merging 28 workforce
and training programs from 10 agencies through the passage of
House Bill 1863.  The legislation also reformed the State’s
workforce and welfare systems by setting up a locally controlled
service delivery network, made up of Local Workforce
Development Boards and local one-stop workforce centers
located throughout the state.

Creating the agency
took the merger of 28
programs from 10 state
agencies.
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1996 Federal welfare reform enacted by Congress through the
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation
Act, funded by the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
block grant and Child Care and Development Fund.

1998 Federal Workforce Investment Act (WIA) replaced JTPA,
reforming federal job training programs and creating a new
comprehensive workforce investment system. WIA mirrored
much of the Texas workforce and training network already in
place, such as local control and co-location of workforce
programs.

1999 TWC restructured the delivery of unemployment insurance
benefits by establishing seven UI call centers throughout the
state to accept all initial UI claims via telephone.  Previously,
UI claimants used unemployment offices to file claims.

2000 All 28 Local Workforce Development Boards in Texas
operational and managing workforce programs including
employment and training programs for low-income workers
and welfare recipients, and child care services.

Organization
Policy Body

The Texas Workforce Commission is governed by three full-time
Commissioners, who each represent one of three constituencies required
by statute.  The Governor
appoints the Commissioners
for six-year terms and
designates a Chair to serve a
two-year term.  The
Commissioner representing
the public serves as Chair in
Commission hearings
involving unemployment
insurance tax and
reimbursement issues, and
disputed unemployment insurance cases.  The chart, TWC Commissioners,
provides information about each Commissioner.

The Commission meets weekly to establish policy for an integrated
statewide workforce development system, administer the
unemployment compensation insurance program, adjudicate
unemployment insurance claims, and adopt rules for the administration
of agency programs and activities. The Commission appoints an
Executive Director to administer the agency’s daily operations, who
prescribes the duties of staff, contracts with the LWDBs for program
planning and service delivery, and makes expenditures necessary to fulfill
the agency’s duties.

srenoissimmoCCWT

emaN mreT noitatneserpeR nwotemoH

riahC,htaR.DenaiD ;69/9detnioppA
70/2-10/6detnioppaeR cilbuP XT,oinotnAnaS

namheLnoR 30/2-89/7 sreyolpmE XT,kcoRdnuoR

yenohaM'O.PecnerreT ;79/7detnioppA
50/2-99/2detnioppaeR robaL XT,sallaD
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Staff

The Texas Workforce Commission Organizational Chart depicts the
agency’s operational structure.

Of the approximately 3,913 Commission employees, about 45 percent
work at the headquarters in Austin, 26 percent work in local workforce
centers, and 20 percent work in the seven unemployment insurance
tele-centers located throughout the state.3  The remaining employees
work in tax and appeals offices throughout the state, or telecommute.
A comparison of the agency’s workforce composition to the minority
civilian labor force over the past three years is shown in Appendix A,
TWC Equal Employment Opportunity Statistics – 1998 to 2001. The
agency generally met or exceeded the statewide civilian labor force
percentage for African-Americans, Hispanics, and females in most
categories.

Texas Workforce Development System

The development of a new workforce system in Texas began in 1993
with the creation of  the Texas Council on Workforce and Economic
Competitiveness.  The Council brought together state economic
development, education, and workforce development agencies to plan
statewide for a comprehensive employment and training system, and to
evaluate the system’s effectiveness.

In 1995, based in part on the work done by the Council, the Legislature
passed H.B. 1863, which consolidated 28 workforce-related programs
from 10 different state agencies, and created a new state agency, the Texas
Workforce Commission, to oversee the system.  The Legislature
recognized that different areas of the state have different workforce
development needs and authorized the designation of local workforce
development areas.  Local Workforce Development Boards (LWDBs)
were appointed to oversee these areas.  The map, Local Workforce
Development Areas and Boards, details the location of the local workforce
development areas and the name of each LWDB.  Each of the Boards
consists of a majority of members from the business community, as well
as other members who represent labor, education, community
organizations, economic development, vocational rehabilitation, public
employment, and human service agencies.  A child care representative
was added to the LWDBs in 1997 and a veteran representative in 2001.
These representatives are identified from the existing membership.
The chart,  Local Workforce Development Boards - Summary Information,
provides some general information about each Board.

Together, the Council, TWC, the LWDBs, and the one-stop workforce
centers are responsible for planning, delivering, and overseeing workforce
services in Texas.  The main responsibilities of each entity are shown in
the chart, Key Components of the Texas Workforce Development System.

Planning, delivering,
and overseeing workforce
services is a joint state/
local effort.
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Workforce
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Texas Workforce Commission
Organizational Chart

*Includes Texas Commission on Volunteerism and Community Service

Legal Welfare Reform
Initiatives Office
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Local Workforce Development Areas and Boards

1 Panhandle 15 Rural Capital
2 South Plains 16 Brazos Valley
3 North Texas 17 Deep East Texas
4 North Central 18 South East Texas
5 Tarrant County 19 Golden Crescent
6 Dallas 20 Alamo
7 North East 21 South Texas*
8 East Texas 22 Coastal Bend
9 West Central 23 Lower Rio Grande Valley
10 Upper Rio Grande 24 Cameron County
11 Permian Basin 25 Texoma
12 Concho Valley 26 Central Texas
13 Heart of Texas 27 Middle Rio Grande
14 Capital Area 28 Gulf Coast
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*Includes Employment Services
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BDWL CWT tcartnoC

1 olliramA-eldnahnaP 996,182,31$ 327,53 7 00.6 69.61 00.05

2 kcobbuL-snialPhtuoS 897,163,41$ 097,83 8 00.41 87.71 00.97

3 sllaFatihciW-saxeThtroN 229,196,7$ 412,81 3 00.5 00.9 00.03

4 notgnilrA-lartneChtroN 503,952,92$ 748,69 81 00.12 40.14 00.421

5 htroWtroF-ytnuoCtnarraT 741,313,43$ 316,69 9 00.63 80.04 00.201

6 sallaD-ytnuoCsallaD 466,133,76$ 497,481 21 00.03 39.96 00.041

7 anakraxeT-tsaEhtroN 247,081,11$ 707,92 4 00.8 13.41 00.87

8 erogliK-saxeTtsaE 596,968,42$ 302,47 41 00.02 76.91 00.471

9 enelibA-lartneCtseW 072,841,21$ 770,03 4 00.21 21.21 00.26

01 osaPlE-ednarGoiRreppU 885,015,64$ 444,28 01 00.44 02.22 00.102

11 dnaldiM-nisaBnaimreP 540,112,61$ 331,43 6 00.01 03.21 00.76

21 olegnAnaS-yellaVohcnoC 168,205,5$ 457,41 2 00.8 28.5 00.03

31 ocaW-saxeTfotraeH 567,475,01$ 741,42 7 00.21 53.9 00.63

41 nitsuA-aerAlatipaC 721,260,91$ 083,86 5 00.02 02.42 00.66

51 kcoRdnuoR-latipaClaruR 843,031,21$ 449,92 11 00.01 93.21 00.56

61 nayrB-yellaVsozarB 678,515,7$ 471,41 1 00.9 00.6 00.22

71 nikfuL-saxeTtsaEpeeD 793,055,31$ 866,04 21 00.11 08.9 00.98

81 tnomuaeB-saxeTtsaEhtuoS 891,296,71$ 237,75 5 00.32 89.21 05.95

91 airotciV-tnecserCnedloG 272,677,6$ 839,81 7 00.21 76.8 00.08

02 oinotnAnaS-omalA 551,573,46$ 576,821 42 00.05 99.24 00.713

12 oderaL-saxeThtuoS 400,638,22$ 395,13 4 00.41 70.8 00.001

22 itsirhCsuproC-dneBlatsaoC 449,689,03$ 287,55 21 00.63 91.91 00.952

32 grubnidE-ednarGoiRrewoL 780,736,44$ 996,48 7 00.54 37.32 00.952

42 ellivsnworB-ytnuoCnoremaC 302,061,62$ 056,25 6 00.03 52.9 00.221

52 nosineD-amoxeT 992,893,5$ 640,81 3 00.11 87.5 00.13

62 notleB-saxeTlartneC 192,959,11$ 506,34 8 00.01 44.31 52.45

72 edlavU-ednarGoiRelddiM 026,549,51$ 327,42 4 00.11 99.31 00.321

82 notsuoH-tsaoCfluG 190,503,541$ 587,253 23 00.62 24.331 00.058

LATOT 514,865,737$ 838,287,1 542 00.445 54.436 57.9663
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In addition to administering and overseeing the workforce system in
Texas, TWC also directly administers certain programs, including the
traditional job matching Employment Services program as well as
Unemployment Insurance.

TWC provides both child care and transportation funds to LWDBs to
support employment and training activities for targeted populations.
However, LWDBs are statutorily prohibited from providing workforce
services directly.  Instead, they contract for services through a competitive
procurement process, provided through one-stop workforce centers. This
dual system results in TWC staff providing services in workforce centers
side-by-side with contracted staff.

Funding
Revenues

The agency received approximately $1 billion in appropriated funds for
fiscal year 2001, as shown in the chart, Sources of Revenue.   TWC receives
funding primarily through federal grants or as matching funds for
specific state expenditures.  Federal funds comprise approximately 87

Entity Main Responsibilities

● Develops a strategic plan for the workforce
development system.

● Evaluates the workforce system through performance
measures.

● Receives and provides state and federal workforce
funds to LWDBs.

● Administers select federal programs, including
Employment Services and the Unemployment
Insurance program, and state programs such as the
Skills Development Fund and Project RIO.

● Provides technical assistance to LWDBs.
● Monitors and oversee LWDBs.
● Provides workforce and career-related information,

data, research, and statistics.
● Plan workforce services to meet local needs.
● Receive and manage state and federal workforce

program funds.
● Contract for delivery of workforce services.
● Monitor and oversee local workforce service

contractors.
Workforce Centers ● Provide workforce services to employers and job

seekers.

Key Components of the Texas Workforce Development System

Local Workforce
Development
Boards

Texas Workforce
Commission

TCWEC

Local boards contract for
actual services, provided
through one-stop
workforce centers.
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percent, or $913.7 million, of the agency’s revenue. TWC receives most
of its federal funds  for  unemployment insurance, employment services,
child care, education and training, and workforce services for special
populations.  In addition to federal funds, TWC receives about $119
million from state General Revenue, mostly used to satisfy the Child
Care and Development Fund and Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) federal maintenance of effort requirements. TWC
also receives appropriated receipts from its licensing activities and
interagency contracts.

Expenditures

TWC spent approximately $1 billion in fiscal year 2001.  The 28 LWDBs
receive the majority of this funding.  TWC provides the funding from
the Child Care and Development Fund, Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) Choices, Welfare to Work (WtW), Workforce
Investment Act (WIA), and Food Stamp Employment and Training
(FSE&T) programs to the LWDBs.  The LWDBs then enter into
competitively procured contracts for the delivery of services in each area.

In addition to the funding provided to the LWDBs, TWC spent more
than $146 million to deliver services and meet federal requirements in
programs such as the Unemployment Insurance, Employment Services,
and customized training programs.  The Expenditures chart details the
agency’s largest expenditures. Other expenditures include TWC -
administered programs such as the Skills Development Fund,

Federal funds account
for 87 percent of TWC’s

funding.

Child Care $426,813,145 (40.59%)
WIA, TANF Choices, WtW, and FSE&T

Other $104,893,270 (9.96%)

Customized Training $23,742,142 (2.26%)
Employment Services $38,861,800 (3.70%)

Unemployment Insurance $84,254,438 (8.01%)

Expenditures
FY 2001

$372,860,700 (35.46%)

Total $1,051,425,495

Interagency Contracts $13,376,667 (1.27%)
General Revenue $119,240,581 (11.34%)

Appropriated Fees & Receipts $5,015,125 (0.48%)

Federal Funds $913,793,122 (86.91%)

Sources of Revenue
FY 2001

Total $1,051,425,495
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Reintegration of Offenders (Project RIO), and Trade Adjustment
Assistance/NAFTA Transitional Adjustment Assistance (TAA/
NAFTA); program monitoring and compliance; local program
assistance; information services; and labor law enforcement.   TWC
also spent about $17 million in indirect administration.  A detailed
breakdown of the agency’s expenditures by program can be found in
the chart, TWC Expenditures and Budgeted FTEs by Program.
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The agency’s use of Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUBs) in
purchasing goods and services is detailed in Appendix B, TWC HUB
Statistics - 1998 to 2001.  In 2001, the agency did not meet the State
goals in two of the four HUB purchase categories, Special Trade and
Other Services.  However, the agency exceeded the State goals in the
Professional Services and Commodities categories.

Agency Operations
TWC oversees and administers a wide range of programs and services
designed to serve employers, job seekers, and many different
populations including welfare recipients, ex-offenders, veterans, and
youth.  Due to the complexity of these numerous programs and the
different federal funding streams associated with each, Sunset staff
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*DHS: Texas Works program determines eligibility and issues cash benefits and food stamps.

opted to describe the actual services provided by these programs, since
many client services are largely the same across key programs.  The
chart, Customer Services by Program, shows how several of TWC’s
programs provide many of the same services.
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Overall, the main workforce development services managed by TWC
fall into six main categories: employment services; education and
training services; customer support services; labor market/career
information and analysis; enforcement and certification functions; and
planning and oversight.

Employment Services

The objective of employment services is to connect job seekers with
employers.  Together, TWC and LWDBs offer access to a wide array
of workforce-related information and services to help job seekers find
employment and to assist employers in finding skilled workers.

Self-Service Resources - Local workforce centers provide workforce clients
with information about and access to a wide array of job training,
education, and employment services through resource rooms located in
workforce centers statewide.  These services help clients identify job
vacancies; skills necessary for in-demand jobs; and local, regional, and
national employment trends. Resources also include access to phones,
fax machines, and computers with Internet access to assist with job search
activities.

Job Search and Referral - Workforce centers provide employers and job
seekers access to assisted job search and matching resources.  These services
include assistance with job information, job matching, and referrals; and
assistance to employers with placing and filling job orders.

Outreach/Orientation - Workforce centers conduct orientations to
provide information about a variety of workforce services in an attempt
to help individuals become employed instead of receiving cash assistance.

Assessment - Workforce center staff evaluate a person’s skills, abilities,
employment and educational history,  literacy level, and support service
needs.  The assessment provides the information necessary to screen clients
for additional training and support services.

Job Readiness Services - Workforce center staff help prepare individuals
for seeking employment.  Services include providing assistance with
interviewing skills, application and resume writing, and development of
appropriate work behaviors. Job readiness activities are provided
individually or in a classroom setting by local workforce center staff.

Case Management - Workforce center staff coordinate services to
individuals needing more intensive services including education and
training services.  Case managers refer individuals to multiple one-stop
services, monitor compliance with program requirements, and track
progress towards the goal of employment.

Subsidized Employment - TWC or LWDBs may subsidize all or part
of certain eligible individuals’ wages while they are transitioning to
work.

Employment services seek
to connect job seekers

with employers.
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Rapid Response - TWC staff or local workforce center staff provide
early intervention assistance designed to quickly transition groups of
workers who have been laid off to their next employment. When notices
of closures and mass layoffs are received, staff can respond with on-
site services to assist businesses which are closing or laying off
employees. Rapid response services include:

● assisting employees and employers with layoff and closure
transitions;

● filing mass Unemployment Insurance claims;

● assisting with eligibility for dislocated worker benefits; and

● providing job search and referral services.

Education and Training Services

The Commission provides a variety of education and training programs
that serve the needs of both job seekers and employers.  These programs
are designed to teach workers the skills necessary to succeed in the Texas
labor market, which in turn helps create a more qualified workforce for
employers. Although many programs assist low-skilled, hard-to-place
workers, emphasis is also placed on upgrading the skills of already-
employed workers to ensure that they remain a competitive part of the
workforce.

Vocational/Occupational Skills Training - Local workforce centers refer
clients to community colleges and post-secondary training that directly
relates to employment in a specific occupation, and that leads to a
certificate or degree.

Customized Training - TWC links businesses with education institutions
and community-based organizations that provide training for specific
skills for incumbent workers and workers who will be hired by the
businesses upon completion of the training.

On-the-job Training - Local workforce centers help support and refer
clients to training activities offered in the job setting to help individuals
obtain relevant job skills.

Apprenticeship Programs  - TWC funds work-training programs that
allow students to gain paid work experience in skilled crafts and
construction while taking courses in their chosen career.

Adult Education - Workforce center staff refer clients to basic education
services for adults including GED preparation, English as a Second
Language training, and literacy programs.  These services are designed
to improve the skills and competency levels of participating adults to
enter and advance in the workforce.

Education and training
helps upgrade the skill
level of the Texas
workforce.
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School-to-Careers Services - TWC supports local partnerships that
connect educational institutions and employers so that participating
teachers and administrators can stay current and inform students on
the skills and knowledge youth need for future employment.  These
services expire in fiscal year 2003.

Customer Support Services

The workforce system provides a variety of support services to eligible
job seekers.  These temporary support services are designed to help the
job seeker become self-sufficient, and to help employers retain qualified
workers.

Unemployment Insurance - TWC administers the State’s
unemployment insurance (UI) program, which replaces a portion of
wages for workers who become unemployed through no fault of their
own.  The UI program is funded through employer taxes.  UI functions
include tax collection and claims service for employers and unemployed
workers.  Seven telephone call centers accept and process UI claims,
provide information about the UI program in general, and answer
questions about the status of individual claims for unemployment
benefits.  TWC also provides an administrative adjudication process
for parties dissatisfied with decisions regarding payment of benefits.

Child Care - Local workforce boards provide subsidized child care to
low income working parents, TANF clients who are working or attending
school or training, and parents who are transitioning off public assistance.
Other services include providing training and education opportunities
for child care providers, and resource and referral services so that parents
can make informed child care choices.

Transportation Assistance - Local workforce centers provide vouchers
for shuttle service; bus passes; gas coupons; and payment of minor car
repairs to help clients get to interviews, work, school, training, and child
care.

Cash Assistance - TWC may provide certain eligible customers, including
those who lose their jobs because of increased imports, with income
support while in training.

Labor Market / Career Information and Analysis

TWC collects a large amount of career information and various labor
market statistics.  Employers, individuals, and communities use the
information for economic development purposes and as a planning tool
to better develop their workforce system.

Labor Market Information - TWC provides information including
unemployment statistics, economic profiles, employment projections,
and occupational information to employers in a variety of printed and

Employers fund a system
to replace wages for
many unemployed

workers.

Local boards provide
subsidized child care to

low income working
parents.
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Web-based publications.  Employers and local workforce development
boards use labor market data and products to assist with planning
activities.  The public uses occupational data to aid in job search and
career planning activities.

Career Development Resources  - TWC produces career and labor market
information products, including books, software, posters, and videos
for planning professionals, educators, students, and job seekers. The
program tracks occupational and educational activities of participants
upon exit from publicly funded education and training programs.  Other
products help students use their middle school and high school
coursework to prepare for future careers.

Enforcement and Certification

TWC performs a number of regulatory functions designed to ensure
both the quality of certain education and workforce services provided
through the workforce system, and compliance with workforce laws
and regulations.

Wage and Child Labor Law - TWC adjudicates claims for unpaid wages
for workers, collects unpaid amounts, and provides employers with
technical assistance and educational programs regarding labor laws.
Enforcement of child labor laws includes investigating complaints,
conducting on-site business inspections, and providing educational
outreach to schools and businesses.

Alien Labor Certification - TWC assists employers who are trying to
gain temporary or permanent labor certification for workers from other
countries.  TWC certifies these workers for employers who are unable to
find workers in the United States to fill temporary and permanent
positions.

Training Provider Certification - TWC certifies training providers
offering training under the Workforce Investment Act.  The system allows
employers and job seekers to evaluate the performance of the training
provider, the costs and placement rates, and expected results for training
services rendered.

Proprietary Schools - TWC provides consumer protection for more than
86,000 students and ensures the quality of education in more than 360
private postsecondary career schools through licensing and regulatory
oversight. Activities include conducting site visits, licensing private career
schools, enforcing regulatory and licensing requirements, and managing
the Tuition Protection Fund, which covers refunds to students affected
by school closures.

Work Opportunity Tax Credit - TWC provides employers with reduced
tax liability as an incentive for hiring hard-to-place employees, such as
TANF recipients and ex-offenders.  TWC administers three tax credit

More than 360
proprietary schools
provide education
opportunities for 86,000
students.
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programs, the Work Opportunity Tax Credit, the Welfare-to-Work Tax
Credit, and the TANF State Tax Refund.  TWC administers the State
Tax Refund jointly with the Comptroller of Public Accounts.

Veteran’s Education - TWC approves and regulates education and
training programs for Texas veterans. The primary responsibilities
include evaluating and approving education and training programs for
veterans, inspecting and monitoring approved schools and training
establishments, and providing information and resources on available
programs for veterans and their dependents.

Planning and Oversight

Although the workforce system and its services are delivered through
various state and local entities, TWC is responsible for the overall
administration and oversight of the system, and performs a number of
activities that ensure that the system is administered properly.

Planning - TWC planning staff coordinate, assess, and report
performance measures on TWC and LWDB activities.  The staff also
assist in developing the agency’s strategic and business plans, and evaluate
the various programmatic plans to help ensure consistency with the
agency’s initiatives and goals.

Contract Monitoring and Oversight - TWC staff review the financial
and program operations of LWDBs, and contracted service providers.
Using a risk-based assessment process, staff monitor all LWDBs at least
once a year and perform other special on-site reviews.  TWC staff also
certify the financial controls of and provide technical assistance to LWDBs.

In addition to the agency’s own programs and services, TWC also houses
the Texas Commission on Volunteerism and Community Service
(TxCVCS) program, which is administratively attached to the
Workforce Development Division within TWC.  The mission of
TxCVCS is to promote, develop, and support local efforts that use
service and volunteerism to meet community needs. Operating under
its own Governor-appointed 16-member Board, TxCVCS grants federal
funding for the AmeriCorps National Service program and the Learn
to Serve program to local community based organizations.

1 Texas Workforce Commission, Unemployment Insurance Department, “Sunset Request of 2-8-02 UI-1 and UI-2,” e-mail to Sunset
Advisory Commission, February 19, 2002.

2 Texas Workforce Commission, Unemployment Insurance Tax Department, “UI Information,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory Commission,
March 6, 2002.

3 Texas Workforce Commission, Finance and Contract Monitoring Department, “FY 2001 Information,” e-mail to Sunset Advisory
Commission, February 2, 2002.

TWC supports a
separate activity that

deals with volunteerism
and community service

efforts.
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TEXAS COUNCIL ON WORKFORCE AND
ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS
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ISSUE / RECOMMENDATIONS
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Issue 1
While Needed, the Council Has Had Difficulty Resolving Member
Agency Problems and Evaluating the Workforce System.

Summary
Key Recommendations

● Continue the Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness for 12 years, but
renamed as the Texas Workforce Investment Council.

● Designate agency executive directors, rather than board chairs, as the ex officio representatives
of member agencies on the Council.

● Require the Council to focus on resolving problems that cut across member state agencies, and
hamper the integrated and seamless delivery of workforce services in Texas.

● Require the Council to clearly identify the duties of each of the member agencies in implementing
specific strategies of the Council’s long-range strategic plan.

● Transfer the responsibility for establishing and maintaining an automated follow-up and evaluation
system from the Council to the Texas Workforce Commission.

Key Findings

● Texas must maintain the Council to meet federal Workforce Investment Act requirements.

● Lack of participation by state agency members seriously impedes the Council’s ability to ensure
coordinated workforce development efforts.

● The Council’s strategic plan does not clearly define member agencies’ responsibilities for
implementing the plan.

● The Council has had persistent problems evaluating the outcomes and effectiveness of the
workforce system in Texas.

● The Council does not have the resources or the staff expertise to establish and maintain an
effective automated follow-up system for evaluating the workforce development system.

Conclusion

The Sunset review found that the Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness (the
Council), or a very similar entity, must be continued to meet federal requirements.  These
recommendations would continue the Council, but with a stronger focus on resolving ongoing
problems in the delivery of workforce services across its member agencies. Sunset staff found that
many agency members are simply not participating and are not held responsible for implementing
needed changes. Requiring the Council to specify the duties of each member agency in implementing
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various strategies of the Council’s plan should help ensure that needed changes are accomplished.
Having TWC, rather than the Council, responsible for maintaining the automated follow-up system
for tracking outcomes would place this duty at an agency with the expertise to carry it out, with the
Council using the resulting information for its system evaluation.

Support
The Council strategically plans for, and evaluates, workforce
development efforts across multiple state agencies in Texas.
● The Council consists of 20

members, as shown in the chart,
Council Composition. State law
specifies that the board chair of
each member agency serves as the
representative for that agency on
the Council, as a voting member.
In addition, the Texas
Rehabilitation Commission
(TRC), and the Texas
Commission for the Blind (TCB)
participate in Council activities as
partner agencies, rather than
formal members.

The chart, Member Agency Workforce-Related Duties, shows the key
workforce-related duties of each of the member state agencies that
make up the workforce system in Texas.  In addition, TWC oversees
28 Local Workforce Development Boards (LWDBs) that provide
access to workforce services through 260 one-stop workforce centers
statewide.

Council Composition

Business and Industry (5)
Organized Labor (5)
Education (3)
Community Based Organizations (2)
Ex Officio State Agency Members (5)
● Texas Workforce Commission
● Texas Department of Economic

Development
● Department of Human Services
● State Board of Education
● Higher Education Coordinating

Board

Member Agency Workforce-Related Duties
Member Agency Workforce-Related Functions

Texas Workforce Commission ● Oversees Local Workforce Boards and One-Stop
(TWC) Centers

● Welfare and Food Stamp Employment and
Training Programs

● Administers Unemployment Insurance
● Customized Training

Texas Department of Economic ● Job Creation and Development
Development (TDED) ● Attracting Industry
Department of Human Services ● Welfare, Food Stamps Eligibility
Services (DHS) ● Texas Works Program
Texas Education Agency (TEA) ● Public Education (K-12)

● Career and Technical Education (K-12)
● Adult Basic Education and Literacy

Texas Higher Education ● Post-Secondary Higher Education
Coordinating Board (THECB) ● Career and Technical Education

● Financial Aid Programs

Each of the five state
agencies on the Council
are represented by their
board chair.
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● The Council’s main functions include:

strategically planning for the integration of systemwide workforce
development services in Texas, and reviewing the plans of member
agencies and local boards to ensure consistency with the statewide
plan;

evaluating the workforce system by collecting performance measure
data from agencies to determine how well the state’s workforce
system meets the needs of employers and job seekers; and

producing research reports for the Office of the Governor, the
Legislature, and others, on a range of workforce-related topics such
as welfare reform and customized job training.

● The Council is administratively attached to and housed in the Office
of the Governor.  The Council has 12 staff, two of which support a
separate Board also housed within the Governor’s Office - the Texas
Skill Standards Board. The Council receives funding from the
Governor’s Office and each of its member agencies, except for the
Department of Economic Development.  For fiscal year 2001, the
Council received about $1 million in support, but expended only
$726,764.

Texas must maintain the Council to meet federal Workforce
Investment Act requirements.
● The federal Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998 mandates

that every state have a workforce investment board. The Council
on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness serves this function
in Texas. Federal law directs these boards, in consult with the
Governor, to promote comprehensive workforce services through
the restructuring of fragmented federal employment, training, and
education programs; and development of a local one-stop delivery
system. The Council does not operate or administer programs, but
helps plan and evaluate services across the agencies that do.

● Sunset staff determined that not maintaining the Council, or a
similar function, could result in the loss of about $229 million in
federal WIA funding to Texas.  In addition, the Council operates
under a grandfather clause in WIA that allows Texas to maintain
the Council’s composition as developed under previous state
legislation. This grandfather status could be jeopardized if major
changes are made to the Council’s composition.  If this exemption
was lost, Texas would have to comply with WIA requirements, that,
at a minimum, would require adding the Governor, members of
the Legislature, and locally elected officials to the Council.

● Given these constraints, Sunset staff focused on evaluating the
Council’s role in planning and evaluating services across the
workforce system, looking for changes that could be made within

The Council is housed in
the Governor’s Office.

Texas would risk losing
$229 million in federal
funds if the Council is

not continued.
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federal requirements, and tailoring these functions to ensure practical
results for Texas.

Lack of participation by state agency members seriously
impedes the Council’s ability to ensure coordinated workforce
development efforts.

● With the exception of TWC, ex officio members do not regularly
attend Council meetings. This makes it difficult, if not impossible,
to effectively plan or coordinate services across these agencies. Other
members on the Council expressed frustration about the lack of
participation by state agency representatives.1

The chart, State Agency Member Attendance, shows the number of
meetings attended each year by the five member agencies.  Since
1998, the Council has met four times each year, with TDED and
TEA representatives attending about one-fourth of the meetings,
and THECB and DHS representatives attending about half of the
meetings.2

While other members of the Council are subject by law to removal
for anything less than 75 percent attendance of regularly scheduled
meetings in a year, no such requirement applies to ex-officio
members.  These members cannot simply be removed because they
serve in their capacity as the chair or presiding officer of the member
agency they represent.

● Poor participation by member agencies in TCWEC’s activities
severely limits the Council’s ability to address longstanding
operational issues between the agencies, such as:

– clarifying the roles and responsibilities between DHS and TWC
regarding the administration of the employment and training
of welfare customers;

– strengthening the links between TDED and TWC in
encouraging the creation and enhancement of jobs through
business development and expansion;

State Agency Member Attendance
Meetings 1998 1999 2000 2001 Percent
Per Year 4 4 4 4 Overall

TDED 0 1 2 0 19%
TEA 1 1 0 2 25%
THECB 2 2 3 0 44%
DHS 3 2 1 3 56%
TWC 4 3 4 4 94%

Since 1998,
representatives of TDED
and TEA only attended
a fourth of the Council’s
meetings.
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– resolving service delivery issues between TEA and TWC
regarding adult education and literacy programs; and

– resolving problems regarding the certification of training
providers between THECB and TWC.

Many of the local boards expressed concern that the State expects
staff within the one-stop workforce centers to work well with the
local staff from other state agencies and programs, but little
progress ever seems to be made to ensure better coordination at
the state level.3

The Council’s strategic plan does not clearly define member
agencies’ responsibilities for implementing the plan.
● The Council has developed two 5-year strategic plans, 1994-1999

and 1999-2004, defining the vision, mission, and goals for the
workforce system in Texas. These plans have set out broad strategies
for change and linkage across agencies, but neither plan defined
which member agencies would be responsible for implementing
the changes, the time frames for accomplishing these tasks, or how
the Council would follow-up to ensure needed changes are made.

● The Council’s systemwide plan is in addition to the state-level
strategic plans required of each of the five member agencies, and
local-level strategic plans required of each of the 28 workforce
boards.  While agencies and local boards are expected to use the
Council’s strategic plan to develop their operational plans, these
connections proved difficult to make.

● The Council’s plan and strategies do not specifically relate to
problems that need to be resolved.  The Council itself has no
operational duties, so without assigning these actions to one of its
member agencies, no assurance exists that these plans or changes
will actually be implemented.

The Council has had persistent problems evaluating the
outcomes and effectiveness of the workforce system in Texas.

● Since 1993, the Council has been required by law to develop
performance measures to evaluate the workforce development
system’s impact across agencies.  In 1995, the Governor approved
a set of key performance measures for the Council to track.
However, the Council only last year published its first set of baseline
performance data on these system wide measures, for fiscal years
2000-2001.4   Therefore, Texas policymakers will have to wait years
to receive the type of consistent trend information anticipated when
the law was first passed in 1993, with which to evaluate the progress
of the workforce system overall in Texas.5

Local boards expressed
frustration with the lack

of coordination across
state agencies involved in

workforce activities.

Texas policymakers are
still waiting on

consistent outcome data,
despite being statutorily

required since 1993.
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● Council staff state that member agencies’ inability to reach consensus
on the common operational definitions for measures has impeded
the Council’s efforts to publish a systemwide progress report,
although each agency has the data needed to evaluate its component
parts.6  The lack of consensus is due in part to member agencies’
different federal funding sources and definitions of measures. The
Council has resolved some of the issues regarding measure
language, but is still challenged to include data on the Texas
Education Agency’s adult literacy programs, due to remaining
differences on measure definitions.7

● Although not precise, Sunset staff was able to compile fairly simple,
but useful performance numbers.  Upon request, the Council staff
aggregated workforce and education program performance
measure data across member agencies, as shown in the chart,
Workforce and Education Performance Measures.  While some measure
definitions vary across programs, the Council staff weighted the
data to show performance across workforce and education agencies.
No data was available from TEA on its adult education or literacy
programs.

Source: Data from member agencies TWC, THECB, TEA (Youth only); and data from partner agencies, TCB and TRC.  Data
complied by TCWEC upon request by Sunset staff.

Lack of consensus
impedes the Council’s
ability to determine the
system’s overall
performance.
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The Council does not have the resources or the staff expertise
to establish and maintain an effective automated follow-up
system for evaluating the workforce development system.

● In 1995, the Legislature transferred most of the operational
functions of the Council to the newly created Texas Workforce
Commission, including the responsibility for setting up a
comprehensive labor market information system.  The legislation
also transferred the State Occupational Information Coordinating
Committee (now Career Development Resources within TWC),
the entity that originally developed and has historically maintained
Texas’ automated student and adult learner follow-up system.
However, responsibility for maintaining an automated follow-up
system and an annual analysis of this information remained as
statutory responsibilities of the Council.

● The Council, in its self-evaluation report to the Sunset Commission,
recognized TWC as a more appropriate entity for maintaining the
automated follow-up system, given that TWC has the necessary
staff and computer expertise. The Council could still use the data
for system evaluation, rather than being responsible for gathering
and disseminating the data.

Recommendation
Change in Statute

1.1 Continue the Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness for 12
years, renamed as the Texas Workforce Investment Council.

This recommendation would continue the Council to meet federal requirements under the Workforce
Investment Act. The Council would continue to be administratively attached to the Office of the
Governor.  Renaming the Council would simplify its name and clearly link it to its federal mandate.

1.2 Designate the Executive Director, rather than the Board Chair, of each of
the five member state agencies to represent their agency as an ex officio
member of the Council.

This change is intended to increase state agency participation in the activities of the Council. The
executive directors are well-positioned to facilitate the resolution of critical interagency differences;
and to ensure that performance data is reported to the Council, as required by law.  The executive
directors also have extensive involvement in the development of their agency’s strategic plan and
would be expected to help ensure better linkage with the Council’s plan.
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1.3 Require the Council to focus on resolving problems that cut across member
state agencies, and hamper the integrated and seamless delivery of
workforce services in Texas.

This recommendation would require the Council to identify and address problems that hinder the
successful development of integrated workforce services.  At a minimum, the Council should identify
and evaluate points where different agency programs intersect, and evaluate them to identify potential
duplication, gaps in services, and links between member agencies around workforce services. Strategies
to resolve these issues should be included in the Council’s long-range planning process; however, the
Council should also develop a mechanism for addressing such problems in a more immediate fashion.
The Council should include a list of specific cross-agency issues to be resolved each year, and report
on the results of such efforts in its annual report to the Governor and the Legislature.

1.4 Require the Council to clearly identify the duties of each of the member
agencies in implementing specific strategies of the Council’s long-range
strategic plan.

The Council should modify its long-term strategic plan to include the identification of agency-level
coordination problems.  Each of the strategies in the Council’s strategic plan should clearly identify
the member agencies responsible for implementing the strategy, along with the time frame anticipated
for these changes to be accomplished.

1.5 Transfer the responsibility for establishing and maintaining an automated
follow-up and evaluation system from the Council to the Texas Workforce
Commission.

This recommendation would transfer the duty for maintaining this system to TWC’s Career
Development Resources (CDR).  As part of this recommendation, CDR should also be directed to
provide the required analysis, by occupation and training provider, of each workforce program over
one, three, and five-year periods. CDR should maintain this data in a format that can be readily
accessed via TWC’s web site.  The Council should use this data in performing its evaluation of the
state’s workforce delivery system. As part of this recommendation, the member agencies would
continue to fund the automated follow-up system through contributions to the Council, but the
Council would transfer this funding to TWC to cover the costs for maintaining the system.

Impact

These changes would ensure that Texas maintains compliance with federal requirements under the
Workforce Investment Act, while tailoring the Council’s duties to better ensure coordination of
education, economic development, and human service functions with Texas’ consolidated workforce
agency.   These recommendations would empower the Council to provide guidance to and compel
action from its member agencies.  These changes are needed to allow the Council to carry out its
stated mission.  Having TWC, rather than the Council, responsible for maintaining the automated
follow-up system for tracking outcomes would place this duty at an agency with the expertise to
carry it out, with the Council using the resulting information for its system evaluation.
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1 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, Council Meeting (Austin, Texas, March 8, 2002); and Letter from
Council member to Sunset staff, March 21, 2002.

2 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, Council Member Attendance Records, Calender Years 1998 - 2002 (Austin,
Texas, March 2002).

3 Interviews with Local Workforce Development Board staff during Sunset field visits, December 1, 2001 to January 8, 2002.
4 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, Setting Benchmarks: Implementation of the Texas Workforce Development

Strategic Plan In the New Millennium (Austin, Texas, December 2000), pp. 23, 32, 39, 46, and 52.
5 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, Action Item (Austin, Texas, March 9, 1995).
6 Interview with Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, Council Staff (Austin, Texas, November 11, 2001).
7 Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness, Setting Benchmarks: Implementation of the Texas Workforce Development

Strategic Plan In the New Millennium (Austin, Texas, December 2000), p. 5.

Fiscal Implication

These recommendations would have no net fiscal impact to the State.  If continued by the Legislature,
the Council would continue to be funded through the Office of the Governor and its member
agencies.  The costs for maintaining an automated follow-up system would continue to be covered
by the member agencies of the Council.  The Council would still be responsible for collecting the
funding needed for supporting the automated follow-up system.  The Council would transfer this
funding to TWC to cover the costs of administering the system.  The Council should also return any
unexpended TWC funding to the agency to further support this automated system.
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Recommendations Across-the-Board Provisions

A.  GENERAL

Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness

Do Not Apply 1. Require at least one-third public membership on state agency
policymaking bodies.

Do Not Apply 2. Require specific provisions relating to conflicts of interest.

Apply 3. Require that appointment to the policymaking body be made without
regard to the appointee's race, color, disability, sex, religion, age, or
national origin.

Update 4. Provide for the Governor to designate the presiding officer of a state
agency's policymaking body.

Update 5. Specify grounds for removal of a member of the policymaking body.

Apply 6. Require that information on standards of conduct be provided to
members of policymaking bodies and agency employees.

Modify and Apply 7. Require training for members of policymaking bodies.

Apply 8. Require the agency's policymaking body to develop and implement
policies that clearly separate the functions of the policymaking body and
the agency staff.

Apply 9. Provide for public testimony at meetings of the policymaking body.

Apply 10. Require information to be maintained on complaints.

Do Not Apply 11. Require development of an equal employment opportunity policy.

Apply 12. Require information and training on the State Employee Incentive
Program.
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Council Information

The Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness (the
Council) was established in 1993 to carry out strategic planning and
evaluation activities for the Texas workforce development system.  The
system is made up of workforce programs and activities within the Texas
Workforce Commission, Department of Human Services, Higher
Education Coordinating Board, Department of Economic Development,
and State Board of Education.   The Council also serves as the State
Workforce Investment Board (SWIB) under the federal Workforce
Investment Act (WIA) of 1998.

The Council’s key duties include:

● strategic planning for the integration of system-wide workforce
development services in Texas and reviewing the plans of member
agencies and local boards to ensure consistency with the statewide
plan;

● evaluating the workforce development system by collecting and
reporting performance measure data from agencies and employers
to identify how well the state’s workforce system is meeting the
needs of employers and job seekers; and

● producing research reports for the Office of the Governor, the
Legislature, and others, on topics such as Smart Jobs and welfare
reform.

Key Facts

● Composition. The Council is made up of
20 members representing business, labor,
education, community-based organizations,
and key workforce-related state agencies as
shown in the chart, Council Composition.

● Funding.  For fiscal year 2001, the Council
received approximately $1 million in funding
from the Office of the Governor and three
of the Council’s member agencies: the Texas
Workforce Commission, Texas Education
Agency, and Department of Human Services.
Beginning in fiscal year 2003, the Higher
Education Coordinating Board will also
contribute funding to support the Council.

On the Internet
Information about the
Council is available at

www.governor.state.tx.us/
tcwec.

Council Composition

5 members representing business
5 members representing labor
3 members representing education
2 community based organizations
5 ex officio agency members, specifically the chairs

or presiding officers of the key workforce agencies
– Texas Workforce Commission
– Texas Department of Economic Development
– Department of Human Services
– State Board of Education
– Higher Education Coordinating Board
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● Staffing.  The Council has 12 FTEs and is administratively attached
to the Governor’s Office in Austin.  Two of the FTEs staff the
Texas Skill Standards Board (TSSB), a related, but independent
advisory board also located in the Governor’s Office.

● Strategic Planning. The Council developed the first Texas
Workforce Development  Strategic Plan in 1994.  The current
strategic plan covers fiscal years 1999-2004 and includes goals,
objectives, and performance measures for the programs and
functions of the state agencies represented on the Council.  The
Council reports annually to the Governor and Legislature on the
implementation of the plan.

● Performance Measures.  The Council reports data on 25
performance measures that aim to assess the effectiveness of
workforce activities in the state.

Major Events in Council History
1993 The Legislature created the Council as a state agency to develop

a system of local workforce development boards and one-stop
workforce centers; plan statewide for comprehensive
employment and training services; and evaluate the system’s
effectiveness using key performance measures.

1994 The Council developed the first Texas Workforce Development
Strategic Plan for fiscal years 1994-1999.

1995 In House Bill 1863, the Legislature removed the Council’s status
as a separate agency, and administratively attached it to the
Office of the Governor.  The Council’s membership was reduced
from more than 40 members to 20, and the responsibility of
providing operational oversight of local workforce boards and
centers was transferred to the newly created Texas Workforce
Commission.  The Council retained its strategic planning and
evaluation duties.

1998 Congress passed WIA, which reformed federal job training
programs and created a new, comprehensive workforce system.
Under a “grandfather” clause in WIA, Texas was able to retain
key elements of its workforce system as established under H.B.
1863, including the Council which was designated as the State
Workforce Investment Board.

2001 The Legislature passed Senate Bill 429 which authorizes the
Council to develop new system performance measures for all
state agencies that administer workforce programs, and a
funding formula to support the Council’s operations.
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Organization
Policy Body

The Council is composed of 20 members, 15 of which are appointed
by the Governor and five ex officio members.  The Council meets at
least quarterly to consider actions and endorse Council reports.   The
Governor appoints the Chair from one of the business or labor
representatives on the Council.  The Chair appoints an Executive
Director to administer the daily operations of the Council.  The chart,
Council  Membership, provides information on each Council member.
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Staff

The Executive Director oversees 12 staff, as shown in the chart, Texas
Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness Organizational Chart.
Two members of the staff support the Texas Skill Standards Board (TSSB),
which is described in the textbox, Texas Skill Standards Board.

Texas Skill Standards Board

● TSSB is an advisory board
to the Governor and the
Legislature, responsible for
the development of a
statewide system of
industry-defined skill
standards to guide
curriculum development
for workforce education
and training.

● Skill standards describe the
type of work that must be
performed on a specific job
and give performance
indicators to determine
competent work.

● Skill standards are intended
to ensure that students and
workers receive the
training that employers
need, and that training
results in credentials that
are meaninful to
employers.

● TSSB has recognized more
than 300 national industry
skill standards for 19 jobs,
including heavy equipment
maintenance, database
administrator, and county
corrections officer.

Funding
Revenues

Because the Council is not a separate state agency, it receives funding
and support from the Governor’s Office and some of its member agencies.
The Office of the Governor, in conjunction with these  funding agencies,
must approve the Council’s expenditures. The Council operated on
revenues of $1,066,846 in fiscal year 2001, as shown in the chart, Sources
of Revenue.

Expenditures

The Council spent $726,764 in fiscal year 2001, leaving an unexpended
balance of $340,082.  The majority of unexpended balances, which
average approximately $348,500 annually from fiscal years 1998 –

Deputy
Director

*Two staff dedicated to support of TSSB.

Evaluation
Specialist

Research
Specialist

Policy
Analyst

TSSB
Support*

Policy
AnalystPlanner

Executive
Assistant

Information
Specialist

Administrative
Processes

TCWEC

Director

Texas Council on Workforce and
Economic Competitiveness

Organizational Chart
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2001, have been returned to TWC.  Personnel
costs are the majority of the Council’s
expenses, at $670,162.  The Council’s
expenditures in fiscal year 2001 are shown
in the Expenditures chart.

The Legislature changed the
Council’s funding formula during
the last legislative session.
Beginning in fiscal year 2002, the
Council will be funded by
contributions from each member
agency based on each agency’s
relative participation in the
workforce system.

Council Operations
The Council conducts strategic planning and evaluation for the
workforce development system in Texas.  This system is comprised of
the workforce programs and activities within  the Texas Workforce
Commission, Texas Department of Economic Development, Higher
Education Coordinating Board, State Board of Education, and
Department of Human Services.  The 77th Legislature, in S.B. 429,
included four additional agencies in these functions:  the Texas
Rehabilitation Commission, The Texas Commission for the Blind, the
Texas Youth Commission, and the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice.

Information Systems $80.00 (0.01%)
Travel $24,822 (3.42%)

Operating Costs $26,879 (3.70%)
Communications $4,819 (0.66%)

Personnel Costs $670,162 (92.21%)

Expenditures
FY 2001

Total:  $726,764*

*unexpended funds:  $340,082

Sources of Revenue
FY 2001

Total:  $1,066,846

Office of the Governor
$198,028.37 (18.56%)

Department of Human Services
$73,919.40 (6.93%)

Texas Workforce
Commission

$729,815 (68.41%)

Texas Education Agency
$65,083.56 (6.10%)

The Council is now
funded by agencies based

on their workforce
participation.
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The Council performs three key functions for the system:

– develops a statewide strategic plan and determines goals and
objectives for the system;

– evaluates the system through statewide performance measures; and

– conducts research and publishes special reports related to the system.

To carry out its strategic planning and evaluation functions, the Council,
with its member and partner agencies, develops a five-year Texas
Workforce Development Strategic Plan for the workforce system.  The
current plan, which covers 1999 – 2004, provides an overall framework
for the operation of workforce and education agencies, and local
workforce development boards.   The strategic plan also includes broad
goals and objectives to help the system meet its most important outcome
– providing skilled workers that meet the needs of employers.  The
system-wide goals are to:

– establish a business-driven workforce development system;

– establish performance measures to monitor, evaluate, and improve
the workforce development system;

– ensure access to the literacy, education, and workplace skills required
for employment and life-long learning;

– ensure workers have the education and skills for advancement into
higher skilled, and higher wage careers; and

– empower youth with the knowledge, skills, and behaviors needed
for employment and independence in higher skilled and higher wage
careers.

The Council, in conjunction with the Texas Workforce Commission,
reviews and approves the local boards’ strategic plans for consistency
with the Texas Workforce Development Strategic Plan.  The Council
also evaluates implementation of this plan and reports annually to the
Governor and Legislature.

The Council evaluates the workforce system by collecting outcome data
from member agencies on program performance measures, and tracking
these outcomes over time.  The Council works closely with the Texas
Workforce Commission’s Career Development Resources Division, which
maintains data on the outcomes of participants in workforce and
education programs.  The Council also contracted for a survey of Texas
employers in 2001 and 2002 to measure their use of, and satisfaction
with, the workforce system.

The Council’s research duties include producing workforce and economic
development related reports on topics such as the Smart Jobs program;
labor market information; welfare reform; and tax incentive and economic
development laws.

A key goal of the
Council is to establish
performance measures to
evaluate and improve
the workforce
development system.
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State Workforce Investment
Board Duties

Required under the federal Workforce Investment
Act of 1998, these Boards perform the following
duties:
● develop a single five-year plan for the state’s

workforce system to ensure collaboration and
accountability across multiple agencies;

● approve the designation of, and subsequent
changes to, local workforce development
board areas;

● develop comprehensive state workforce and
education performance measures to evaluate
the progress of WIA activities; and

● review local board plans to assist in improving
the activities of the local workforce center
service delivery system.

In addition to its planning, evaluation, and research
activities, the Council also serves as the State Workforce
Investment Board, as required by the federal Workforce
Investment Act.  The purpose of a SWIB is to be the
coordinating entity between the separate agencies
administering workforce programs, as well as to
provide a mechanism for the Governor to guide
strategic planning for the workforce system.  The
textbox, State Workforce Investment Board Duties,
summarizes the Council’s duties under WIA.
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Appendix A

Professional

State Agency Administration

The agency exceeded the civilian labor force percentage for African-Americans, Hispanics, and females
in this category.

The agency consistently exceeded the civilian labor force for all minorities and females in this category.

TWC Equal Employment Opportunity Statistics

1998 to 2001

In accordance with the requirements of the Sunset Act the following material shows trend information
for the agency’s employment of minorities and females in all applicable categories.1  The agency maintains
and reports this information under guidelines established by the Texas Commission on Human Rights.2

In the charts, the flat lines represent the percentages of the statewide civilian labor force that African-
Americans, Hispanics, and females comprise in each job category.  These percentages provide a yardstick
for measuring agencies’ performance in employing persons in each of these groups.  The dashed lines
represent the agency’s actual employment percentages in each job category from 1998 to 2001.

Positions: 588 573 556 569 588 573 556 569 588 573 556 569
Percent: 10.37% 8.55% 9.53% 9.31% 18.87% 17.45% 17.08% 17.75% 51.53% 52.87% 53.95% 55%
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Percent: 20.08% 18.80% 19.34% 20.52% 28.99% 30.73% 28.85% 29.36% 59.50% 58.57% 57.31% 58.62%
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Appendix A

Para-Professional

Technical

The agency generally met or exceeded the civilian labor force in this category during the last three
years.  However, female representation fell below standard in 2001.

While the agency far exceeded the civilian labor force percentage for females, African-American
representation continued to be below the standard in this category.

Positions: 329 263 290 270 329 263 290 270 329 263 290 270
Percent: 18.54% 14.82% 14.48% 10.74% 18.54% 18.63% 18.96% 21.85% 50.75% 42.96% 46.20% 40.74%

Positions: 261 231 242 267 261 231 242 267 261 231 242 267
Percent: 15.70% 14.28% 17.76% 20.22% 26.81% 28.13% 30.57% 34.45% 84.67% 83.98% 86.36% 88.38%
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Positions: 661 435 367 330 661 435 367 330 661 435 367 330
Percent: 22.84% 20.68% 18.52% 21.51% 36.61% 37.93% 38.14% 38.48% 87.74% 86.89% 83.37% 83.63%

The agency generally exceeded the civilian labor force for African-Americans, Hispanics, and female
representation in this category.
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Appendix A

Skilled Craft
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Positions: 31 27 20 24 31 27 20 24 31 27 20 24
Percent: 16.12% 11.11% 15% 12.5% 35.48% 48.14% 60% 54.16% 9.67% 14.81% 20% 12.5%

The agency generally met or exceeded the civilian labor force standard for African-Americans,
Hispanics, and females in this category.

Service/Maintenance

Positions: 20 19 18 15 20 19 18 15 20 19 18 15
Percent: 35% 36.84% 33.33% 40% 40% 42.10% 50% 46.66% 5% 5.26% 5.55% 6.66%

The agency exceeded the civilian labor force standard for African-Americans and Hispanics but
continued to be below the standard in employment of females in this category.
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1  Texas Government Code ch. 325, sec. 325.011(9)(A) (Vernon 1999).
2  Texas Labor Code ch. 21, sec. 21.501 (formally required by rider in the General Appropriations Act).
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Special Trade

Appendix B

TWC Historically Underutilized Businesses Statistics

1998 to 2001

The Legislature has encouraged state agencies to increase their use of Historically Underutilized
Businesses (HUBs) to promote full and equal opportunities for all businesses in state procurement.
The Legislature also requires the Sunset Commission to consider agencies' compliance with laws and
rules regarding HUB use in its reviews.1   The review of the Texas Workforce Commission revealed
that the agency is generally complying with state requirements concerning HUB purchasing.  However,
the agency has not adopted HUB rules since the Building and Procurement Commission’s rules are
reflected in the agency's procedures.  In addition, while the agency has two contracts that each total
more than $100,000, the contractors do not have a HUB subcontracting plan because both contracts
pre-date this requirement.

The following material shows trend information for the Texas Workforce Commission use of HUBs
in purchasing goods and services.  The agency maintains and reports this information under guidelines
in the Texas Building and Procurement Commission's statute.2   In the charts, the flat lines represent
the goal for HUB purchasing in each category, as established by the Texas Building and Procurement
Commission.  The dashed lines represent the percentage of agency spending with HUBs in each
purchasing category from 1998 to 2001.  Finally, the number in parentheses under each year shows
the total amount the agency spent in each purchasing category.  The agency has not met the State
goals in the Special Trade or Other Services category.  However, the agency has exceeded the State
goals in both the Professional Services and Commodities purchasing categories.
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Professional Services

Other Services

Appendix B

Commodities
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1  Texas Government Code, ch. 325, sec.325.011 (9) (B) (Vernon 1999).
2  Texas Government Code, ch. 2161, (1999).
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Appendix C

Staff Review Activites

The Sunset staff engaged in the following activities during the review of the Texas Workforce
Commission (TWC) and the Texas Council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness (the
Council).

● Worked extensively with TWC’s Commissioners, Executive Director, management, and staff
from each of the agency’s major programs.  Attended weekly TWC Commission meetings, and
reviewed tapes and minutes of past meetings.  Reviewed agency documents, reports, and
publications.

● Worked with the Council Chair, Executive Director, and staff.  Attended the Council, Texas
Skills Standards Board, and advisory committee meetings.  Met in person or interviewed by
phone several Council members, representatives of member agencies, and the Chair of the
Texas Skills Standards Board.

● Visited 12 local workforce development boards, 28 workforce centers, and four UI tele-centers
in Arlington, Austin, Bastrop, Brownsville, Dallas, Denton, Edinburg, El Paso, Fort Worth,
Galveston, Harlingen, Houston, Killeen, Lubbock, McAllen, Port Isabel, Richardson, Rio
Grande City, Rockdale, Texas City, and Weslaco.

● Interviewed in person and by telephone local workforce development board members, executive
directors and staff, contracted providers, TWC workforce center staff, and local elected officials.
Attended local workforce development board meetings.  Surveyed local workforce development
board members about their experience with, concerns about, and suggestions regarding TWC
and the Council.

● Met in person, or interviewed by telephone, federal Department of Labor, and Administration
for Children and Families staff.

● Interviewed legislative staff of committees dealing with workforce issues, and staff of legislative
members with key legislation impacting TWC and the Council.

Interviewed staff and reviewed reports from the Governor’s Office, Comptroller of Public
Accounts, Office of the Attorney General, State Auditor’s Office, Legislative Budget Board,
Texas Education Agency, Department of Human Services, and Department of Protective and
Regulatory Services.

● Interviewed staff and reviewed reports from other states, and statewide organizations, regarding
adult education, child care, state workforce investment boards, unemployment insurance, welfare
to work, workforce programs, and proprietary school regulatory agencies.

● Interviewed staff from AFL-CIO, Career Colleges and Schools of Texas, Center for Public
Policy Priorities, Ray Marshall Center for the Study of Human Resources at the University of
Texas-Austin, Workforce Leadership of Texas, chambers of commerce members, employers,
community college representatives, and child care workers and advocates.

● Attended the 5th Annual Texas Workforce Conference in Houston, September 2001; and a
TWC Texas Business Conference in San Antonio, November 2001.
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